FOOD FOR THOUGHT, RIGHT HERE…
Food: We all need it to survive; we all have a relationship with it
in one way or another; we all use it to celebrate, commiserate
and commemorate. So, why not let food be the focus of our
school curriculum, from which all other subjects – physics,
chemistry, social sciences, PSHE – feed?
This is a question Dr Christian Nansen, an associate professor
at the Entomology and Nematology College of Agriculture,
UC Davis, asks in his article: The School of Food (p102). He
argues that food, as an educational denominator, can address
societal challenges, elevate levels of empowerment and teach
our children everything they need to know about maths,
engineering, life sciences – essentially all school subjects
and more.
It is no surprise that there are a range of innovative research
projects relating to food and the agricultural sciences. Our
burgeoning population needs feeding, but how do we do that
sustainably? We hope that the projects in this issue inspire
your students to consider working in these expanding fields,
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which require all manner of experts from computer scientists
to biochemists and food scientists.
Of course, an Ed’s note about food would not be complete
without mentioning that well known adage: ‘You are what you
eat’. Good, wholesome food keeps us healthy, but so do the
scientists increasing our understanding of rare diseases (p38),
our immune system (p42) and antibiotic resistance (p52). This
issue is packed with fascinating health and wellbeing projects
like these.
And, just as we need food to supply us with energy, so too do
we need energy to power our smartphones, computers and
modern appliances, whether that comes from wind (p20),
other renewable sources (p14) or yeast (p24).
But first, let’s start this issue with a bang; and what better way
to do that than with explosive super-eruptions, followed by
an investigation into whether Einstein’s famous equation, E =
MC2, is really true?
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VO LC A N O LO GY A N D
G EO LO GY: A N EX PLOSI O N
O F POSS IB IL IT IE S
VOLC ANO ES FOR MOR E
PROF ESSO R STEP HEN SELF HAS BEEN STUD YING
ED VOLC ANO ES ALL ARO UND
THAN 40 YEAR S. IN THAT TIME , HE HAS VISIT
STAN DING UND ER THE
THE WOR LD AND EVEN TAKE N NOTE S WHIL E
WE LOO K AT THE STUD Y OF
ASH FALL OF A VOLC ANIC ERUP TION . HERE ,
OSIV E SUPE R-ER UPTI ONS
ANC IENT FLOO D BASA LT ERUP TION S AND EXPL

TALK LIKE A VOLCANOLOGIST
Super-eruption – a volcanic eruption that has a measure of 8 on the Volcanic Explosivity Index and
also magnitude 8 on the global magnitude scale for eruptions (in kg).
Volcanic Explosivity Index – a relative measure of the explosiveness of volcanic eruptions. Steve
was part of the team that devised the Index.
Super-volcano – a volcanic centre that has had a super-eruption at some point.
Ancient flood-basalt eruptions – eruptions that occurred many millions of years ago, with known
volumes of individual lava flows exceeding 2,000 cubic kilometres (km3).
Caldera – a large bowl-shaped volcanic depression that measures more than one kilometre in
diameter. Calderas are almost always formed by the collapse of the top of a volcanic edifice.
Magma – molten or partially molten rock below the Earth’s surface from which igneous rocks form.
Lava – magma that emerges as a liquid onto the Earth’s surface.
Pyroclastic flows – a mixture of hot magma/magmatic fragments, gases and entrapped air that
moves at high speed in thick clouds across the ground. The ultimate geologic hazard!
Volcanic winter – a reduction in global temperatures that is caused by volcanic droplets of sulphuric
acid and water obscuring the Sun.
As you walk along the street to the shops, take
the bus to see a friend, or lie on the beach on
holiday, you could be forgiven for not realising
just what has gone into creating the Earth’s
surface. It is said that more than 80 percent of
the Earth’s surface – both above and below sea
level – is of volcanic origin. Over hundreds of
millions of years, gaseous emissions from volcanic
vents formed the Earth’s earliest oceans and
atmosphere. Not only have countless volcanic
eruptions produced mountains and plains
around the world, they have supplied the very
04

15-17 million years ago in the Columbia River
Basalt Group did not – even though these ancient
flood-basalt eruptions produced an unimaginable
~210,000 km3 of lava in the Pacific Northwest
of the United States. Fortunately for all of us,
another eruption of this type is not expected on
Earth for a few million years.
WHAT IS AN EXPLOSIVE VOLCANIC
SUPER-ERUPTION?
Professor Stephen Self has dedicated his life
to the study of ancient flood-basalt eruptions
and explosive volcanic super-eruptions. As a
volcanologist, his research has taken him all
around the world, from some of the most remote
regions on Earth, through to the inside of
active volcanoes.
Explosive super-eruptions can be the size of
flood-basalt eruptions, producing upwards of
1,000,000,000,000,000 kg (1015 kg) of
magma, equivalent to ~ 1,000 km3 of ash (enough
to bury a large city like London to a depth of
500 m (1,640 ft)).

In human terms, explosive volcanic events that
led to the phenomena detailed above occurred so
long ago as to almost seem to belong to a different
planet. And it is true that even in geological
terms, most of these events occurred over
geological eons.

WHEN DID THE LAST SUPER-ERUPTION
OCCUR?
Around 26,500 years ago. It was the Oruanui
eruption of Taupo Volcano in New Zealand. It
generated approximately 430 km3 of pyroclastic
flow deposits from 530 km³ of magma. It is
worth noting that this is the youngest supereruption yet known – it is entirely possible
that volcanologists like Steve may discover a
younger one.

While many super-eruptions are associated with
mass extinction of life through (geologic) time,
a series of flood-basalt eruptions that took place

Of some concern is that it was once thought that
super-eruptions occurred every 100,000 years
or so, but the latest study using extreme-value

ingredients needed to evolve and sustain life.

Find this article and accompanying activity sheet at www.futurumcareers.com

statistics puts the likelihood of an occurrence at
one every 17,000 years. That could mean we are
effectively 9,500 years overdue. It is important
to remember, however, that averages like these
cannot be taken as a statement of fact.

eruption starts, there will be ash fallout, which
will impede our ability to fly in aeroplanes. Later,
there could be follow-on effects such as climate
change – these effects could last for decades, if
not centuries.

HOW LIKELY IS IT THAT WE’LL
EXPERIENCE A SUPER-ERUPTION IN
OUR LIFETIME?
Fortunately, it is still extremely unlikely that a
super-eruption will occur in our lifetime. Having
said that, it is impossible to know when one will
take place and where it will occur. Of course, this
is one of the reasons that volcanologists monitor
known super-volcanoes – to chart whether there
is an increase in activity or any other warning
signs. However, it is possible that there are
super-volcanoes on Earth yet to be discovered
which, again, forms part of a volcanologist’s
day job.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO STUDY SUPERERUPTIONS IF THEY ARE A RELATIVELY
RARE EVENT?
“We can learn a lot by studying the extremes
of phenomena, particularly when we know that
the Earth will definitely experience a supereruption at some point in the future,” explains
Steve. “Studying super-eruptions can give us
early warnings for future generations – it is worth
noting that an eruption of 8 on the Volcanic
Explosivity Index would cause devastation equal to
that of a very large meteorite (a bolide) hitting the
Earth – and the frequency of super-eruptions is
much greater!”

HOW DESTRUCTIVE ARE SUPERERUPTIONS?
This rather depends on the particular supereruption, although it is worth noting that any
impacts will likely be indirectly destructive. If you
were to live in the caldera, then everything will
collapse in and pyroclastic flows will wipe out an
area of up to 30,000 km2 (a radius of 100 km)
around the caldera.

HOW DO YOU STUDY SUPERERUPTIONS?
Steve and his team trace ash deposits, which
sometimes occur across continents (the spread
of ash can be extremely wide). They then try to
determine whether the ash deposits are from the
same super-eruption and estimate the volume and
mass of the deposits. Ultimately, the work of a
volcanologist studying super-eruptions is centred
on putting together a historical picture of the
eruption – it is time-consuming work, but filling in
the gaps of our knowledge is always important.

Most damage to the planet will occur in the years
afterwards, though. Immediately after the super-
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Steve’s interest in volcanoes spans more
than 40 years. Much of his work is
concerned with lava-producing supereruptions (which occurred on Earth
millions of years ago) and explosive supereruptions (which can and will occur again
during the human species’ lifespan).
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There are about 20 known super-volcanoes on Earth. Below, we list two and detail their
most recent super-eruptions.
TOBA
Toba is an ancient volcano located in Sumatra, Indonesia. Around 74,000 years ago, a
super-eruption expelled up to 5,000 km³ of ash. It is thought to be the largest volcanic
eruption in human history (as opposed to recorded in human history) and one of the biggest
ever known to scientists. Some scientists believed it sent the planet into a severe ice age,
which almost caused the extinction of modern humans, but this point is highly disputed.
YELLOWSTONE
Perhaps the most well-known super-volcano to people in the Western world, Yellowstone
is mostly situated in the northwest corner of Wyoming in the US. Its caldera measures
approximately 55 x 75 km and was initially formed over three eruptions, the first of which
occurred approximately two million years ago. It currently supports lots of geysers and
hot-springs.

Here, you can see part of the Toba caldera
and lake.
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PATH WAY FR O M SC HO O L TO
VO LC AN O LO GY AN D G EO LO GY
Volcanology is part of the field of geology,
so you cannot have the former without
the latter. The subjects you need to take
at school, college and university to study
volcanology and geology do have some
overlap but volcanology is such a niche
field, that it is perhaps better to focus your
attention on geology initially and see if you
can narrow the focus down to volcanology at
a later date.

“The field of volcanology does not employ
that many people, with between 2,000 and
2,500 people around the world considering
themselves volcanologists – the number of
members of the International Association of
Volcanology and Chemistry of the Earth’s
Interior (IAVCEI),” explains Steve. “To
become a geologist, you should study a broad
range of subjects, including mathematics,

physics, chemistry, geology and physical
geography, biology and statistics.”
WOULD STEVE RECOMMEND A
CAREER IN GEOLOGY?
Yes. Steve believes it is a wonderful career
for a range of different reasons. “It really is a
great field to work in,” says Steve. “You learn
to look after the planet, you get to explore
remote and/or beautiful regions around the
world, you often work outdoors (if that’s
your thing), and the work is usually varied!”
So, if all of that sounds of interest, you
should certainly be embarking on a career
in geology!

you take. There are many volcanologists
who began with a geology degree and do not
have a PhD in geology. However, it is worth
considering the fact that there are jobs at all
levels, from degree-level, to masters-level,
through to PhD-level.
Even a non-geology degree can be OK,
but an Earth science, geophysics or
environmental science degree is best. In
truth, the path is not always linear – there
are many different routes to begin a career
as a geologist or volcanologist. It is up to the
individual to forge their own path in a way
that works best for them.

DO I NEED A DEGREE IN
VOLCANOLOGY TO WORK IN
THIS AREA?
Again, this rather depends on the pathway

HOW TO BECOME A
VOLCANOLOGIST
• The Environmental Science Organisation
has a wealth of information on volcanology
as a vocation. It explains in great detail
what a volcanologist does and includes
information on the education requirements.
https://www.environmentalscience.org/
career/volcanologist
• Volcanologists earn an average of
US$90,890 per year, with the highest 10%
earning around $187,200 and the lowest
10% earning around $48,270.
• The job demand for volcanologists is
expected to grow 16% in the next 10 years
– faster than the average profession.
ka = thousand years (kilo annum); Ma = million years (mega annum); km3 = cubic kilometers
Toba could well be the second known M9 eruption, based on the latest estimates!
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HOW DI D PR O F ST EP HE N SE LF
BE CO M E A VO LC AN O LO G IST?
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
The first thing I wanted to be was a steam
locomotive driver, but then steam went away
and was gradually superseded by electric and
diesel locomotives. It was around the age of
12 that I became interested in geology and
decided I wanted to become a geologist.
WHO OR WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
STUDY VOLCANOLOGY?
I used to read books about geography and
geology from the local library – and I was
naturally drawn to volcanoes for some
reason. However, I never thought I would
end up studying them – I just wanted to be a
regular geologist hunting for minerals or oil.

HAS BEEN THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR
CAREER SO FAR?
There have been so many highlights over the
years! Managing to get to Mount Tambora,
a remote volcano in Indonesia, in 1979 – to
undertake the first modern study of the
great 1815 eruption. Going to Antarctica
for seven weeks as part of a remote field
mapping team was a brilliant experience – it
had nothing to do with volcanoes, but it was
a unique experience nevertheless. Standing
in the ash fall of the 1973 Iceland volcanic
eruption at Heimaey and taking notes
was also a highlight, as was seeing Toba in
Indonesia – the site of the immense supereruption 74,000 years ago.

Also, my mother rented rooms out to two
London university students beginning from
when I was about 11. One was studying
chemistry (and ended up marrying my elder
sister, but that’s another story), while the
other studied geology. I was very interested
in him and the work he was doing – he went
on field trips, which sounded great to me. He
never tired of answering my questions! His
name was Philip Sproston and he sadly died
quite young.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN INSIDE AN
ACTIVE VOLCANO? WHAT IS IT LIKE?
DOES IT FEEL DIFFERENT TO A
DORMANT VOLCANO?
There are active volcanoes, which are defined
as those that might erupt again, based on
several criteria. However, when they are not
erupting, they are classed as dormant, so
being inside active volcanoes like that, such
as Yellowstone or Etna – when they’re not
producing lava flows – is not much different
to being in or on a dormant one.

YOU HAVE STUDIED VOLCANOES
FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS. WHAT

Then there are actively erupting volcanoes,
which of course are extremely dangerous!

The safest is Kilauea, Hawaii, where one
could go right up to the active lava flows
(until the eruption shut down about
a year ago). That is something I have
done frequently.
There are also volcanoes such as Heimaey,
and Etna, which erupts almost every year
it seems! I have actually been close to both
during eruptions and I can tell you that it is
pretty exciting! You just have to be aware of
what you are doing, what is coming next, and
avoid getting too near the vents.
IF YOU COULD GO BACK IN
TIME, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO
YOURSELF WHEN YOU WERE A
TEENAGER?
Be better at maths, physics and chemistry,
not just geology and geography! I struggled
with the basic STEM subjects, but no one
ever explained why the STEM courses were
so essential.
FINALLY, WHAT SHOULD PEOPLE DO
IF THEY HAPPEN TO BE CLOSE TO A
VOLCANO ERUPTING?
Move away – quickly!

STEVE’S TOP TIPS
1 Study hard and learn at all times. You should be prepared to take STEM courses
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics), because they essentially
underpin many other subjects.

2 Take chances – if you are embarking on a career in geology or volcanology you should
be prepared to live abroad, particularly as there are geological topics of interest all
around the world.

3 Grasp the opportunities that you are given, whenever you are given them. It is

important to apply for scholarships and fellowships if you can; this will help expand
your potential and perhaps give you opportunities you would not otherwise be given.

Kilauea volcano in Hawaii. Steve has visited
this volcano to see its active lave flows
many times.
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DOES E REALLY
EQUAL MC SQUARED?
ATIO N IN
E=MC 2 IS ARGU ABLY THE MOS T FAMO US EQU
UNIV ERSE
THE WOR LD, BUT IS ITS DESC RIPT ION OF THE
AT CENT RAL
COM PLET E? DR MATT HEW REDS HAW , BASE D
STIG ATOR OF
MICH IGAN UNIV ERSI T Y, IS THE PRIN CIPA L INVE
A PROJ ECT THAT IS DETE RMIN ED TO FIND OUT

TALK LIKE A PHYSICIST
PROTONS – a particle with a
positive charge
ELECTRONS – a particle with a
negative charge
NEUTRONS – a particle with no charge
ISOTOPES – atoms that have the same
number of protons and electrons, but a
different number of neutrons

Albert Einstein developed his theory of
special relativity in 1905 and still, some 115
years later, it forms an essential part of the
basis of modern physics. While many of the
mathematical and scientific calculations
underpinning the theory are complex, the
theory essentially explains how space and
time are linked for objects moving at a
consistent speed in a straight line. As an object
approaches the speed of light – 186,282 miles
per second – its mass becomes infinite and it
cannot go any faster than the speed of light.

GAMMA RAYS – a penetrating
electromagnetic radiation arising from the
radioactive decay of atomic nuclei

The theory of special relativity has many
consequences, including the aforementioned
universal speed limit and the mind-bending
notion that time slows down for someone
travelling close to the speed of light! But
perhaps its most famous output is one of the
most well-known equations in physics –
E = mc2. It is fair to say that almost everyone
has heard of this equation, but how many
understand what it means? Put simply, it
states ‘energy equals mass times the speed of
light squared’. This is an extremely important
statement, as it means that energy (E)
and mass (m) are interchangeable and are
therefore different forms of the same thing.

BLACK BODY – an object that absorbs all
radiation (such as visible light, infrared light
and ultraviolet light) that falls on it

E = mc2 has been tested for its validity and
accuracy countless times since Einstein
published his theory, but now Dr Matthew

35CL – an isotope of chlorine with 17
protons and 18 neutrons
36CL – a naturally occurring radioactive
isotope of chlorine
SPECIAL RELATIVITY – a physical theory
regarding the relationship between space
and time
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Redshaw, based at Central Michigan
University, USA is embarking on an ambitious
project to perform the most precise direct test
of the equation to date.
WHAT TOOLS WILL BE USED TO TEST
EINSTEIN’S THEORY?
With something that requires this level of
precision, a lot of time and effort must go into
building the right tools. The team is currently
building a high precision Penning trap mass
spectrometer (CHIP-TRAP) to conduct the
research. “There are only a few other so-called
Penning traps in the world capable of reaching
the precision we are aiming for,” explains
Matt. “What is unique about CHIP-TRAP
is that it actually contains two traps. We use
them like a balancing scale to compare the
mass of two atoms against each other. This
will help us perform these very precise mass
measurements.”
HOW IS THE TEAM TESTING WHETHER E
REALLY DOES EQUAL MC2?
To test the precision of Einstein’s theory, Matt
and his team will be performing a very precise
measurement of the mass difference between
two types of chlorine atoms: Chlorine-35
(35Cl) and Chlorine-36 (36Cl). Because these
isotopes have the same number of protons
and electrons, they have the same chemical
properties. However, because 36Cl has one

DR MATTHEW REDSHAW
Associate Professor, Department
of Physics, College of Science and
Engineering, Central Michigan
University, USA

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Nuclear Physics

RESEARCH

extra neutron, they do not have the same mass
– hence Matt’s decision to focus his research
on these particular atoms.
The difference in mass between the two atoms
is not simply because of the extra neutron.
Instead, as something explained by E = mc2,
some of the additional mass of the extra
neutron is given up as nuclear binding energy.
So, the mass of 36Cl is actually less than the
mass of 35Cl plus a neutron. By measuring the
mass difference between 35Cl and 36Cl (and
taking the mass of the additional neutron into
account), Matt will be able to determine the
neutron binding energy.
The final piece of the puzzle is that when a
35Cl nucleus captures a neutron to become
36Cl, it emits the excess binding energy in the
form of gamma rays. A team of researchers
in Grenoble, France, used the nuclear reactor
there to capture neutrons on 35Cl. Then, they

precisely measured the energy of the emitted
gamma rays. By comparing the measurements
for E with the mass difference, Matt and his
team will be able to directly test E = mc2.
HOW FAR IS THE TEAM INTO
THE RESEARCH?
Given the complexity of the CHIP-TRAP,
there will not be any results this year. “We
have been building the apparatus we will use to
perform this measurement for five or six years
now,” says Matt. “We are currently in the stage
of trapping ions and developing our procedures
and computer control system to perform the
measurements. We hope to achieve the first
results in the next couple of years.”

Matt’s work is concerned with attempting
to perform a precise measurement of
the mass difference between two types
of chlorine atoms: Chlorine-35 and
Chlorine-36. If successful, it would be
the most precise direct test of Einstein’s
famous E = mc2 equation to date.

FUNDERS
National Science Foundation; U.S.
Department of Energy
This research is supported by the National Science
Foundation and the US Department of Energy. The
content of this article is solely the responsibility of
the authors and does not necessarily represent the
official views of the NSF or DoE.

Ultimately, the results from the project will
either increase confidence in the theory of
relativity or, perhaps more excitingly, show
that it is incomplete in describing our universe.

Wondering what the CHIP-TRAP
looks like? Well, here it is.
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ABOUT PHYSICS
E = mc2 is one of the key foundations
in modern physics and is central to our
understanding of the universe. However,
many people do not understand what it means
– so why is it so famous? “I think much of its
fame is because it came from Einstein,” says
Matt. “He was arguably the first physicist to
reach celebrity in mainstream culture and his
equation represents an idea from the mind of
a genius.”
HOW DOES EINSTEIN’S EQUATION
RELATE TO NUCLEAR PHYSICS?
Einstein’s theory shows that energy (E) and
mass (m) are interchangeable – that mass is
really just another form of energy. It tells us
that we can measure the mass of an atom and
learn something about its structure from how
much energy is required to bind it together. It
also tells us that there are huge quantities of
energy stored inside the nucleus of an atom
in the form of mass and that this energy can
be released by splitting the atom, as is done in
nuclear power plants and the atomic bomb.
ARE THERE ANY OTHER INTERESTING
EQUATIONS RELATED TO ENERGY?
Matt is particularly fond of a deceptively

simple looking equation that was developed
th
by Max Planck towards the end of the 19
century. The equation is E = hf, where f is the
frequency of light and h is Planck’s constant.
“Planck introduced this equation as a
mathematical trick to explain the discrepancy
between the predicted and observed black
body radiation spectrum,” explains Matt.
“Einstein used this idea to explain another
phenomenon – the photoelectric effect
– that could not be explained with classic
electromagnetic theory.”
Planck’s equation formed part of a revolution
of physics, where scientists began to
understand that the rules of the incredibly
small were different to those of the massive.
This led to our beginning to understand
quantum physics and the development of
quantum mechanics, which continues to lead
to tremendous advances in a range of fields.
WHAT ABOUT OTHER NOTABLE
PHYSICISTS?
Richard Feynman is one of Matt’s favourite
physicists. Feynman was an American
theoretical physicist who did important work
relating to quantum mechanics and quantum

electrodynamics. “I loved reading his books
during my teenage years and beyond. Like
Einstein, he acquired somewhat of a celebrity
status and is an icon to many physicists,”
says Matt. “He had such unique insights
into physics problems and won the Nobel
prize for his role in developing quantum
electrodynamics. He was also a fantastic
storyteller and interesting character.”
SHOULD YOU EMBARK ON A CAREER
IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS?
Only you can answer that, but the subject
is so varied that it can lead to a wide range
of different career paths. Nuclear physics
is often seen as something otherworldly
almost, but the field helps to answer some
fundamental questions. “A career in nuclear
physics could involve doing research to answer
questions such as ‘How is the matter we
see around us – and that we are made of –
produced in stars?’,” says Matt. “Then there is
the opportunity to work on cleaner and safer
ways to produce nuclear energy or developing
medical treatments to fight cancer.”

HOW TO BECOME A PHYSICIST
• The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) is currently being built at Michigan State University
and is scheduled to begin operating in 2022. Matt says that dozens of universities around the
country are involved in developing equipment to use at FRIB and are planning experiments to
run. This will create a lot of opportunities for students and physicists to get involved.
• If you are interested in becoming a physicist, UCAS has a dedicated page that breaks down all
the possible pathways, opportunities and where to find out more.
• According to Glassdoor, the average salary for a physicist in the US is $95,391.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO PHYSICIST
Aspiring physicists usually major in physics from the time they are undergraduate students,
building a thorough foundation of physics knowledge by studying science and mathematics
courses such as electromagnetism, thermodynamics, quantum mechanics and optics.
https://www.degreequery.com/what-degree-do-i-need-to-become-a-physicist/
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Philip Snoad, a visiting student
from the University of Surrey on
his year-long research placement,
talks to Matt and two PhD
students about his project.

HOW DID
DR MATTHEW REDSHAW
BECOME A PHYSICIST?
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
When I started secondary school, I wanted
to be an engineer because I liked maths and
science and that seemed like an obvious
path. But that was before I really knew what
a career as a scientist could look like!
WHO OR WHAT DREW YOU TO
NUCLEAR PHYSICS?
It was really astronomy and then
astrophysics that drew me to nuclear
physics. I was always fascinated with the
night sky; a particularly notable memory
is of being woken up in the night by my
parents in 1986 to see Halley’s comet. I also
loved the awesome pictures of stars, galaxies
and other objects that were being taken by
the Hubble telescope. In my physics classes,

I learned that it is nuclear physics that fuels
the life and death of stars. I think it is really
cool that by studying the laws of physics that
describe how the tiny nucleus of an atom
behaves, you can understand the universe on
a galactic scale.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT
THE WORK YOU DO?
What I love most about it, is that I get to
do a lot of different things. I get to teach
and mentor students, from first year
undergraduates just starting out on their
physics journey, to PhD students who
are developing the skills to start on their
careers as independent scientists. I also
get to think about interesting problems
and ideas in physics, and to plan and run
experiments to help solve those problems

and test those ideas. This can involve building
equipment in the lab, collecting data during
an experiment, writing computer code to
analyse the data, and talking and writing
about those results.
IF YOU COULD GO BACK IN TIME,
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
I would tell myself not to think that you
can’t be good at something just because you
don’t know how to do it yet. You really can
learn new skills with practice and hard work.
Don’t put it off. Get to work! And get help
– there are many teachers and mentors who
want to help. Especially if they see you are
putting in the effort to succeed.

MATT’S TOP TIPS
The advice I give my students is to get involved in some research. Pick a university that emphasises student involvement in
research. This could be through an undergraduate research project as part of your degree, a research placement at a lab or in
industry, or working for a professor during the summer.

1
2
3

Take as many science and maths classes as you can. If you have the opportunity, take any computing and programming classes
that are available. Having the knowledge and skills to use computers to run experiments and to analyse data is vital.
Concentrate on mastering the fundamentals of maths and physics like calculus and mechanics. All the advanced courses you
take will build on these concepts.

PhD student Nadeesha describes the data he is collecting from the
experiment with the computer control program he helped develop.

PhD student Ramesh completes some connections on the beamline he is
assembling that transports ions to the ion trap.
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M EE T CH RI S KA LO GR O UL IS ,
GS K UK YO UN G EN GI NE ER O F
TH E YE AR 20 20 AN D FU TU RU M ’S
YO UT H AM BA SS AD O R
FO R EN GI NE ER IN G
AND INDU STRI AL
CHR IS COM BINE D HIS SKILL IN MEC HAN ICAL
C ‘FLIP ’ CLOC K AND TAKE
DESI GN TO CREA TE HIS INNO VATI VE MAG NETI
THE YEAR AT THE BIG BANG
THE TITLE OF GSK UK YOU NG ENGI NEER OF
ITIOU S, CHR IS TELL S US ABOU T HIS
COM PETIT ION, 2020 . INNO VATI VE AND AMB
HIS AIMS FOR THE FUTU RE
PASS ION FOR ALL THIN GS ENGI NEER ING AND

WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO ENTER
THE BIG BANG COMPETITION?
I originally entered my product, Stackamals
(www.stackamals.co.uk/ 3D models with
hidden storage), in 2017 after a lot of
persuasion from my DT teacher. I hadn’t
wanted to because I thought my project
wasn’t good enough, but I ended up winning
a big prize. Ever since I started designing Flip
– a minimalistic clock that uses magnets in its
mechanism - I knew I wanted to enter again
and 2020 didn’t disappoint!

to teach myself mechanical engineering with
LEGO Technic.

Chris with Flip, his innovative,
magnetic clock.

WHAT FRUSTRATIONS DID YOU
ENCOUNTER ALONG THE WAY?
I specifically chose a project that would
challenge me and force me to learn new
things; naturally, I came across lots of
obstacles! For example, I went quite far down
the route of using electromagnets to flip the
hands of the clock but realised, after testing,
that they were impractical.

WHO OR WHAT INSPIRES YOU?
It gives me pleasure looking at well-designed
products, so I create folders of these that
I can refer to for inspiration. One designer
I really love is Dieter Rams and I use his
10 principles of design on any product
I’m designing.

After the initial research, I had a clear idea
of how the clock would look and function, so
I was able to overcome these challenges and
finished with a clock that was very close to my
vision. I believe I won the competition because
my design was striking, innovative and used a
real mix of engineering and design skills.

A big part of my passion for engineering
also comes from my parents who are both
engineers and studied at Imperial like me. I
grew up in a household where there wasn’t
the option of replacing a broken object; we
always had to try and fix it! My favourite toy
was always Lego and, as I got older, I started

12
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WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS FOR
THE FUTURE?
Ultimately, I want to do what I love for a living,
which is making products that give people
joy. I’m planning on setting up a company
with my brother, Aran, who is very similar to
me but with a slightly different skill set - he
studies Product Design and Technology at
Loughborough University and so focuses
on industrial design, whereas I focus more
on engineering.
I want to develop the Flip brand further. I’m
lucky because my next university modules are
electronics, computing and human centred
design, so I’m going to take this opportunity to
apply everything I’m learning to my Flip clock
so I can do well on my course and improve the
design even further. My plan is to launch Flip
on Kickstarter in the near future, so watch
this space!
My ambition is to establish a design company
with my brother so that we can build a name
for ourselves and create products we love and
that people want to own.

CHRIS
KALOGROULIS
MEng Design Engineering
Imperial College London, UK
A-LEVELS:

Maths, Further Maths, Physics,
Design & Technology

GCSEs:

Maths, Further Maths,
Electronics, Computing, Design &
Technology, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, English Literature, English
Language, Geography, Religious
Education, French

CHRIS’ ADVICE ON HOW
TO BECOME A DESIGN
ENGINEER

I’ve learnt that with a passion for something, I work really
hard, I overcome obstacles, and I achieve what I set out to
do. I love challenges – I find them exciting and feel rewarded
throughout the whole process, not just at the end. I advise
you to do the same!”

SUPER SKILL:

Chris is a black belt in jujitsu!

DIETER RAMS’
10 PRINCIPLES OF
GOOD DESIGN:

“Design Engineering is the fusion of design thinking and
engineering knowledge and practice. A good design engineer
is someone who loves designing and makes a fully rounded
product, so, enjoy yourself and don’t limit yourself to a
specific section of engineering.
If you’re thinking of entering a competition, stop thinking
about doing it and do it! If you’ve got a project you really
believe in, no matter whether or not you win, you’re going
to have such a valuable experience. Also, really put your
all into presenting your project because if people see your
enthusiasm they are going to want to listen.

INTERESTS:

Music, being outdoors, reading,
photography and filmmaking.

1.
2.

Good design is innovative

Good design makes a product useful
3.

4.

Good design makes a product understandable
5.

Good design is unobtrusive
6.

7.
8.

Good design is aesthetic

Good design is honest
Good design is long-lasting

Good design is thorough down to the last detail
9.

Good design is environmentally-friendly

10. Good design is as little design as possible

These principles inspire Chris.
How could they help you?
The clever, magnetic mechanism of the Flip clock.
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H O W DO W E PR EPAR E TH E UK
FO R A ZE RO CA RB O N FU TU RE ?
AT OF CLIM ATE CHA NGE. ADD RESS ING
MOS T OF US ARE AWA RE OF THE LOO MING THRE
ON AT INTE RNAT IONA L, NATI ONA L AND
THIS GLOB AL ISSU E WILL TAKE DEDI CATE D ACTI
ARY TEAM OF RESE ARCH ERS WOR KING
LOCA L LEVE LS. A SPEC IALIS T MULT IDISC IPLIN
EGE LOND ON IS USIN G THE L ATES T
ON THE IDLE S PROG RAM ME AT IMPE RIAL COLL
PHER HOW THE UK CAN TRAN SITIO N TO
TECH NOLO GY AND UND ERST AND ING TO DECI
NEXT FEW DECA DES
A LOW CARB ON ENER GY SECT OR WITH IN THE
What will the world look like in 2050? The
only certainty is that it will be radically
different from today – climate change
will lead to societal change, whether led
by positive action or forced changes as a
result of inaction. The former is infinitely
preferable, but that involves rethinking
virtually every aspect of modern-day life.
One of the biggest questions involved is our
energy system. Will we be relying on wholly
renewable energy? Will petrol and diesel
engines be a thing of the past? Will houses
be heated by electricity rather than gas?
Will we get our power from the national grid
like today, or will the system have changed?
Finding intelligent solutions to questions like
these, and helping to set us on a path for a
positive energy future, is what the IDLES
programme is all about.

Since the Industrial Revolution, humanity
has been pumping ever-increasing levels of
greenhouse gases into the air. Much like a
greenhouse, these gases trap heat energy
from the sun within the Earth’s atmosphere,
making the world progressively warmer. This
has big implications for society: increased
risk of natural disasters, food shortages,
biodiversity loss and widespread health
impacts to name but a few. Despite there
being clear scientific consensus behind these
predictions, emissions have continued to
show an increasing trend globally, with 33
gigatonnes of energy-related carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions released in 2019 alone – the
weight of 100 million Boeing 747s. It is clear
that concerted global effort is needed to
avert future catastrophe.
The UK has committed to reducing its share
of these emissions, with more ambitious
targets than many other nations around
the world. The Climate Change Act, set up
14

in 2008 and toughened in 2019, legally
binds the government to reduce national
greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by
2050. Teams of policy makers, investors,
researchers and businesses are leaping into
action to make this a reality, but it will be no
easy feat. Bringing about the transition that
is needed will only be possible with changes
at every level of society.
ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
The electricity sector, plus the use of energy
to heat buildings and power transport,
accounts for close to two-thirds of the UK’s
greenhouse gas emissions. To fulfil the UK’s
goals, tackling the energy sector is an obvious
target. However, as well as addressing
emissions, it is crucial that people’s needs
are also taken into account – namely, that
energy remains reliable and affordable far
into the future.
Big changes are already underway. Renewable
energy sources, in particular wind and solar,
are contributing an ever-growing proportion
of the UK’s energy supply. There are
strategies in place to phase out diesel and
petrol engines from our cities. But to ensure
these changes are seamless and do not lead to
a dip in quality of life, we need to have a clear
idea of the challenges we are likely to face
and how to address them.
The IDLES (Integrated Development of
Low-carbon Energy Systems) programme
was set up to answer some of the biggest
questions surrounding this transition. These
questions include:
• What sort of energy scenarios would be
feasible for 10, 20 and 30 years’ time?
• How might people’s future energy demands
differ across the UK at different times?
• How can we ensure a low carbon energy
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system is reliable and doesn’t lead to power
shortages?
• What role might emerging technologies
play in the UK’s energy future?
• Would it be sensible to shift the power
network from a centralised grid to localised
mini-grids?
• How can we make solutions cost-effective
to consumers and attractive to investors?
• How can we persuade people to change
their behaviour to low carbon energy
solutions?
WHAT ARE LOW CARBON ENERGY
SYSTEMS?
Unlike conventional energy systems, low
carbon energy systems do not release large
quantities of greenhouse gases, in particular
CO2, into the atmosphere. We use energy in
the form of heat, light and motion, amongst
others, and since energy cannot be created,
we have to transform it from something else.
Releasing the energy stored in fossil fuels
through burning is the conventional method,
but we have increasingly sophisticated

The ‘Wattown’ interactive demonstrator, built within
IDLES for engagement events. It shows connected
energy generation and storage options in a town of
the near future. The town lights up when enough
energy is supplied by solar panels and wind turbines,
or provided from storage.

technologies for extracting energy from
sunlight, wind and other renewable or low
carbon sources.
However, we cannot simply just swap
fossil fuels for renewable sources and be
done with it. There are a huge number
of interconnected factors that need be
considered, and we as people simply don’t

have the capacity to comprehend all of these
at once when attempting to answer the
questions above. Accounting for all these
factors is known as a ‘whole energy systems’
approach and requires some hard science and
powerful computation, which is where the
IDLES programme comes in.

DR ANTONIO
MARCO PANTALEO

MAKING A MODEL
Discovering how all these different factors interconnect at the national level, especially as
these interactions change in the future, is essential to ensuring a smooth transition. We
cannot work this out through running experiments on the real world, because that would be
hugely expensive and could put people’s welfare at risk. The IDLES programme addresses
the challenge through whole energy systems modelling: using sophisticated computer
software to predict likely future outcomes based on the choices we could make today.
For example, take personal vehicles; most cars currently use fossil fuels to run, yet there is
a range of pathways we can follow to transition away from this. Look at the table below. By
plugging the ‘scenarios’ into a model, it can output detailed information about how these
will interconnect with the rest of the modelled world.
SCENARIO

Transition to electric vehicles

POTENTIAL OUTPUTS

Increased capacity of national grid to
cater to higher electricity demand;
the capability of ‘vehicle-to-grid
technology’ to support the national
grid using vehicles as ‘batteries on
wheels’; recommendations of financial
encouragements for drivers to make
the transition a reality

Transition to hydrogen-powered
vehicles

Development of ways to produce
and transport hydrogen safely and
efficiently

Uptake of bicycles in urban areas

Changing urban road layouts to
prioritise cyclist safety

Transition to renting non-personal
vehicles (e.g. Zipcar)

Increasing sophistication of ‘Internet
of Things’ and associated technologies

Of course, the actual model will give much more detailed and thorough outputs to these
scenarios, and it is likely that different combinations of all the scenarios above will be
applied in different regions at different times. In fact, a key feature of this modelling is
that it can be applied both over broad time scales, from daily energy system operation
to decades-ahead system planning, and across varying spatial resolutions, from towns or
regions to national systems. Working out the optimal strategy on this fine-scale basis is
complicated, which is why we need such sophisticated computer models.
The outputs the model provides can be hugely informative. For instance, they can help
policy makers choose where to invest taxpayers’ money; encourage investors to support
a particular technology; inform manufacturers of where markets could exist for certain
products; and even aid the general public who want to make sensible and responsible
decisions in their daily lives.

Research Fellow
Department of Chemical Engineering

BACKGROUND
Electrical Engineering

RESEARCH PROJECT
Modelling future energy system scenarios
for the UK; investigating the capabilities,
performance and cost of existing and
emerging technologies for energy
systems

MARIA YLIRUKA
PhD Student
Department of Chemical Engineering

BACKGROUND
Chemical Engineering

RESEARCH PROJECT
Modelling future energy system scenarios
for the UK
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PROFESSOR CHRISTOS MARKIDES
Professor of Clean Energy Technologies
Department of Chemical Engineering

BACKGROUND
Engineering and Energy Technologies

RESEARCH PROJECT
Investigating the capabilities, performance and cost of existing and
emerging technologies for energy systems

AN INTEGRATED ENERGY FUTURE
To make sure that the predictions from our computer models are
accurate and reliable, the models need to be a good representation of
reality, and inputs need to be carefully defined. Christos’ project focuses
on uncovering and describing the characteristics of different technologies
within energy systems. This includes the physics behind energy
conversion (e.g. from heat/motion to electricity) and energy storage (e.g.
batteries). It also includes important details such as the performance,
cost and likely future trends of all these different technologies, and how
they interact. This information is then used within the whole-system
computer models to identify the best and cleanest future energy system.
PROBLEM
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To be at their most efficient and affordable, energy systems need to
be closely integrated. We cannot rely on any one form of energy or
infrastructure, or on any one technology for generation or storage, but
by interconnecting a multitude of them, we can create an optimised
and resilient system. Storing electricity, for example, has always been
difficult, and although batteries are becoming increasingly efficient and
cheap, they are not a solution to all problems faced by the whole system.
Examples of building in this interconnectedness to solve problems of a
low carbon system are given below.

SOLUTION

No electricity being generated by wind and solar when there is no
wind, or during cold, dark nights, when electric heating is most needed
for homes.

Integrated heat storage ‘stores’ excess energy during peaks of
electricity production (e.g. windy/sunny periods) by heating water in
tanks. This water can then be used in homes later, when needed, for
heating or hot water.

High energy demands for cooling large data centres and heating
homes.

Excess heat from data centres is transferred to homes, solving both
issues.

Some homes still have gas-based heating/cooking systems, but the
use of natural gas does not fit zero carbon targets.

Excess electricity (e.g. during sunny/windy periods) can be used to
create hydrogen via electrolysis of water, which can then be combined
with carbon dioxide to produce methane as a substitute natural gas.

The consumption of electricity outstrips the generation of electricity
on cloudy, still days.

‘Vehicle-to-grid technology’, where electric vehicles plugged into the grid
act as batteries, and can have electricity drawn from them during peaks in
demand. Vehicle owners could also receive monetary compensation.
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SMART DECENTRALISED ENERGY SYSTEMS
Renewable sources of energy make localised electricity generation a real possibility. It is very
difficult (not to mention undesirable) to have a miniature coal-fired power station in your
backyard for your own personal use, but alternatives like solar panels are far more feasible.
Already, excess energy from home-owned solar panels can be sold to the grid, and there is
no reason why the same principle cannot be applied at a local level. Communities could have
ownership over their energy sources, which could even let them set their own energy prices
and trade energy. Regional grids are also critically important for a future low carbon system,
by enabling transport of renewable energy produced by large-scale, offshore wind farms. Local
flexibility technologies and control systems will be key for real-time balancing of demand and
supply. For instance, hot water tanks and electric car batteries (via vehicle-to-grid) can act as
temporary energy storage units, which can help ensure that supply and demand are always in
balance. With the arrival of ‘smart’ energy use, homes could even make their own decisions, such
as not running the dishwasher during times of peak demand.
A RESILIENT ENERGY SYSTEM
With the advent of climate change, there is a growing need to be able to deal with extreme
weather conditions, which could knock out national transmission lines and lead to major power
outages, for example. Ensuring that people are not left without energy is one of the key
challenges to transitioning to a low carbon energy system. One way to address this challenge
is to transition from megagrids to microgrids. Megagrids disperse energy from power stations
and other large sources of energy from a centralised point. Should this large, centralised point
be disrupted by extreme weather events, many homes across the UK are at risk of losing their
energy supply, causing major health and safety problems. Microgrids, on the other hand, offer
a low-cost and advanced intelligent solution to delivering secure and resilient energy. With the
right enabling technologies, including information technology and communication infrastructure,
microgrids will be able to operate independently across smaller, more localised areas, and
significantly enhance resilience of the electricity supply.

PROFESSOR GORAN STRBAC
Chair in Electrical Energy Systems
Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering

BACKGROUND
Electrical Engineering

RESEARCH PROJECT
Investigating how to incorporate
resilience into low carbon energy systems

UNCERTAINTY, AND HOW TO MANAGE IT
Historically, the energy system in the UK has been upgraded on a ‘like-for-like’ basis. For
instance, if a power line failed, it was replaced by a similar one. The same goes for entire power
plants. Even new investments have tended to look only to the short term, designed to cover
the needs of the next few years rather than far into the future. However, with a major systemic
transition in the works, this approach won’t be adequate.
With energy demands changing radically, investments now need to look decades ahead instead
of just a few years, but investors are cautious creatures – so how can uncertainty be factored in
successfully?
Models can factor in this uncertainty and map out alternative realities. Not only can they
predict the likelihood of particular outcomes, they can also inform us of what inputs make
these outcomes more or less likely. For instance, if you are a potential investor in a renewable
energy project and learn that your investment makes the project far more likely to succeed,
chances are this will make you far more likely to invest.
Credit: Stefano Moret
and Outi Supponen

PROFESSOR WOLFRAM
WIESEMANN
Professor of Analytics and Operations
Imperial College Business School
Computational Optimisation Group

BACKGROUND

Mathematics, Management and
Computing

RESEARCH PROJECT
Accounting for uncertainty in decisionmaking for future energy scenarios
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UNDERSTANDING
SUPPLY AND
DEMAND
Integrated energy systems need to understand,
and be able to predict, fluctuating demand, so
that it is met by supply at any time of day, month
or year.

DR ARUNA SIVAKUMAR

DR MIRABELLE MUÛLS

Senior Lecturer in Smart Cities and
Demand Modelling, Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering

Assistant Professor in Economics
Imperial College Business School

BACKGROUND
Economics

BACKGROUND
Transportation Engineering

RESEARCH PROJECT
RESEARCH PROJECT
Understanding changing energy demands
and interplay with reliability in low carbon
systems; and developing models for
predicting energy demand in different
policy scenarios

There is still a big knowledge gap when it comes
to understanding energy demand, and how it
varies across time and space in the UK. More
straightforward demand trends are well-known –
heating usage peaks during particularly cold spells
– but others are far more complex. The demand
landscape is also always changing. Take, for
example, electric vehicles. As they become more
popular, they will place their own demands on the
grid when charging. The problem is that it is still
difficult to work out where and when people are
likely to charge their vehicles in the future.

Exploring how and why people and
businesses change their energy demand

We are already familiar with ‘smart meters’,
which provide real-time information on energy
usage to households. By having this information,
the intent is that this will lead to energy-saving changes in our behaviour. As advances in
wireless technology allow increasing interconnectedness between devices (the so-called
‘Internet of Things’), the smart meter system could become even smarter. It could, for
example, automate certain technologies: when the wind is not blowing and energy prices
are peaking at a time of high demand, the smart meter could pause the charging of an
electric car.
This could also be the case for larger structures, such as offices or factories, as well as
their fleet of electric vehicles. A household or a business could even be paid for reducing
consumption at peak times in order to reduce the load on the electricity grid. This is called
Demand Side Response. Small changes in demand at peak times would mean that the whole
system could be less carbon intensive, by not having to produce energy for demand surges.

ECONOMICS, AND THE CHOICES WE MAKE
DR IAIN STAFFELL
Lecturer in Sustainable Energy Systems
Centre for Environmental Policy

BACKGROUND
Physics, Chemical Engineering
and Economics

RESEARCH PROJECT
Uncovering the economic implications
of future low carbon energy system
scenarios
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While models can calculate various scenarios and what they mean for society, there is also the need
to test the economic logic of such scenarios. Energy systems are complex, and their long-term
evolution is the collective effort of private firms and public bodies. Government regulations and
interventions have a significant influence, but changes also depend on utility companies, network
providers, building developers and end consumers. All of these have a part to play in a transition,
and all their decisions are influenced by economics.
The role of consumers could change dramatically if we move from today’s centralised energy
system to a decentralised approach with small, local grids. Consumers could get a financial reward
if they lower their energy consumption at times of peak demand (e.g. by delaying when they wash
laundry). This flips the traditional mantra that supply is dictated by demand – now, with consumer
cooperation, demand could adapt to follow the peaks and troughs of renewable energy production.
This is the sort of market change that Iain’s project is investigating. It involves pinpointing the needs
of customers, investors and wider society now and in the future, to design a low carbon integrated
energy system that caters for all. It takes the outcomes from the programme’s computer models
and works out how they could be economically viable; whether the transition could work under
current markets, or whether innovative economic thinking is needed to facilitate this change.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CAREER PATHWAYS
The researchers involved in the IDLES programme come from a very diverse range of backgrounds. Rewriting a national energy system is no small
task, and many different disciplines are needed to tackle it fully. Here, the researchers talk about their academic backgrounds and how they helped
them get where they are today.
MARIA: Chemical engineering gives you a great understanding of low carbon technologies like batteries and fuel cells, and how they might look in
the future. Balancing so many mass and energy equations will let you master energy systems!
CHRISTOS: Engineering is the natural answer to physical challenges, to how things work and how they could work better. It gives the pathway for
science to be applied and have an impact on society. Engineering is a broad field, spanning from the largest machines to the tiniest microchips, all
affecting daily life around the world.
ARUNA: Transportation engineering is a very inter-disciplinary field, and at universities can also be covered within the geography or the urban
planning department. I develop tools to predict demand by drawing on an understanding of human behaviour, which involves research in psychology,
sociology and economics. Pulling these into mathematical models is crucial for predicting future trends and informing government or business policy.
MIRABELLE: Economics analyses the choices that people make with limited resources. Both individuals and businesses consume energy, and this
consumption is the result of economic choices. Economics gives us the tools to understand these choices and make predictions to inform policy and
infrastructure design.
GORAN: Electrical engineering is an exciting field to be in at the moment. We are transitioning to a low carbon energy system, which means
there is plenty of interesting work for electrical engineers. In the area of system modelling, for example, we are investigating innovative ideas for
transitioning to smart digitalised grids, to enable cost-effective energy system decarbonisation.
WOLFRAM: Mathematics allows us to take something complex in the real world, such as our energy system, and reduce it to a manageable model
that retains all the important parts. We can then use computers to predict how our choices today might affect the future. This is an immensely
powerful tool.
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W H AT IF W E C O U LD RE PA IR
W IN D TU RB IN ES W IT H
AE RO SPAC E EN G IN EE RI N G
AN D C O M PU TE R SC IE N C E?
STAR CENT ER AT THE
DR MAR IANN A MAIA RU IS PART OF THE WIND
THE US. SHE IS USIN G HER
UNIV ERSI T Y OF MASS ACH USET TS LOW ELL IN
UND ERST AND HOW TO REPA IR
EXPE RTISE IN AERO SPAC E ENG INEE RING TO
RTES T POSS IBLE TIME
DAM AGED WIND TURB INE BL ADES IN THE SHO

The consumption of fossil fuels is warming the
planet and it is no exaggeration to say that the
effects will be cataclysmic unless more work
is done to reduce global carbon emissions.
In recent years, attention has turned to
renewable energy as a means of reducing
emissions and our reliance on fossil fuels.
Renewable energy can be broadly defined as
that which is generated through wind, solar
and hydro power, and companies around the
world are working to increase the amount
of homes and buildings that are powered by
sustainable electricity.
Wind turbines are one example of how
companies are turning wind into clean
electricity. Wind turbines work by extracting
energy from the wind, causing the blades to
rotate when wind hits them. This spinning
motion turns a shaft to generate kinetic
energy, which is then converted to energy
that we can use. The process is efficient –
most onshore wind turbines in the UK can
produce more than 6 million kilowatt hours
of electricity every year – enough to meet
the electricity demands of approximately
1,500 households.1 In the US, from January
through December of 2019, 7.29% of all
electrical energy was generated by wind
power. That same year, wind power surpassed
hydroelectric power as the largest renewable
energy source.2
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1. https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/how-dowind-turbines-work/
2. https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/
However, like most machines, wind turbines
can be damaged during their operations and
when they do, they need to be shut down
for repair. This means they cannot produce
electricity for the length of time it takes to
solve the issue. It is therefore important to
find ways to repair wind turbines quickly to
get them up and running again. Dr Marianna
Maiaru, based at the WindSTAR Center at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell, is using
her expertise in aerospace engineering to work
on finding out how to do just that.
WHAT ARE THE SPECIFIC AIMS OF
MARIANNA’S PROJECT?
The main objective of Marianna’s project is to
understand how best to repair a damaged wind
turbine blade in the shortest time. Wind blades
are designed using many different materials
and many events can occur that cause damage.
If the damaged materials are exposed to wind
and rain for too long, they can be damaged
further and make the problem even worse
– repairing bigger damages takes longer and
costs more money. “If the size of the repair
is manageable, repair companies send people
up-tower to perform the repair. When that
happens, the wind turbine has to be shut down,
which means that it cannot produce energy,”
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explains Marianna. “It is therefore important
to understand when it is the best time to
perform the repair and how to do it in the
shortest time.”
WHAT CHALLENGES IS MARIANNA
HOPING TO ADDRESS?
Every repair is different, so it is challenging
to create a universal solution to the problem.
Wind blades can be made from fibrereinforced composite materials, balsa wood
and adhesives. Glass fibres, kept together
by a polymeric ‘glue,’ are used for the most
part in composites for wind blades. “It is
not easy to understand how the liquid ‘glue’
solidifies during the repair, and then we need
to understand the effect of all the other
materials around the polymer, including the
balsa wood, and the composite laminate that
was exposed to different weather conditions
before the repair,” says Marianna. “Then,
because every repair looks different, we need
a tool that can predict the outcome of the
repair. This would allow us to understand the
most essential parameters to efficiently repair
the blade.”
HOW IS THE TEAM CONDUCTING
ITS RESEARCH?
The first thing Marianna’s team does is
study and observe, before discussing the
issues and current solutions with industry.
Once a clear understanding of the problem

DR MARIANNA MAIARU

ABOUT THE WINDSTAR CENTER
The WindSTAR Center is the only
National Science Foundation sponsored
Industry-University Cooperative
Research Center in the US devoted to
wind energy research. It is made up of a
team of academics from the University
of Massachusetts Lowell, University of
Texas at Dallas and experts from industry,
all of whom have unique expertise and
capabilities that help them conduct
research to advance wind turbine science
and systems. The interdisciplinary group
focus on wind turbine manufacturing,
reliability, energy storage, monitoring,
controls, simulation, and design, and look at
various themes, from building wind turbine
blades to generating power and integrating
electricity with the grid.
WHAT TYPE OF PROJECTS ARE
CURRENTLY HAPPENING AT
THE CENTER?
There are currently around 10 projects
at the WindSTAR Center. Some of the
problems researchers are trying to solve
include studying specific components of
wind blades, such as the adhesive and balsa
core. Other projects are focused on ways
to use aerodynamics and extract power
from the wind in more efficient ways, and
there are also investigations looking at how
to use different sensors to predict blade
conditions and to detect damage.

they want to solve has been achieved, the
researchers create a simplified model using
maths and, when the simpler model works,
add details, one at a time, until they are
describing the problem in all its complexity.
“Once we have the completed model, we try
to recreate repairs in the lab to make sure we
have captured the correct physics and that
our model is working as it should,” explains
Marianna. “If we don’t know how the material
behaves, we study the material in the lab.”

WHY IS THE CENTER
COLLABORATING WITH THE
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS
AND EXPERTS FROM INDUSTRY?
The objective of the WindSTAR Center is
to utilise innovative research capabilities
to develop high-impact solutions to key
industry challenges. “The WindSTAR
Center is a great infrastructure because
it brings together people with different
expertise that want to improve the wind
energy sector,” explains Marianna. “It also
keeps the research very focused on the
actual need that the industry and wind
turbines owner and operators have.”
DOES THE CENTER OFFER ANY
PUBLIC OUTREACH SCHEMES
FOR SCHOOLS AND/OR
YOUNG PEOPLE?
Yes! Many of the outreach activities are
focused on introducing (middle school)
K12 students to the basics of wind energy
production. “We want to engage students
with diverse backgrounds in the design and
manufacture of wind turbine components
that examine aerodynamics, foundations,
towers, generators, gear boxes, blades,
composite materials and beam-blade
structures for wind energy applications,”
says Marianna.

DOES THE RESEARCH INVOLVE
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS?
Yes – the models that Marianna and the
team create are implemented in computer
simulations. “Simulations are a great tool for
engineering because they can reduce the
cost and time of the engineering processes.
Through modelling we can understand the
effect of all the relevant parameters, one at a
time,” explains Marianna. “For example, once
the method to study wind blade repairs will be

Assistant Professor, Francis College of
Engineering, University of
Massachusetts Lowell, USA

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Wind Energy, Aerospace Engineering,
Computational Mechanics

RESEARCH PROJECT
Marianna is working on a project that
seeks to understand how to best repair
a damaged wind turbine blade in the
shortest time. The findings will help
prevent the need to shut wind turbines
down for long periods.
www.icomp2.com
ready, we will be able to study a lot of different
repair geometry in a very effective way.”
Computing is an important skill to becoming
an engineer because of how much it benefits
the research you will be doing.
HOW IS THE RESEARCH GOING AND
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?
The project is going well so far and the team
has done lots of material characterisation for
different polymer systems that imply different
repair procedures. “We have studied the effect
of different parameters on the repair outcome
to reproduce environmental conditions that
simulate the weather in a range of places
from Iowa to Texas,” says Marianna. “We have
created different models, some very accurate,
others simplified, and now we are in the process
of validating them.” Marianna and her team
will look at other material systems and more
complex repair configurations in the future.
Ultimately, the work will ensure that wind
turbines are repaired in the shortest amount of
time possible, so that they can start generating
renewable energy to power homes across the
United States.
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M EE T SA G AR SH AH ,
PH D ST U D EN T
Sagar Shah is one of Marianna’s PhD
students who is currently in the third year
of a PhD programme in the Department
of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell. We
caught up with him to understand more
about his studies and what motivates him.
CAN YOU TALK ABOUT YOUR ROLE
AT THE WINDSTAR CENTER?
My role is to conduct fundamental
studies to understand the effect of the
manufacturing process on materials used
in wind turbine blades, facilitate the design
of longer and lighter blades, and optimise
the repair of damaged blades through
experimentation and finite element
methods (using maths to understand
and quantify physical phenomena).

HOW TO BECOME
INVOLVED
IN WIND ENERGY
• The US Department of Energy
has loads of useful information on
wind markets, including research
and development projects and job
opportunities.
• The American Wind Energy
Association is the voice of wind
energy in the US. Read through the
site for further information on the
opportunities within the field.
• In 2018, wind turbine technicians
earned a median salary of $54,370,
according to US News.
• According to salary.com, the
average salary for an engineer in the
United States is between $63,790
and $155,860.
• Check out the WindSTAR webpage for
ideas on what a career in wind energy
could look like: https://www.uml.edu/
Research/Windstar/default.aspx
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Our group works closely with many
wind blade manufacturers, owners and
operators to understand the repair
process requirement for damaged blades
and provide insight for on-field repair
optimisation.

WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT
WORKING IN THE WIND
ENERGY SECTOR?
I enjoy the in-depth learning of composite
materials and wind blade manufacturing,
coupled with hands-on experimentation
and computational modelling. I find these
aspects particularly exciting.
WHY SHOULD YOUNG PEOPLE
CONSIDER WORKING IN
THIS SECTOR?
Well, wind energy is a vastly established

field, with roots going back to hundreds
of years. With the advent of lightweight
composite materials in large structural
applications – and the need for sustainable
resources for power generation – the wind
energy sector has gained huge momentum
in the last few decades. Off-shore wind
turbines are also gaining importance due to
the high demand for sustainable power that
needs to be delivered close to load centres
near the coast.
Young professionals will have a vast range
of opportunities within the wind energy
sector that would not only align with
their interests, but also provide a sense of
responsibility that they are doing their part
for the environment and striving towards a
sustainable future. It got my attention and I
hope it will get yours too!

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL
TO WIND ENERGY
Marianna recommends starting with maths, physics and chemistry.
Of course, any subjects related to energy generation will be a big help,
particularly those that are centred on sustainable or renewable energy,
such as wind.
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Academic studies can be difficult, but you should always remember
to try and make the work fun, like these students at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell.

H O W D ID D R M AR IA N N A
M AI AR U BE C O M E A W IN D
EN ER G Y EN G IN EE R?
YOU HAVE A BS, MS AND PHD IN
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING. DID
YOU ALWAYS KNOW THAT YOU
WANTED TO GET INTO THIS FIELD
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER?
I have always been a curious person. I was
particularly fascinated by flight mechanics
and space exploration. My favourite topics
in school were physics and maths – I loved
physics because it really helped explain
how things around me worked. At the end
of high school, I was conflicted between
going into astrophysics or aerospace
engineering. I am glad that I went into
aerospace engineering because that career
helped to build a problem-solving mindset.
Time helped me to confirm my choice
because I realised how satisfying it can
be to bring a project to completion, build
new structures, and understand how new
things work.
Aerospace engineering is a very broad
field and you get to explore a lot of topics.
I found that I wanted to build structures
that can fly and go into space, which is
why I ended up specialising in composites.

I enjoyed my studies very much, and that
made me realise I was on the right path.
WHO OR WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
STUDY AEROSPACE ENGINEERING?
I was lucky to be exposed to engineering very
early in life. My dad is an electrical engineer
and I spent a lot of time following him around
to project sites. I saw how he would build
houses and other infrastructures. The logic
that he used to solve problems, and the
problems themselves, were very inspiring for a
young girl. He educated me to think critically.
WHY HAVE YOU TURNED YOUR
ATTENTION TO WIND ENERGY?
Wind and aerospace are my two main
passions. I work a lot in aerospace, but
composites are very versatile, and all that
we learn from aerospace can be applied
to other fields. The work, knowledge and
passion of some of the members at the
WindSTAR Center inspired me to focus even
more on renewables. The work is technically
challenging and working with the sponsors of
our projects is very rewarding, in that we can
see the impact of our findings.

AS A FEMALE ENGINEER, HAVE YOU
EVER FELT AT A DISADVANTAGE?
I would say that I am an engineer, a woman,
and a lot of other things. Professionally and
academically speaking, I have never felt
different to my peers. Engineers are curious
people, and I have always been determined
to find answers to my questions. Being an
engineer is a commitment to finding new
solutions. Engineering is an absolutely
fascinating field and very rewarding. It has
nothing to do with gender, ethnicity, or any
other human characteristic. The only things
that matter are your interests, commitment,
hard work and curiosity. There is no need to
impose limits based on gender stereotypes.
I have not done it to myself and I teach my
students not to do so, either. Unfortunately,
there are not many women in engineering,
especially in aerospace.
SO, WOULD YOU RECOMMEND
A CAREER IN ENGINEERING?
Absolutely. There is a lot of reward in
making things work and understanding
how they break!

MARIANNA’S TOP TIPS
01
02
03

Finding a mentor is the most valuable step that any student can take. A
mentor can help with your direction, provide advice when you need it and
give you an example to follow.
Academic studies can be difficult, but you should always remember to
try and make the work fun. If you can achieve that, you will be able to
appreciate how productive and interesting what you do is, which should
help accelerate the learning process. Hands-on activities are always fun
and very instructive!
Modern engineering requires a team effort. You should do your best to
learn how to work independently, but also how to work with other people.
These are skills that you need to try and cultivate from the very beginning
of your career.

UML professors give an electrifying demonstration
of a wind turbine at a local school’s renewable
energy event.
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COULD YEAST AND
BACTERIA REPLACE
FOSSIL FUELS?
ACE FOSS IL FUEL S?
WHA T IF YEAS T AND BACT ERIA COU LD REPL
KING ON THE MEM BRAN E
DR AL AN GOD DARD AND HIS TEAM ARE WOR
G MICR OBES TO MAK E
PROJ ECT, WHIC H AIMS TO FIND WAYS OF USIN
SUCH AS BIOF UEL
ENVI RON MEN TALLY-FR IEND LY BIOP ROD UCTS

TALK LIKE A BIOCHEMIST
CELL MEMBRANE – a biological
membrane that separates the interior of all
cells from the outside environment
MICROBE – a living thing that is too small
to be seen with the naked eye
YEAST – a group of single-celled fungi that
may reproduce by budding, i.e. when a bud
detaches and forms into a new fungus
PROPIONIBACTERIUM – a grampositive, anaerobic, rod-shaped genus of
bacteria named for their unique metabolism
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY – a field of
science that involves redesigning organisms
for useful purposes by engineering them to
have new abilities
GREEN CHEMISTRY – an area of
chemistry focused on designing products
and processes that minimise or eliminate the
use and generation of hazardous substances
BIOFUEL – a renewable energy source,
made from organic matter or wastes, that
can play a valuable role in reducing carbon
dioxide emissions
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We are all aware of the potentially cataclysmic
effect of continuing to rely on fossil fuels.
While we might recycle our plastic, use electric
cars or walk to school, efforts are being made
to reduce our reliance in surprising quarters.
One area where efficiency and a move away
from fossil fuels is being considered is that
of the use of microbes. Fossil fuel-based
chemical production has been a historical
tendency for some time and, while it has
helped advance the field of biochemistry, it
has had the unfortunate effect of releasing
enormous amounts of carbon into the
atmosphere. As we all now well know, these
‘non-renewable’ production methods are
affecting the world’s climate. Now, there is
a concerted effort to move away from such
methods and instead look for alternatives
that are cleaner, greener and more efficient,
including biofuels.
Based at Aston University in the UK, Dr Alan
Goddard leads the MeMBrane project, which
focuses on the production of what he and his
team call cell factories. “Microbial cells can be
grown on a variety of ‘foods’ including sugars,
plant waste and even wood pulp,” explains
Alan. “These sources of carbon are renewable
and therefore more environmentally friendly.
Bio-based routes to chemical production can
also lead to purer products.”
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WHAT KINDS OF MICROBIAL CELLS IS
ALAN’S LAB WORKING WITH?
Alan and his team work with strains of
Saccharomyces and Propionibacteria.
Saccharomyces is a yeast that feeds on sugars
and can be found on fruit, such as on the
skin of grapes. Interestingly, this yeast has
been domesticated to make the species
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, commonly known
as brewers’ or bakers’ yeast. Propionibacterium
are present in a wide variety of environments.
The Propionibacterium Alan and his team are
most interested in are those found in dairy
products such as cheese.
Ultimately, Alan and his team are interested
in finding a means of overcoming our reliance
on fossil fuels and are therefore investigating
microbes as an alternative. “In our projects,
Saccharomyces is used for the production
of ethanol, whether that be for wine or for
biofuels,” explains Alan. “Propionibacterium
makes propionic acid, which can be used to
keep yeast fermentations free from bacterial
contamination.”
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
CHALLENGES INVOLVED IN ALAN’S
RESEARCH?
The most obvious challenge is the production
of ethanol by yeast. The hand gels we use in
hospitals all contain ethanol, which helps to kill

DR ALAN GODDARD
Senior Lecturer in Biochemistry, Aston
Membrane Proteins and Lipids (AMPL)
Aston University, UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Biochemistry

RESEARCH PROJECT

microbes – the ethanol breaks down the thin
membrane around cells and kills them.
This is something that Alan and his team are
battling with. “When the yeast produces the
ethanol, it is killed at an alcohol content of
15%-16%, which explains why wine doesn’t
ferment to a higher concentration,” explains
Alan. “We would like to have yeast that is able
to tolerate higher concentrations, both for the
production of biofuels in a more cost-effective
manner and also to add into fermentations,
such as the secondary fermentation that
champagne undergoes in the bottle.”
HAS ALAN’S LAB HAD ANY RECENT
SUCCESSES?
Yes! The team has been working on a variety
of different stresses that affect the cell
membrane and they now understand the
effects that ethanol and butanol, another
type of alcohol, have on membranes at the
molecular level. This allows the team to design

strains that have the potential to be more
resistant – these will be tested later this year,
which could lead to some exciting results in
the near future.
WHEN AND WHERE WILL THESE
MICROBES REPLACE FOSSIL FUELS?
The short answer is soon and everywhere! As
Alan points out, for decades, microbes were
used to produce compounds such as butanol
before fossil fuels took over. In many ways, the
work of biochemists is to get back to where
we once were, but the only way of doing that
is to match the effectiveness and efficiency
of fossil fuels. “One consideration is cost but
reducing toxicity should help with this and as
people become increasingly environmentally
conscious this should help drive government
policy,” explains Alan. “There is a lot of
amazing work going on to get microbes to
make chemicals they wouldn’t normally make,
and this broadens their uses significantly.”

Alan’s work is focused on investigating
Saccharomyces and Propionibacteria with
a view to improving the tolerance of
microbes. The team hopes to improve
efficiency and product yield of engineered
cell-based factories.

FUNDERS
UK Research and Innovation, European
Research Area CoBioTech, H2020 Marie
Skłodowska-Curie actions

Yeast cells viewed under a microscope.
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ABOUT BIOCHEMISTRY
Biochemistry is about understanding the
chemical processes that occur within all living
things. While this obviously concerns humans,
plants and animals, it is also focused on viruses
and bacteria, or even the chemistry of digestion
and bodily fluids.
The term biochemistry was coined in 1903
by a German scientist named Carl Neuberg.
He is frequently referred to as the ‘father of
modern biochemistry’ and pioneered research
on fermentation. Much of his most important
work is centred on examining and clarifying
the metabolic complexities associated with a
fermentation enzyme, known as zymase.
Since then, there have been great leaps in the
field of biochemistry. Scientists have recently
developed the ability to make novel chemicals
with microbes, which is likely to lead to new
breakthroughs in the future and, like any
breakthrough, what this will eventually give rise
to is unknown – but isn’t that exciting?
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY BE THE NEXT
BIG THING IN BIOCHEMISTRY?
Alan believes that new genetic tools such as
CRISPR have helped to create excitement

in the field. CRISPR (pronounced crisper)
allows researchers to alter DNA sequences and
therefore the function of genes. “I have been
lucky that similar work to CRISPR has been
routine in yeast for decades,” says Alan. “I think
a future approach that has a huge amount of
potential is coupling biology and chemistry. This
enable microbes to make a ‘platform’ chemical
that can then be modified by green chemistry
approaches to make a variety of compounds.”
ARE THERE ANY FAMOUS
BIOCHEMISTS?
Apart from the aforementioned ‘father
of modern biochemistry’, Carl Neuberg,
there is Isaac Asmiov, Louis Pasteur and
the wonderfully named Novel Prize-winner
Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin. All are worth
reading more about, but one of the biochemists
Alan admires is closer to home. “I have some
colleagues that I really admire and they
would be embarrassed if I named them; so,
obviously I will!” says Alan. “Professor Roslyn
Bill is an excellent scientist and colleague and
does a huge amount to mentor early career
researchers. It’s not just about the science, it’s
about building a community of people who all
work well together.”

HOW TO BECOME A BIOCHEMIST
• If you are genuinely interested in studying biochemistry, Alan highly recommends
Aston University, where he is the Programme Director.
• The Biochemical Society is a dedicated resource to the field of biochemistry, which
includes tonnes of useful info on how to develop a career in molecular bioscience.
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And what about those Alan has not worked
with? “Well, they aren’t particularly famous,
but I am a big fan of Seymour Jonathan
Singer and Garth L. Nicolson who developed
what is known as the ‘fluid mosaic’ model of
cell membranes,” says Alan. “They were the
first to really propose how cell membranes
function in the manner we understand them
today and this underpins nearly all of the work
in my lab.”
SHOULD YOU EMBARK ON A CAREER
IN BIOCHEMISTRY?
Absolutely! Part of the process is deciding –
or at least considering – whether you want
to become a biochemist. Alan is of the firm
belief that if you enjoy finding out how things
work on a molecular level and then applying
this to the real world, biochemistry is the field
for you. “The interface of the physical and
life sciences sets you up for a huge range of
careers,” says Alan. “And there are plenty of
opportunities in both academic and nonacademic labs. For example, biotechnology is
a rapidly-growing sector in the UK.”

PATHWAY FROM
SCHOOL TO
BIOCHEMIST

• To keep abreast of developments in the field of biochemistry and biology, check
out the Royal Society of Biology’s website. This year is the 10th anniversary of this
important organisation and there is plenty to entertain, educate and inform.

You will usually need a science
degree. Relevant degree subjects
include: biochemistry, biotechnology,
biopharmaceuticals, chemical and
molecular biology, microbiology genetics
and molecular biology.

• Biochemists can earn anywhere between £26,500 to £60,000 per annum in the
UK, depending on their level of experience.

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/jobprofiles/biochemist
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HOW DID DR ALAN
GODDARD BECOME A
BIOCHEMIST?
WHAT DID YOU IMAGINE YOURSELF
DOING WHEN YOU WERE
YOUNGER?
My parents were both teachers, so I think I
was encouraged to stay in education from an
early age. I was always interested in biology
but probably didn’t know what I wanted to
do beyond something to do with science
and learning new things. I kind of fell into an
academic career by following opportunities
that arose.
WHO OR WHAT DREW YOU TO
BIOCHEMISTRY?
I have always been interested in how
organisms work on a molecular level.
Essentially, all of life is biochemistry. I
did my PhD working on yeast, although
this focused more on molecular biology
(working with DNA and making new strains).

I then did research in the Biochemistry
Department at the University of Oxford for
about seven years, which opened my eyes to
the wide variety of biochemistry out there.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOURSELF? ARE THESE
CHARACTERISTICS USEFUL IN A
CAREER AS A BIOCHEMIST?
I consider myself to be slightly obsessive,
detail focused and I always ask questions!
These characteristics definitely help,
although you certainly don’t need all of
them to be a biochemist. As long as you are
interested in the science you will be fine!
WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOUR
WORK AND WHAT ARE YOU NOT SO
KEEN ON?
Perhaps surprisingly, it is the same answer

for both! No two days are the same, which
is great in terms of being new and different
and keeping you interested, but also bad in
the sense that you never get to stand still
and never really feel like you have everything
under control!
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
Be interested in a wide variety of things –
you never know when one bit of information
will be useful in a different context. One of
my students once described me as having
a “wide approximate knowledge” meaning
that I know a little bit about a lot. Hopefully,
there are some areas I also know a lot about!

ALAN’S TOP TIPS

1

If you want to become a biochemist, take biology and
chemistry. Both of these subjects will prepare you to go on
to bigger and better things!

2

It could also prove useful to study maths, not least because
it is involved in so much of the sciences. However, a subject
like history could also be a good idea, as biochemists do a
surprising amount of writing!

3

Be persistent! No career is easy to get into but work hard
and, most importantly, build your networks and be nice to
people – you never know when they can help you out!

Yeast grown on an agar plate ready for testing.
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EN V IR O N M EN TA L
ST
EN G IN EE RI N G FO R TH E 21
C EN TU RY: A D D RE SS IN G
G R A N D C H A LL EN G ES
EMIE S OF SCIE NCES ,
UND ER THE BANN ER OF THE NATI ONA L ACAD
OF 18 PROM INEN T
ENGI NEER ING AND MED ICIN E, A COM MITT EE
POLI CY EXPE RTS WER E
ENVI RON MEN TAL ENG INEE RS, SCIE NTIS TS AND
ENVI RON MEN TAL
TASK ED WITH IDEN TIFYI NG THE MOS T PRES SING
URY. LINS EY MAR R, PROF ESSO R
ENG INEE RING CHA LLEN GES OF THE 21ST CENT
AT VIRG INIA TECH IN THE US,
OF CIVIL AND ENVI RON MEN TAL ENG INEE RING
ARD-THIN KING REPO RT
TELL S US ABO UT THIS AMB ITIOU S AND FORW

“As humanity faces mounting and diverse
challenges, the field of environmental
engineering must build on its unique
strengths…”
A strong statement that accepts the
undeniable issues facing today’s engineers
and lays down the gauntlet for their future
success. As Linsey explains, “Environmental
engineers are unique in applying a broad
range of natural sciences—physics, chemistry,
biology, and mathematics—to solve practical
problems. They are trained to help assess
various options and weigh trade-offs, such
as risks, benefits, and costs.”
The NAS’ report states that, “solving global
challenges cannot be done by environmental
engineers alone”. While some people
may believe that science will solve these
challenges, and that the general public
does not need to play its part or change its
habits, Linsey believes that many different
stakeholders have roles to play.
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“Environmental engineers can propose
technical solutions, but we need the help
of policymakers to put these solutions
into action, and the ‘buy-in’ of the public
to support them. In developing technical
solutions to a problem, we also need to
think about providing people with greater
convenience and new opportunities to
improve their quality of life. People need
tangible reasons for altering their habits,
besides the abstract motivation of ‘saving
the planet’.”
The report accepts that with topics
such as climate, air pollution and energy
sparsely covered in current US university
environmental engineering programmes,
there are barriers to overcome. In addition,
what a student covers in the US may not be
the same as what a student in another part of
the world focuses on - and vice versa.
Linsey explains, “Many environmental
engineering programmes [in the US] have a
primary focus on water resources and water
quality. This is probably because awareness

Find this article online, and others like it, at www.futurumcareers.com

of problems associated with water, and the
science and engineering surrounding them,
emerged earlier than our awareness about
climate, air pollution and energy did. The US
has been very successful in improving its air
quality, so students here generally have less
awareness about air pollution than students
from places in India and China, where air
pollution is unavoidable in most major cities.”
No matter where they might be in the world,
however, Linsey is clear about the impact
young environmental engineers will have.

Students and young
people will bring
fresh, creative
ideas and energy
to help solve these
challenges.

PUTTING THE REPORT
INTO ACTION

“This report was inspired, in part, by the
National Academy of Engineering’s Grand
Challenges for Engineering, announced in
2008,” says Linsey. “Several universities
initiated Grand Challenge Scholars programmes
to educate students to take on those challenges
and, twelve years later, we need to build on
these. With this report, we are hoping to
spur universities on to expand programmes
for environmental engineering. Though we’re
aiming for a big impact at university level, we’re
also making the report accessible to middle
school and high school students. Our goal is to
raise awareness of environmental engineering
and the wealth of opportunities it holds.”
Read the report: Environmental 		
Engineering for the 21st Century:
Addressing Grand Challenges:
https://www.nap.edu/
catalog/25121/environmentalengineering-for-the-21stcentury-addressing-grandchallenges

TEACHERS ARE KEY
Linsey believes, “Teachers have an
opportunity to engage students, to help
them to understand the importance and
breadth of the challenges and to look
ahead to the future. By providing students
with strong foundations in science and
math, along with an appreciation for
social sciences, teachers can help train
students to solve these grand challenges
as they move forward in their educations
and careers.
“We’ve developed an online toolkit
(designthefuturetoolkit.com) designed
to help students develop their own

Linsey Marr

solutions to the challenges presented in
our report. The toolkit offers teachers
and students resources to help them work
through two discovery-based learning
projects: one to design a city of the
future and the other to create a public
campaign about the environmental impact
of smartphones. Students are encouraged
to use information from the report and
to explore its more than 300 primary
references. The projects are aimed at
high school students and also offer some
support for presenting the materials to
middle school students.”

ABOUT LINSEY
Linsey loved maths and science when she was a kid and
studied engineering at Harvard University. When out
running for exercise, Linsey often worried about the
health effects of the vehicle exhaust fumes she was
breathing in and so decided to focus on air pollution
in graduate school. She chose to become a professor
because she loves discovering new knowledge and sharing
it with others.
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HOW TO REMOVE
HARMFU L E. COLI
BASE D AT THE UNIV ERSI T Y OF NOR TH
PROF ESSO R ANN MATT HYSS E IS A GEN ETIC IST
STIG ATIN G E. COLI TO UND ERST AND
CARO LINA AT CHA PEL HILL , USA. SHE IS INVE
ACES . THE FIND INGS COU LD HELP US
HOW THES E BACT ERIA BIND TO PL ANT SURF
DS, LIKE LETT UCE, SAFE R
LEAR N HOW TO REM OVE THEM AND MAK E FOO

TALK LIKE A GENETICIST
ESCHERICHIA COLI
Also known as E. coli, it is a type of bacteria
that normally lives in the intestines. The
majority of types of E. coli are harmless, but
some strains can cause diarrhoea.
BACTERIAL BINDING
An essential step in bacterial infection,
which enables bacteria to stick to other
cells or surfaces.
ABIOTIC FACTORS
Non-living variables that can influence
where organisms live, such as temperature
and light intensity.
AGROBACTERIUM
A bacterium capable of transferring a
segment of its genome to plant cells. It is
used to make genetically altered plants.
POLYSACCHARIDES
Long chains of carbohydrate molecules that help
store energy (starch is an example) or provide
structural support (cellulose is an example).
SALMONELLA
A common bacterium that makes people
ill. It infects many more people than E. coli
and, unlike E. coli, can break down plant
tissue to enter the interior of the plant.
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On 20 November 2018, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
US Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
announced that they were investigating an
outbreak of Escherichia coli (E. coli) infections
believed to be linked to romaine lettuce.
Fortunately, by 9 January 2019, the outbreak
had ended, although 62 people in 16 states
were infected.
While the majority of E. coli are harmless
(and are found in a healthy body), some
cause diarrhoea, bloodstream infections,
encephalitis and other illnesses. The CDC
estimates that there are around 265,000
food-borne E. coli infections in the US every
year – so understanding more about the
mechanisms behind E. coli infections and
finding a means of reducing their occurence
is very important.
WHAT IS BEING DONE TO
UNDERSTAND MORE ABOUT E. COLI?
Professor Ann Matthysse is based at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
in the US. Her team is investigating E. coli
to identify the genes and gene products that
allow these bacteria to bind to plant surfaces
such as lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, peppers and
radishes. Gene products might be proteins
that are directly involved in binding, or
they might be enzymes that are involved in
synthesising polysaccharides such as cellulose,
which are involved in binding.
It is known that the bacteria that bind to the
surface of plants are not removed by washing
with water, although they can still be killed
by heat. The issue is that lettuce and other
salad vegetables tend to be served cold after
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rinsing them under the tap, so if there are
any harmful bacteria on their surface, they
will remain there. “If we can discover how the
bacteria bind to a plant surface it is possible
that we can find a way to remove them,”
explains Ann. “We could even find a way of
preventing their binding during harvesting and
cut the problem off at the source.”
HOW MANY KNOWN STRAINS OF
E. COLI ARE THERE?
Nobody is entirely sure how many strains
there are. The number is likely to be in the
thousands at least, although the majority will
cause no harm. Research shows that there are
around 200 different toxin-producing strains,
of which more than 100 have been associated
with human illness. (Salmonella, which are
closely related to E. coli and also cause
food-borne illness, generally do not contain
genes for the toxins made by E. coli.) “All of
these E coli strains exchange genes with each
other, have a core genome of about 2,000
genes, and a variable set of other genes called
the pangenome,” says Ann. “Each strain
has between 2,000 and 4,000 genes from
the pangenome, which contains more than
10,000 genes.”
DO E. COLI BACTERIA PREFER 		
CERTAIN PLANTS?
It is not really the type of plant that E. coli
bacteria prefer – it is more the part of the
plant. Most of the surface of plants is covered
with a waxy cuticle that helps prevent water
loss. The bacteria don’t bind well to waxy
surfaces, so they prefer to bind to the part
of the root where water uptake occurs. The

PROFESSOR ANN MATTHYSSE

ANN’S TOP TIPS
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FIELD OF RESEARCH
Bacterial Genetics

RESEARCH PROJECT
Ann’s research is focused on
developing understanding on
the mechanisms behind E. coli
binding to the surface of plants.
The findings could help prevent
incidences of E. coli outbreaks and
stop people becoming ill.

FUNDER
United States Department of Agriculture

These photos of alfalfa were taken by Ann’s undergraduate students, Janine, Katie and Lauren, with a 20X microscope lens. Look closely
at where the arrows are pointing in the first two photomicrographs and you will see bacteria on the alfalfa roots. This is just after they
were bought from the market. After washing, most of the bacteria was removed (see the third photomicrograph).

bacteria can also get into the plant through
the stomata in the leaves where the plant
absorbs CO2. However, to get into the
stomata, the bacteria must be motile (i.e.
capable of motion) and have some water to
swim in.
WHAT HAS ANN’S TEAM
DISCOVERED SO FAR?
Ann and her team have found that E. coli

bacteria are quite sneaky in their approach.
They use several different mechanisms to
bind to plant surfaces, so if one method
is prevented, the bacteria use a different
method. However, there are some positives
that can be taken from the research. “Many
of the methods of binding may be controlled
and turned on by a common set of regulatory
genes,” says Ann. “If we could inhibit the
expression of these genes, we might be able

to prevent or at least markedly decrease
bacterial binding.”
They have also found that E. coli doesn’t break
plant tissue down to enter the interior of the
plant (which is in contrast to Salmonella).
Ultimately, this means that surface
sterilisation techniques might help reduce
the number of E. coli, suggesting a possible
avenue for exploring ways to limit infections.
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ABOUT
GENETICS
Genetics is a field of biology that is focused
on genes and genetic variation. A gene is a
short section of DNA – they are so small
that you have approximately 20,000 of
them inside every cell in your body and
you inherit them from your parents. Genes
contain the information that causes cells
to make molecules called proteins. These
proteins are responsible for performing
functions to keep the cells and the organism
healthy. Genes determine things as diverse
as the colour of your eyes or what height
you will grow to. They may also influence
your susceptibility to various diseases such
as cancer.
WHAT ARE GENE VARIANTS?
Gene sequences can vary from person
to person. Fortunately, most of these

HOW TO BECOME A
GENETICIST
• The Science Careers arm of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) should give you some idea of how
broad the subject is and the myriad roles it
could lead to.
• The Genetics Society of America is an
international community that is dedicated
to advancing the field of genetics. We
encourage you to explore at your own
leisure, but you should certainly sign up for
the email newsletter to keep up to date with
important news and career opportunities.
• Genes & Health explains more about
genes, genetic variants and DNA. The site
includes a link to a video that shows how
proteins are made in the cell from the
information in the DNA code.

WOULD ANN RECOMMEND A
CAREER IN GENETICS?
Yes! “Genetics is a quickly expanding
field, especially as gene sequencing has
become easier and cheaper,” says Ann.
“There are plenty of jobs out there, ranging
from genetic counselling through to basic
research.” Irrespective of which particular
job you would like to do within the field of
genetics, there are many opportunities in
the US in medicine, industry and academia.

WHY DO SCIENTISTS STUDY GENES?
The more we learn about genes, the more we
can use this knowledge to help prevent and
treat illness. In Ann’s case, she is studying
the genes and gene variants in E. coli to
understand how they bind to plant surfaces.
By understanding exactly how E. coli do this,
Ann and her team could stop this happening
and make illness caused by eating toxigenic

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO GENETICIST
At school and college, you should consider studying:
CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY

• www.environmentalscience.org is a
tremendous resource and has an entire
section dedicated to geneticists. According
to them, you can expect to earn an average
salary of $72,720.
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E. coli a thing of the past. Because there
are so many genes controlling so many
processes in living things, there is a lot that
geneticists like Ann would like to learn.

variants are harmless, but sometimes they
affect proteins that are responsible for
important things and you can become ill.
This is one of the reasons geneticists are so
important – they investigate these variants
to understand which ones increase your
chances of developing particular illnesses.
This information can help us to develop
better treatments.
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STATISTICS

GENETICS

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

EVOLUTION

MEET TH REE OF ANN’S
UNDE RGRADUATE BIOLO GY STUDENTS
JANINE CORLEY
To help Ann with her research, I washed
store-bought lettuce, alfalfa sprouts and
parsley with either water or water and
detergent. I then viewed the bacteria bound to
the plant’s surface under the light microscope
and compared it against the unwashed plants.
In doing this, I was able to explore how washing
vegetables can affect the number of bacteria
that bind to plant surfaces.
I have always wanted a career in a sciencerelated field. My dream jobs as a child were
scientist, entomologist, doctor or veterinarian.
Growing up, I loved biology and chemistry.
When I was in primary school, I enjoyed
learning about the world around me and the
diverse ecosystems, animals and abiotic factors.

Moving into secondary school and college,
I developed this passion further through
performing experiments. I love how science
is guided by curiosity and that the associated
research helps solve real-world problems.
My love for biology started at a very young age.
I used to go outside and explore my backyard,
looking for animals and bugs with a magnifying
glass from a home science kit. I found loads of
cool things because I lived on a large property
surrounded by woods. Even though I do not
think I had a single inspiration for biology, I
would say my family encouraged me to continue
my interest in this field and has supported me,
thus cultivating my love for science.
Ann has helped me grow as a researcher

throughout college and prepared me for my
career. She has taught me how to work in a
lab and encouraged me to independently ask
questions and perform experiments. By working
with her, I have also learned a great deal about
microbiology and, specifically in this research,
bacterial binding. When I have completed
my undergraduate degree, I hope to attend
medical school.

KATIE HOLT
When I was
younger, I wanted
to be an engineer
like my dad!
I enjoyed science
classes most in
school. I think I enjoyed them so much
because I was intrigued about our natural
world. I am very interested in the unknown and
am naturally a curious person, so when I looked
outside at trees and animals, I wanted to know
how they worked and what they were made of.
Science classes gave me those answers.
I was interested in studying biology because
the more I learned about the subject, the
more I realised I didn’t know. The benefit of
working with Ann is that I can gain a lot of
laboratory skills. Ann’s lab is composed of only
undergraduate students, so we have to learn
to do everything without the help of graduate
students – something many other labs cannot
teach. These skills are very important for
future research and for life in general because
you learn to work independently!
Like Janine, I would also like to go to medical
school in the future.

LAUREN BURKE
I’ve always known I wanted to go into
the medical field but didn’t really know
exactly what I wanted to do until 8th
grade. I decided to become a Physician
Assistant (PA) and have been working
towards that ever since then.
Ann has a passion for microbiology that
is really inspiring and makes me strive
to learn more. She gives her students
the independence to think about their
own research projects – I feel as though I
understand the mechanisms of bacterial
pathogens much more clearly because
of these research opportunities. It has
greatly helped me master material
in my biology classes and creates an

environment where I can physically
see results from our experiments.
Understanding how microorganisms
function, and how genetics and mutations
are involved in their everyday functions,
has made processes within the human
body much clearer.
I’ve always wanted to be part of the
healthcare system and know more
about the processes of the body. I loved
helping in a hospital setting and observing
medical cases, even in high school.
I plan to attend PA School after taking a
gap year to work in emergency medicine.
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WHY DO WE NEED TO
STUDY CH ROMOSOMES?
MAR Y UNIV ERSI T Y OF LOND ON IN THE
DR L AKXM I SUBR AMA NIAN , BASE D AT QUE EN
SEGR EGAT E DUR ING CELL DIVIS ION.
UK, IS INVE STIG ATIN G HOW CHR OMO SOM ES
ENT OF EFFE CTIV E TREA TMEN T
HER FIND INGS COU LD LEAD TO THE DEVE LOPM
CHR OMO SOM E MIS-SEGR EGAT ION
STRA TEGI ES AGAI NST DISO RDER S CAUS ED BY

TALK LIKE A BIOCHEMIST
CHROMOSOME
A threadlike structure of nucleic acids and
protein that is found within the nucleus
of most living cells. It carries genetic
information in the form of genes.
CELL DIVISION
The process by which a parent cell divides
into two or more daughter cells.
CHROMOSOME MIS-SEGREGATION
A term denoting instances where dividing
cells generate daughter cells which contain
an incorrect complement of chromosomes.
CENTROMERE
A region of DNA that is responsible for the
movement of the replicated chromosomes
into the two daughter cells during mitosis
and meiosis.

Chromosomes are wonderful. They carry the
genetic information that was passed from
your mother and father to you and make
you totally unique (unless you have identical
siblings). The number of chromosomes that an
organism has inside every cell is different for
different species – mice have 40, giraffes have
62, chickens have 78 and cabbages have 18.
Humans have 46 chromosomes which exist as
23 pairs – 22 of these are autosomes, while the
other pair are sex chromosomes, also known as
the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ chromosome.
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KINETOCHORES
Large protein complexes that assemble at the
centromere of a chromosome. They connect
chromosomes to microtubules.
MEIOSIS
Where a single cell divides twice to produce
four cells containing half the original
amount of genetic information. For a more
detailed explanation, go to Live Science:
https://www.livescience.com/52489meiosis.html
MICROTUBULES
Structures that are responsible for various kinds
of movements in all eukaryotic cells.
MITOSIS
Where a single cell divides into two identical
daughter cells.

In order for humans to have 46 chromosomes,
they must accurately segregate during cell
division (mitosis and meiosis). If chromosomes
mis-segregate, babies can be born with
a different number of chromosomes –
either more or less than 46 – which can
have extreme consequences for growth
and development. Down’s syndrome, for
example, is when a baby is born with an extra
copy of their 21st chromosome in some
or all of their cells, meaning they have an
extra chromosome.
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Dr Lakxmi Subramanian, a biochemist based
at Queen Mary University of London in the
UK, is leading a project that is attempting to
understand how chromosomes are accurately
segregated during cell division.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO
UNDERSTAND THIS?
Chromosome mis-segregation can lead to
a jumbling up of chromosomes, where the
wrong pieces of the genome are stuck in the
wrong place. As already mentioned, having
more or less than 46 chromosomes – or
having them in the wrong place – can lead to
the development of a wide range of disorders
and diseases. Cancer cells have been shown to
display an increased potential for chromosome
mis-segregation (also known as chromosomal
instability), which leads to an acceleration in
cancer progression. By understanding how
chromosomes accurately segregate, Lakxmi
hopes that effective treatments against
disorders caused by chromosome missegregation can be developed.
WHAT SPECIFIC QUESTIONS IS
LAKXMI HOPING TO ANSWER
AND WHY?
One of the main questions Lakxmi wants to
answer is ‘What dictates the formation of
a centromere and how is it epigenetically
inherited?’ Researchers have so far been
unable to find an answer and Lakxmi
established her own laboratory in 2017
to do just this. “Centromeres are unique
regions on chromosomes that are essential
for accurate chromosome segregation, yet

LAKXMI’S TOP TIPS
1 If possible, try and identify the type of career you’d
like to get into as early as you can, so you have
enough time to plan your pathway.

2 S tay focused on your goal. It is useful to speak

regularly with your family, friends, teachers and peers.
Try and pick the brains of those with experience in
your chosen career path, because you might discover
a piece of advice that you will look back on as being
critical to your future success.

3 T he internet can be a wonderful tool for research – do
background research wherever possible. You should
also read up on people’s experiences in their chosen
careers, whether that is personal blogs or websites
such as Futurum Careers!

4W
 ork hard and, although it is often easier said than

done, stay unfazed when circumstances around you
appear to be adverse. It will teach you a lot about
yourself, which can only be a good thing.

DR LAKXMI SUBRAMANIAN
Lecturer in Biochemistry, School of
Biological and Chemical Sciences
Queen Mary University of London, UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Biochemistry

RESEARCH
Lakxmi leads a team trying to find
out how chromosomes segregate
during cell division. The findings
could lead to the development of
effective therapeutic strategies
against disorders caused by
chromosome mis-segregation

FUNDERS
UKRI and the Royal Society

there is no specific DNA sequence that can
signal centromere formation or function,”
explains Lakxmi. “Interestingly, despite this,
centromeres are inherited from one generation
to the next, even when they end up being
displaced to locations different from normal
(such as in case of neocentromeres).”

been about how the biochemical and structural
nature of the Mis18 complex influences its
centromere function. More recently, the
team has discovered how another centromere
protein – CENP-C – affects meiotic
chromosome segregation in fission yeast,
which probably does the same in humans.

Lakxmi’s team hypothesises that rather than
the DNA sequence, there are probably other
features that are recognised by specific
proteins that aid centromere function.
These features and proteins are the focus of
Lakxmi’s research.

WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE AIM BEHIND
LAKXMI’S RESEARCH?
“Our long-term goal is to dissect the
centromere and its regulatory proteins to the
extent that we understand exactly how the
process of chromosome segregation works
across evolution,” explains Lakxmi. “This has
important consequences for understanding
how cell division works as a whole and therefore
impacts various fields of biology and medicine.”

HAVE THERE BEEN ANY KEY
FINDINGS TO DATE?
The research is still in the early stages, with
current members of Lakxmi’s group joining
in 2018 or 2019. However, there have been
some major findings already, which have mainly

The GE Fogg building is home to Queen
Mary’s School of Biological and Chemical
Sciences, which is where Lakxmi works.
Imagine studying and working here!

This is Lakxmi’s lab, which is where she and
her team conduct experiments to find out how
chromosomes segregate.
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ABOUT
BIOCHEM ISTRY
Put simply, biochemistry is a combination
of biology and chemistry and involves the
study of the molecular basis for life. The
term ‘biochemistry’ was coined in 1903
by a German chemist called Carl Neuber,
although work in the field had begun
many years before that. Indeed, modern
biochemistry is the result of a field of
science that was known as physiological
chemistry in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
WHY IS BIOCHEMISTRY IMPORTANT?
As Lakxmi’s research surely attests,
biochemistry can help us solve many
problems that will lead to improvements in
treatments and the quality of life. However,
scientific enquiry does not always have to
have specific, tangible outcomes – finding
out things and understanding more about
the world is a positive outcome in and of
itself. The breadth within biochemistry is
truly staggering and extends beyond humans
to analysis of food products, bacteria, viruses

and other organisms. A list of all the benefits
of biochemistry would be almost as long as
the DNA in all your cells put together.*

ability to assemble an argument and engage
in debate, observation skills, critical thinking
and problem-solving.

*This is probably an exaggeration, as that
distance would be about twice the diameter
of the Solar System! But it should help
reinforce the idea that biochemistry is
extremely important.

DOES QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY
OF LONDON HAVE ANY SPECIFIC
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES RELATED TO
BIOCHEMISTRY?
Yes, the university is actively engaged in
loads of public outreach. “We host the
Festival of Communities every summer
where researchers from the School of
Biological and Chemical Sciences, and
the university as a whole, host fun science
activities for children and young adults in
the community,” says Lakxmi. “We also
have the Centre of the Cell housed at the
Blizard Institute, which hosts school students
and teachers on a regular basis, offering
interactive fun activities in its Neuron Pod.
This is where school students get to learn
about how cells in the human body work –
through biochemical or related processes.”

ARE THERE MANY OPPORTUNITIES
IN BIOCHEMISTRY IN THE UK?
Yes, absolutely! One of the best things
about a biochemistry degree is that it
opens up a broad range of potential
careers that combine biology, chemistry
and medicine. The Prospects website lists
several careers you could embark on after
completing a biochemistry degree, including
pharmacologist, laboratory technician and
forensic scientist.
You will also develop a wealth of specific skills
associated with biochemistry, including the

HOW TO BECOME
A BIOCHEMIST
• The Association for Clinical Biochemistry
and Laboratory Medicine is a brilliant
resource for those thinking about embarking
on a career in clinical science.
• The Biochemical Society is encyclopaedic
in its detail and its careers page is
particularly useful for those looking to gain a
qualification in biochemistry.
• Biochemists can earn anywhere between
£26,500 to £60,000 per annum,
depending on their level of experience.

Chromosome mis-segregation in fission yeast visualised by immunofluorescence. (Left) An
S.pombe cell in mitosis showing equal segregation of replicated DNA between daughter nuclei.
(Right) An S.pombe cell inaccurately segregating its chromosomnes. DNA is shown in blue and
the mitotic spindle is shown in green.

Flourescently labelled
centromere proteins
can be visualised as
spots in fission yeast
cells using fluorescence
microscopy. (Left) Live
images of fission yeast
cells. (Right) Images
of the same cells when
exposed to ultraviolet
light radiation.
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HOW DID DR LAKXM I SU BR AMAN IAN
BECOME A BIO CHEM IST?
WHAT IS IT ABOUT BIOCHEMISTRY
THAT YOU LOVE?
What I love about the molecular biosciences
(which includes biochemistry, molecular
biology and molecular genetics) is that they
give researchers opportunities to get to the
bottom of how things work in biology. We
are able to uncover how specific molecules
interact with each other in order to effect
various processes in cells, tissues and
ultimately, the whole organism.
DID YOU ALWAYS IMAGINE YOU
WOULD BE A BIOCHEMIST/SCIENTIST
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER?
When I was a child, I didn’t think I would
be a scientist – although I always thought
scientists were very cool! Ironically, I had
no interest in biology, until I turned 15. As a
young child, I was highly influenced by my
dad – I always thought he knew everything
(which he did!). I looked up to my dad as my
role model and wanted to be an engineer like
him, but always doubted whether I would
indeed end up being like him, because he was
a man, and I was just a girl – this feeling is
not unique to me, but is something I identify
with in girls growing up in patriarchal cultures
across the world.
My dad was a chemical engineer from one of
India’s best institutions (the Indian Institute

of Technology Madras), and my mum was a
musician. I was also my parents’ only child –
so my parents always expected me to do well
in my studies, and each wished I’d follow in
their footsteps – for this reason, I actually
took up training in Indian classical music for
almost 10 years! As I grew up, though, my
interests slowly began to solidify.
I always liked mathematics and the physical
sciences, but what was funny is that if it
weren’t for my dad’s various moves around
India for work, I may have never known
that I could even be interested in biology.
I was fortunate enough to come across a
fantastic biology teacher in high school,
who I am thankful for to this day. By the
time I graduated from school, I knew that
I wanted to be a geneticist – so I chose an
undergraduate programme that would provide
me the foundation necessary for a research
career in genetics, but at the same time leave
me with an engineering/technology degree,
at Anna University, Chennai, India – and the
rest, as they say, is history.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOURSELF? ARE THESE
TRAITS IMPORTANT IN A
BIOCHEMIST SCIENTIST?
I would describe myself as a focused,
tenacious and hard-working individual. One

quality I like about myself is that I don’t
give up on things easily – I persevere and
persist, and this is a trait I’ve had ever since
I was a child. At times, this has also worked
against me, as I’ve held on to research
projects that I should’ve perhaps given up on
long before I did. I think it’s important for a
scientist to have tenacity and perseverance
because, as scientists, we spend most of our
lives experimenting – and most results of
experiments, believe it or not, are failures.
One must have the drive and acumen to think
about what could’ve gone wrong, and improve
one’s experiments, until success is achieved.
It’s important to not let failure faze you.
IF YOU COULD GO BACK IN TIME,
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
I would ask myself to take more breaks than
I did! I completed my undergrad degree and,
soon after, began my PhD at the University
of Illinois at Chicago. I repeated the same
when it came to roles I took up thereafter.
In effect, the whole of my 20s and early 30s
were spent with no substantial breaks, which
I really wouldn’t recommend to any young
adult. I think it’s healthy to take breaks – to
rejuvenate one’s mind, and stay creative. If
I could go back in time, I would make sure I
went on vacations more often and travelled
around the world.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO BIOCHEMISTRY
Consider studying biology and chemistry at school and college. You will usually need a science degree. Relevant degree subjects include:
BIOCHEMISTRY

CHEMICAL AND
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

BIOTECHNOLOGY

BIOPHARMACEUTICALS

GENETICS AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

MICROBIOLOGY

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/biochemist
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HOW MICE CAN
REVEAL THE SECRETS
OF RARE DISEASES
LOT OVER THE L AST CENT URY, THER E
EVEN THOU GH MED ICIN E HAS ADVA NCED A
THIS IS ESPE CIAL LY TRUE FOR RARE
ARE STILL MAN Y UNA NSW ERED QUE STIO NS.
LE UNIV ERSI T Y IS USIN G MOU SE
DISE ASES . DR KEVI N MAR CHBA NK OF NEW CAST
ND TWO RARE DISE ASES THAT AFFE CT
MOD ELS TO INVE STIG ATE THE GEN ETIC S BEHI
KEY TO DEVE LOPI NG TREA TMEN TS
THE KIDN EYS – AND HIS FIND INGS COU LD BE

TALKING LIKE A BIOLOGIST
Medical terminology can seem complicated, but in fact has quite simple meanings. Here are
some key terms relating to two rare diseases, which Dr Kevin Marchbank is investigating:
aHUS and C3G:
aHUS
Atypical: Out of the ordinary
Haemolytic: Breakdown of red blood cells
Uraemic: High levels of urea in the blood (urea is a waste product that should normally be
transferred into the urine by the kidneys)
Syndrome: A group of symptoms that suggest something is wrong
C3G
C3: An important protein in the immune system
Glomerulopathy: A disease that affects a part of the kidneys, causing them to malfunction
COMPLEMENT
Complement is a chain of enzymes whose activation eventually results in the disruption of
cell membranes and the destruction of cells or invading microorganisms. Complement is an
essential part of the body’s defence system:
http://www.biologydiscussion.com/immunology/complement-system/complement-systemdefinition-functions-and-components/61928
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There are between 6,000 and 8,000
known rare diseases. Although they are
rare, altogether they affect about 6% of the
population at some point in their lives. Many
of these diseases are genetic, meaning they
are triggered by mistakes in a sufferer’s DNA.
Understanding the causes of rare diseases not
only save lives, but also helps researchers learn
more about how our genes and bodies work.
Atypical haemolytic uraemic syndrome
(aHUS) and C3 glomerulopathy (C3G)
are two examples of rare diseases. Dr Kevin
Marchbank, a complement biologist in
Newcastle University’s Translational and
Clinical Research Institute (Faculty of
Medical Sciences) and the National Renal
Complement Therapeutics Centre (NRCTC,
RVI, Newcastle), is investigating their
root causes.
WHAT ARE AHUS AND C3G?
aHUS and C3G mainly affect the kidneys.
The kidneys are essential organs for removing
waste products from the blood and controlling
our fluids. Malfunctions can be extremely
serious. Although aHUS and C3G are rare
– less than one in a million people develop
either disease each year – they are not to be
taken lightly. “Both aHUS and C3G can affect
young people,” says Kevin. “There are around
100 young people in the UK dealing with these
diseases right now.”

DR KEVIN MARCHBANK
Reader in Complement Biology
Translational and Clinical Research
Faculty of Medical Sciences and School
of Biomedical
Nutritional and Sport Sciences
Newcastle University UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Complement Biology

RESEARCH PROJECT

Both diseases involve the complement system,
which is a part of the immune system that
enhances (complements) the body’s ability
to prevent or fight off infection. It is when
this system behaves in the wrong way that
trouble arises. “In the military, there is a term
called friendly fire, when a soldier is hit by his
own army’s weapons,” explains Kevin. “It is
the same in the body. In aHUS and C3G, the
complement system starts to attack our own
tissues. The kidneys seem to be particularly
vulnerable to attack.” When the immune
system attacks the kidneys, it can stop them
functioning properly. This leads to all sorts
of problems throughout the body, including
possible kidney failure.
WHY FOCUS ON RARE DISEASES,
RATHER THAN COMMON ONES?
Investigating rare diseases is a powerful way
to learn more about the body’s processes. “By
treating any disease, we move a step closer to
treating all disease,” says Kevin. “Rare diseases
are often down to one thing going wrong,”
explains Kevin. “By working out what it is and
fixing it, we can apply this knowledge to more
complex diseases. For instance, the treatment
of aHUS and C3G has also led to treatments
for eye diseases.”
Since many rare diseases are also genetic,
studying them can help us learn more about
our genes. The process of how DNA affects

body functions is incredibly complex, and
often difficult to understand. By investigating
what goes wrong in the body when genes have
the wrong coding, scientists can piece together
cause and effect.
WHERE DOES THIS RESEARCH
TAKE PLACE?
Kevin oversees the autoimmune research
and analysis at the NRCTC. Autoimmunity
is when the immune system starts to attack
rather than protect the body’s tissues or
organs. Renal describes things that relate
to the kidneys. The NRCTC is a base for
analysing the relationship between the kidneys
and the complement system. Excitingly, it is
at the NRCTC that Kevin and his team can
put their findings into practice. For example,
the NRCTC manages the prescription of
a drug called Eculizumab. “This amazing
drug can block the destructive firepower of
the complement system,” explains Kevin.
The researchers meet patients in person to
prescribe Eculizumab if needed and ensure
that the treatment is working.
“The team at the NRCTC covers all aspects
of modern medicine, from fundamental
research right through to its application,” says
Kevin. “We work with cutting-edge drugs.
Everybody working there also needs strong
science and communication skills because
the NRCTC travels the country giving

Using mouse models to investigate the
causes and potential treatments of two
rare diseases that affect the kidneys.

FUNDERS
United Kingdom Research and Innovation
(UKRI), Kidney Research UK/ Northern
Counties Kidney Research Fund

roadshows, improving patients’ and relatives’
understanding of their diseases.”
If you’re feeling inspired by the work of
biologists like Kevin, take a look at this video
about Ros Ford. She shares her story about
living with aHUS and how research into
the disease has helped her do the things
she loves doing: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=k3TeJdM1W6w&feature=youtu.be

Anatomy of kidneys in a male human body.
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ABOUT
MOUSE MODELS
Mice are often used in laboratory
experiments to investigate diseases. They
are a useful ‘model organism’ because much
of their biology is similar to people, as Kevin
explains: “We can model human diseases
on mice. This can be through genetic
modification or testing their responses
to a certain drug or vaccine.” Mice have
quite short lifespans and are easy to keep
in laboratory conditions, so it is much more
straightforward to run experiments using
mice rather than people. Mouse models are
also usually considered more ethical.
CAN MICE MODELS REALLY HELP US
FIND TREATMENTS FOR HUMANS?
“Mice are different to people, of course,
but much of their immune system is highly
similar to ours. This is especially true for the
parts of the complement system involved
in aHUS and C3G,” says Kevin. Using mice
ensures that potential dangers of new drugs
are discovered before they put human
patients’ health at risk. Development of
any drug involves a series of rigorous tests,
and animal testing is often a key step in
the process. If all has gone well in these
tests, then clinical trials involving human
patients usually follow. Using mice first
means that most (or even all) side-effects

or other outcomes are known before the
drug is administered to humans. This ensures
that dangers to patients are kept to an
absolute minimum.
WHAT IS AN EXAMPLE OF A
MOUSE MODEL?
Genetic diseases are caused by mistakes
in our DNA, which is what makes up our
genes. DNA sequences tell the body to build
particular proteins. It does this by providing
codes for sequences of amino acids, the
‘building blocks’ that make up proteins. “At
NRCTC, we investigated a family afflicted
by aHUS,” says Kevin. “We found a single
amino acid change that was different to
what most people have. This was in C3, the
central protein of the complement system.”
An error had occurred in the family’s genetic
code, which can be passed on to future
generations. Now the researchers can use
this information to genetically modify mice
to express the same amino acid change. The
line of mice with this change, which will lead
to them suffering from aHUS, is known as a
mouse model.
This mouse model proved very useful.
“Amazingly, this one amino acid change can
lead to aHUS but can also be effectively

HOW TO BECOME A
(COMPLEMENT) BIOLOGIST
• Kevin says that the NRCTC offers work experience and internships. The
centre’s contact details can be found here: http://www.atypicalhus.co.uk/
contact-us/
• There are a number of pathways that can lead to a career in complement
biology or related fields within the life sciences. An undergraduate degree
in biology is the most obvious starting point, but degrees in related
subjects such as chemistry and medicine are also good choices.
• Many science organisations offer work experience in laboratories
specifically for A-level students. The MRC Clinical Sciences Centre,
GlaxoSmithKline and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute are among
them. The Royal Society of Biology has a good list: https://www.rsb.org.uk/
careers-and-cpd/careers/work-experience
• According to the National Careers Service UK, experienced biologists
can earn up to £70,000.
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treated with drugs like Eculizumab,” says
Kevin. “We also established that this
treatment is unlikely to make patients suffer
from C3G instead.” It is mouse models like
this that have ultimately allowed sufferers
of rare diseases to receive treatment and
improve their quality of life.
WHAT ABOUT CONCERNS OVER
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS?
Experiments on animals are often
controversial, as they can cause pain and
suffering to the animals involved. “Every day
I weigh up the worth of our experiments,”
says Kevin. “I believe that it is also cruel not
to help children suffering from diseases, but
it is always a tough question.” Experiments
on animals are carefully regulated and
scrutinised to make sure suffering is kept
to a minimum, particularly in the UK.
Experiments on animals help scientists make
sure that drugs and other procedures do
not pose a risk to patients’ health. Research
innovations, such as artificially created
organic tissue and advanced computer
modelling, mean that animal testing should
become less necessary over the next
few decades.

HOW DID DR KEVIN
MARCHBANK BECOME
A (COMPLEMENT)
BIOLOGIST?
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
I wanted to be a fighter pilot when I was very
young, but poor eyesight meant that wasn’t
a possibility. Next, I decided to be a farmer,
but I soon realised how hard that way of life
would be, even though I love the outdoors.
Then I wanted to become an explorer and
travel the world.
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
STUDY BIOLOGY?
I have always loved nature and building
things. I once made a lawnmower using parts
of a washing machine! I was a bit of a geek
at secondary school and I suppose it was
clear that science was my thing. Biology
always came naturally to me. My dad and
I used to watch loads of natural history TV
programmes; I was a big fan of Jacques

Cousteau. I loved experiments, particularly
chemistry – who doesn’t love an explosion?
I also had a teacher called Dr Thornton
who encouraged me to become a scientist.
It was him and my biology teachers that
suggested I go to university, for which I am
very thankful.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE
YOUR YOUNGER SELF?
I have two golden rules: never give up and
believe in your skillset. Following these
rules has done me proud. I think I was
lucky to just be able to follow my heart.
I chose my PhD because I loved science
and didn’t worry about the money too
much. All that just followed. So, I would
tell myself, if you have a passion for the
research and belief in the journey, you will
get there.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT
YOUR WORK?
I have the opportunity to make a
difference to people’s lives. I am a bit
sentimental, but you must admit that
having the chance to improve hundreds
(if not thousands) of people’s wellbeing is
very cool.
WHAT MOTIVATES YOU?
I love science. It is constantly changing
and constantly challenging, and never gets
dull. As a senior scientist I am not able
to perform experiments myself as much
as I used to, but I get to experience that
through my colleagues whom I advise.
We have a great team working together
to solve issues to make the world a better
place. This keeps me in the lab much longer
than my family would like, that’s for sure!

KEVIN'S TOP TIPS
• It’s never too late to get into science, but it’s easier if you
start earlier. I have taught people with degrees in English and
history, and if they have the passion for science, they can make
the transition. Biology and chemistry A-levels were all I needed
for my degree, but maths, statistics and physics are also useful.
• Figure out what problem you want to solve and then go after
it with an absolute passion.
• Persistence, innovation, a sense of fun and also humility are
important qualities in a scientist. Develop all these, and you
can’t go wrong.

The team at the National Renal
Complement Therapeutics Centre (NRCTC). Kevin is
pictured at the back near the centre.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO BIOLOGIST
GCSEs at grades 9
to 4 (A* to C), or
equivalent,
including English,
maths and science

A-levels, or equivalent,
including biology for a
degree

A degree in biology,
biological science, ecology,
marine biology

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/biologist
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ENSU RING INFLAMMATION
DOES MOR E GOOD THAN HARM
GIST BASE D AT THE UNIV ERSI T Y
PROF ESSO R JÁNO S G FILEP IS AN IMMU NOLO
CERN ED WITH UND ERST AND ING
OF MON TREA L IN CAN ADA. HIS WOR K IS CON
OCC UR IN CARD IOVA SCUL AR
THE MEC HAN ISMS OF INFL AMM ATIO N THAT
OVED PATIE NT OUTC OME S
DISE ASE. THE FIND INGS COU LD LEAD TO IMPR

TALK LIKE AN IMMUNOLOGIST
RECEPTOR
A protein or glycoprotein that receives
signals by binding to signalling molecules.
These are often referred to as first
messengers or ligands.
LIGAND
A small molecule that transmits signals
in between or within cells. By binding to
receptors, ligands can exert their effects.
LIPID
A molecule that yields high energy and
has a chemical composition of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen. They are an
important component of living cells.
PATHOGEN
A bacterium, virus or other microorganism
that can cause disease.
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The human body is a wonderful thing. It is
an extraordinarily complex machine that
is constantly working to ensure we can go
about our daily lives unimpeded. Indeed, so
effective is this mechanism, that it is easy to
take for granted how much effort our bodies
put in to protecting us against infections,
viruses, diseases and a whole host of other
potential invaders.
One of the ways in which the body protects
itself against infection or injury is by
triggering an acute inflammatory response.
However, while the mechanisms of the
inflammatory response are specifically
designed to protect us against invading
pathogens, sometimes they can inflict damage
on our own tissues and actually do more
harm than good. Certainly, ongoing (chronic)
inflammation underlies most diseases.
Why might this be so? And can anything
be done to prevent this from happening?
Researchers from around the world are
asking these very questions. Their aim is to
resolve many of the issues associated with the
inflammatory response, including Professor
János G Filep, based in the Department of
Pathology and Cell Biology at the University
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of Montreal Canada. He leads a team which
is focused on inflammation that occurs
in cardiovascular disease. The findings
could have significant positive impacts on
patient outcomes.
WHAT IS THE INFLAMMATORY
RESPONSE?
When the human body is affected by
infection or injury, it triggers an acute
inflammatory response with the aim of
protecting itself. It is the immune system
that is responsible for orchestrating the
response – one that is similar irrespective of
what triggered it. The signs of inflammation
include swelling, redness of the inflamed area,
warmth, pain and impaired function of the
organ(s) affected.
When the inflammatory response works in the
way we want it to, the invading pathogens are
eliminated and the infected or injured tissues
are repaired. They then return to their normal
function and we can live as we did prior to
the attack – this is known as the resolution of
inflammation. However, it is not always this
straightforward. If the resolution is delayed,
ongoing inflammation might actually damage
the organ(s) it is trying to protect.

PROFESSOR JÁNOS G FILEP
Department of Pathology
and Cell Biology
Faculty of Medicine
University of Montreal, Canada

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Immunology

RESEARCH PROJECT

WHAT IS CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE AND WHAT ROLE DOES
INFLAMMATION PLAY?
Cardiovascular disease is a general term
relating to conditions that affect the heart and/
or blood vessels. It is usually characterised by
a build-up of fatty deposits inside the arteries
(known as atherosclerosis) and an increased
risk of blood clots. The fatty deposits lead to a
reduced diameter of arteries which can trigger
heart attacks or strokes. In another example,
bacterial infections may cause arteries to relax,
leading to a collapse in blood circulation. This is
known as sepsis or septic shock.
The inflammatory response can also affect
the arteries. “It appears that under some
conditions our body ‘forgets’ how to turn off
the inflammatory response. Investigating
inflammation could help us to better
understand why and how cardiovascular
disease may arise as well as to identify novel
targets for improving currently available
treatments,” explains János. “This is of
particular importance, for cardiovascular
disease affects about half of the population in
Canada, and sepsis, which is common among
patients admitted to the intensive care unit, is
associated with a very high death rate.”

WHAT ARE RECEPTORS?
Put simply, receptors are proteins that exist
on the surface of, or inside, cells. They can
recognise specific molecules (known as ligands)
that are released by other cells or invading
pathogens. When a ligand binds to its receptor,
it triggers an activation of molecules inside the
cell which then determine how a particular cell
will respond to the ligand.
Because receptors are essentially responsible
for determining the inflammatory response,
they are of particular importance to János and
his team. One in particular –the pleiotropic
receptor named formyl-peptide receptor 2/
lipoxin receptor (FPR2/ALX) – is the focus of
János’s investigations. This is because it plays a
significant role in inflammation.
WHAT IS THE RECEPTOR’S
ROLE IN THE INFLAMMATORY
RESPONSE AND THEREFORE
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE?
“The basic concept of pharmacology is that
a ligand binds to its receptor and induces a
response of the cell. An unusual feature of
FPR2/ALX is that that it can bind a large
number of different ligands, which instruct the
cell to respond differently,” says János. “Among

János is investigating the regulation
of leukocyte functions through the
pleiotropic receptor formyl-peptide
receptor 2/lipoxin receptor (FPR2/
ALX). The findings will significantly
advance understanding of how FPR2/
ALX integrates opposing cues that govern
the function and fate of neutrophil
granulocytes and, consequently, the
outcome of inflammation.

FUNDERS
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada, Canadian
Institutes of Health Research
its ligands are peptides of bacterial origin, which
trigger the acute inflammatory response, as well
as lipids, such as lipoxins and resolvins, which
are produced in our own body and function as
a switch to turn off the inflammatory response
and promote resolution.”
WHAT IS JÁNOS ULTIMATELY
HOPING TO ACHIEVE THROUGH
HIS RESEARCH?
By understanding how the FPR2/ALX receptor
recognises different ligands, it could one day
be possible to manipulate its response to
specific ligands. This would lead to a means of
preventing chronic inflammation and ensuring
that the initial inflammatory response can
be stopped once it has done its job. It would
essentially get the best out of the inflammatory
response and ensure that it always works its
positive magic and refrains from doing more
harm than good.
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ABOUT
IMMUNOLOGY
According to The Immunology of
Cardiovascular Homeostasis and Pathology,
cardiovascular immunology is a newly
emerging research area. It brings together
cardiovascular biology and immunology to
explore how immune cells contribute to
the regulation of function of blood vessels.
For instance, atherosclerosis (which is the
hardening of the arteries), is now widely
considered as a chronic inflammatory
disease. It is also known that the disturbed
function of the immune system underlies
the progression of sepsis to septic shock,
which is a life-threatening condition.
SHOULD I CONSIDER A CAREER IN
IMMUNOLOGY?
Because the immune system checks and
assures our identity at the cellular level,
its proper functioning is essential for our
well-being. In contrast, any impaired or
imbalanced function of the immune system
underlies a large number of different
diseases. With that in mind, anyone
interested in a career in immunology
should consider that a solid knowledge
of immunology will open many avenues
of research and has applicability to most

diseases. Targeting the immune system
or inflammation for developing novel
treatments for cardiovascular diseases or
cancer is a fascinating way to bring results
from basic medical research to the clinical
setting such as hospitals. By becoming
involved in immunology, you could make a
real difference to the lives of people around
the world.
ARE THERE MANY OPPORTUNITIES
IN IMMUNOLOGY IN CANADA?
Yes, there are many opportunities in
immunology in Canada and elsewhere.
However, because jobs or academic positions
in immunology are likely limited in number,
you should consider other opportunities
where knowledge in immunology can
be applied and expertise in immunology
is considered as an advantage to the
research area.
DO YOU NEED A DEGREE IN
IMMUNOLOGY TO WORK IN
THE FIELD?
Not necessarily. Cardiovascular
immunology is seldom part of the university
immunology programmes. In addition to

medical schools, many other university
programmes include courses in immunology.
A strong background (and degree) in
biochemistry, cell biology, molecular biology,
pharmacology or cardiovascular biology will
all be equally useful to work in this area.
WHICH SUBJECTS SHOULD
STUDENTS TAKE AT SCHOOL,
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY TO
BECOME AN IMMUNOLOGIST?
There are many ways to become an
immunologist. At school and college, science
classes are an obvious choice to develop your
knowledge base, analytical skills and, perhaps
most importantly, to become a critical
thinker. At university, medical school is a
good choice if you are interested in the care
of patients. Perhaps the most direct way
is to be enrolled in studying microbiology
and immunology in undergraduate and
then graduate studies. However, studying
other subjects (e.g. biochemistry, molecular
biology or pharmacology) at undergraduate
level may give you a different perspective
should you decide to pursue your graduate
studies in immunology.

HOW TO BECOME AN
IMMUNOLOGIST
• According to Canada’s Higher Education
& Career Guide, people with a degree
in immunology can work in a variety of
settings, or use it to enter into other
programmes, such as drug development.
• The excellent About Bioscience website
lists typical immunologists’ salaries as
ranging from CAD$65,000 to more than
CAD$260,000 per year.
• The American Association of
Immunologists fosters and promotes the
central ideas behind immunology. Read
through the website to learn more about job
opportunities and courses in immunology.
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An “official” photo taken for János’s research report in a
scientific journal. “We do not usually look as serious as this
at all!” he says.
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HOW DID PROF JÁNOS FI LEP
BECOME AN IMMUNOLOG IST?
WHAT DID YOU DREAM OF DOING
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER?
I had many interests when I was a teenager, but
mathematics and physics were my favourites.
I wasn’t massively interested in biology when
I was younger! I always dreamt of becoming a
researcher when I applied for medical school. I
decided to choose medicine because it was the
field that satisfied most of my interests in one.

YOU HAVE WON MANY PRIZES,
INCLUDING RECOGNITION AS ONE
OF THE ‘GREAT MINDS OF THE 21ST
CENTURY’. IS THERE ANYTHING
YOU’RE NOT SO GOOD AT?
Oh, this should be a long list! I wish I were
better at understanding biochemistry and
working more efficiently, just to mention
a few.

HOW DID YOU COME TO STUDY
IMMUNOLOGY?
I first studied immunology as part of classes
during medical school. Since immunology
was different in those days, it is a process of
continual learning. Even today, I try to learn
as much as I can by reading and talking to
my colleagues.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT
THE WORK YOU DO?
The freedom to work on any topics I feel
like doing (provided we can secure funding
for our research). I also love interacting
with like-minded, motivated people (both
colleagues and trainees). The intellectual
challenge and making contributions to our

knowledge is also of great appeal. Last, but
not least, I also hope that our research may
provide a rational basis for the development
of innovative therapies for improving the
life of people with cardiovascular (and
other) diseases.
FINALLY, WHO DO YOU ADMIRE
MOST IN THE WORLD?
In general, I admire those people who deliver
high quality work regardless of what they
are doing. In science, I admire those who are
not afraid of challenging current concepts,
which leads to opening new frontiers. In my
personal life, it is my daughter who became
a statistician.

JÁNOS’S TOP TIPS
01 
02 

Follow your dreams and never give up – even when you encounter difficulties. Not everything can be expected to go
perfect all the time, so it is important you keep that in mind always. You should be able to learn from your failures just as
much as your successes.
Perhaps the most useful piece of advice I have ever received is that when you have finished your work for the day, you
should think about what you can do better the next time. I encourage everyone reading this to adopt this practice!

03 One of my favourite quotes is from the writer Kurt Vonnegut. He said, “Just because some of us can read and write and do
a little math, it doesn’t mean we deserve to conquer the universe.” It is a sentiment with deep meaning.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO IMMUNOLOGIST
At school and college take:
BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

MATHEMATICS

PSYCHOLOGY

Study for a degree in medicine,
microbiology, immunology,
biochemistry, molecular biology
or pharmacology at university
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FI VE RE SE AR CH ER S
W OR KI N G ON
LI FE LO N G H EA LT H IN
VE RY DI FF ER EN T W AY S
TH INITI ATIV E PROM OTES
THE UNIV ERSI T Y OF SURR EY’S LIFEL ONG HEAL
AD SPEC TRUM . ITS AIM IS TO
INTE RDIS CIPL INAR Y RESE ARCH ACRO SS A BRO
AN AGEI NG SOCI ET Y. CAN AN
IMPR OVE HEALTH AND BOO ST WELL BEIN G IN
IST, COM MUN ICAT ION DESI GNE R
IMMU NOLO GIST, MATH EMA TICIA N, BIOC HEM
SAME LIFEL ONG HEALTH THEM E?
AND VIRO LOGI ST WOR K TOGE THER ON THE

Technological developments and healthcare
innovations have led to an increasingly ageing
population. At the turn of the century, the
average life expectancy in the UK was 77.17
years, but by 2020 is has increased to 81.15.
At first glance, living longer appears to be a
good thing, but what about when we consider
the quality of that life? What if the extra years
the average human is expected to live are an
extended period of ill health? The effects would
be detrimental to the individuals living longer
but would also place enormous strain on our
healthcare systems and economy. Living longer
is not necessarily a good thing.
The University of Surrey is home to the Lifelong
Health strategic research theme. It is an
interdisciplinary initiative that draws together a
wide range of projects that all have one common
aim: to keep us in good health as we grow older.
Professor Deborah Dunn-Walters is the Lifelong
Health Theme Champion at the University of
Surrey, which means it is her role to support
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research and innovation relating to the theme. Her
own research is focused on B cells and the role
they play in the immune system, particularly as we
age. (Take a look at her Futurum article.)
WHAT IS INTERDISCIPLINARY
RESEARCH?
Interdisciplinary research combines aspects
such as knowledge, information, tools,
techniques, methods, expertise, perspectives
and concepts from a range of disciplines to
advance understanding.
The Lifelong Health Research Theme relies on
interdisciplinary research to achieve its aims.
It would be impossible to help people reach
old age in healthy ways without making use
of multiple scientific disciplines. Indeed, the
benefits of interdisciplinary research extend into
all areas of life – something that has become
more evident in light of the recent COVID-19
pandemic. As Deborah explains: “We have
biomedical scientists helping with testing and

Find this article and accompanying activity sheet online at www.futurumcareers.com

conducting research to identify therapeutics
and gain more information to help vaccine
development; psychologists helping people to
cope with lockdown situations; business analysts
assessing how the economy can recover;
computer scientists working on diagnostics; and
mechanical engineers using their workshops to
design and make medical equipment.”
To address real-world problems it is essential
to take a broader outlook and interdisciplinary
research is a way to achieve this. “Sometimes a
completely different perspective can push us off
our rails and make us question whether our prior
assumptions have a solid foundation in fact,”
says Deborah. “Providing a new perspective
from which to view things can help us approach
problems from different angles.”
WHAT CAN INTERDISCIPLINARY
RESEARCH TEACH YOU?
That differing viewpoints are necessary and that
there is no truly correct pathway to address a

DEBORAH DUNN-WALTERS
Professor of Immunology
University Champion for Lifelong Health
Research Theme
University of Surrey, UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Immunology

LIFELONG HEALTH
RESEARCH THEME
The University of Surrey’s Lifelong
Health Research Theme promotes
interdisciplinary research across the
spectrum from discovery science to
population-based studies of health,
wellbeing and care in both humans
and animals.
problem or challenge. The University of
Surrey’s Lifelong Health Research Theme
currently involves around 200 projects. Here,
we feature four researchers who are all working
under the Lifelong Health theme but studying
very different subjects in very different ways.
Professor Philip Aston is a mathematician
and his research aims to help doctors identify
cardiovascular problems in patients; Dr Dany
Beste is a biochemist finding new ways to
treat, cure and prevent tuberculosis; Dr
Emily Corrigan-Kavanagh’s expertise is in

PHILIP ASTON
Professor of Mathematics

communication design, and she is creating
a series of interactive travel guides and
photobooks that have the potential to improve
wellbeing; and Dr Dan Horton is investigating
the ways in which viruses spread within bat
populations. Each of these four researchers
have different backgrounds, interests and
specialisms, but they, along with Deborah, are
all joined by a common goal to help people lead
healthier lives.

DANY BESTE
EMILY CORRIGANLecturer in Microbial Metabolomics KAVANAGH
Research Fellow in
Communication Design

DAN HORTON
Senior Lecturer in Veterinary
Virology and School of Veterinary
Medicine Research Director
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LI FE LO NG HE AL TH :
AN AL YS IN G EC G SI GN AL S
PHILIP ASTON
Professor of
Mathematics

If a doctor has
concerns about a
person’s heart, they
will ask for an electrocardiogram (ECG) which
provides information on the electrical activity
in the heart. This test enables the doctor to
diagnose many conditions and put preventive
measures in place. Blood pressure can also be
monitored to show the doctor if there are any
potential issues that can then be treated. It
is a system that has worked for many years,
but with the advent of new technologies,
researchers are asking whether there is a way
to improve it.
WHAT ARE THE FLAWS IN CURRENT
TESTING METHODS?
One of the main issues is that ECG and blood
pressure signals generate so much data that
it is difficult to analyse all of it effectively.
Professor Philip Aston is looking to improve
the way in which this data is analysed. “ECG
and blood pressure signals can be collected
with sampling frequencies of up to 1000Hz,
which means that 1,000 data points per
second are recorded. That is a lot of data!”
says Philip. “The current system generates a
very small amount of summary information

he works closely with a physiologist at King’s
College London whose focus is on the
functioning of the heart. Their team takes a
signal and turns it into an attractor image,
making it easier to visualise changes in the
signal – any potential problems with the heart
would leap out at the person looking at the

from a large number of data points.”
Philip recognises that more useful diagnostic
information could come in the shape and
variability of the waveform. It is known that a
lack of variability from heartbeat to heartbeat
is common with heart disease, so Philip has
turned his attention to these markers in the
hope of improving patient outcomes.
WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE
APPROACH PHILIP HAS TAKEN TO
ANALYSING SUCH DATA?
At present, a very small summary is currently
generated from a large amount of collected
data. Philip’s approach involves analysing all
of the data; this will inevitably lead to a more
informed analysis and may pick up something
that a less complete analysis would miss. “We
take the signal and wrap it round on itself
in a square box. If the signal is periodic and
so repeats itself exactly for each heartbeat,
then our method would trace out the same
closed curve for each heartbeat,” says Philip.
“However, physiological data is never exactly
periodic and so our method traces out a shape
(which we call an ‘attractor’) in the box.”
WHAT IMPACT WILL PHILIP’S
RESEARCH HAVE ON
CARDIOVASCULAR CARE?
Like the Lifelong Health Research Theme,
Philip’s research is interdisciplinary, meaning

attractor image.
Excitingly, the attractor images can also
provide an indication of the specific disease
that a patient may have. The team achieves
this by extracting information from the
attractor image and feeding it into machine
learning – which makes use of artificial
intelligence that can detect patterns in large
complex data sets. “Medical professionals
may not be able to spot key aspects of a
noisy signal that can differentiate between a
healthy person and a person with a particular
condition,” says Philip. “But machine learning
does this very well, giving a better way of
diagnosing a disease from the physiological

signals.”
Ultimately, by making better use of the
physiological data, data on the heart’s
functioning, Philip’s research has the potential
to make significant contributions to health and
wellbeing, which is clearly in keeping with the
University of Surrey’s Lifelong Health theme!

Philip’s team takes a signal and turns it into an attractor image,
making it easier to visualise changes in the signal.
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Here, Dany is working with Mycobacterium
tuberculosis in a containment lab.

Dany is working in a containment lab with the BCG vaccine,
which is commonly used to protect against TB.

LIF ELO NG HEA LTH :
TAC KLI NG TUB ERC ULO SIS
DANY BESTE
Lecturer in Microbial
Metabolomics

Tuberculosis
(TB) is caused by
bacteria known
as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and remains
the number one infectious disease globally.
In 2018, for example, 10 million people fell
ill with the disease worldwide, 1.1 million of
whom were children. Scientists have made
some headway in controlling TB. However,
the emergence of antibiotic resistance
is destabilising TB control measures and
the COVID-19 pandemic is predicted to
have a catastrophic impact on the global
TB pandemic.
Dr Dany Beste is a lecturer in Microbial
Metabolomics at the University of Surrey.
Her work is primarily concerned with
understanding more about the TB bacillus
metabolic pathways and helping to develop
strategies to treat TB.

WHY IS DANY’S RESEARCH
FOCUSED ON THE TB BACILLUS
METABOLIC PATHWAYS?
Everything needs to eat to survive and grow
and the microbes that cause disease are
no different. “The bacterium that causes
TB has the formidable task of acquiring
its meals within very hostile and variable
environments within the human host,”
explains Dany. “This even happens inside
macrophages, which are the very cells
designed to kill bacteria.”
If Dany and her team can find a way to
understand the nutrients that the TB
bacillus requires – and how the bacteria
metabolises these nutrients – they can use
that information to develop novel strategies
that will effectively ‘starve’ TB to death.
WHAT HAS THE TEAM LEARNED
SO FAR?
Unfortunately, the TB bacillus has
extraordinary metabolic flexibility and is
able to access a wide variety of different
nutrients from the human host. The team’s
research has led to what Dany calls TB’s

metabolic Achilles’ heel, namely identifying
the key enzymes required for Mycobacterium
tuberculosis to survive in human host cells.
The team is now beginning to use this
information to develop anti-TB drugs.
HOW MIGHT DANY’S RESEARCH
HELP SCIENTISTS FIND WAYS TO
TACKLE ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE?
One strategy that has proven attractive to
TB drug developers is the discovery of a class
of drugs that increase the potential activity
of existing antibiotics. These co-drugs inhibit
the evolution of antibiotic resistance and
therefore extend the life of the antibiotics
that are currently available. “We have
preliminary data to suggest that compounds
that stimulate particular metabolic pathways
may help achieve these goals,” says Dany.
If researchers like Dany can work out how
to tackle antibiotic resistance in TB, their
findings will not only enable millions of
people to live longer and healthier lives, but
could give scientists the information they
need to tackle antibiotic resistance overall.
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LI FE LO NG HE AL TH : NE XT
GE NE RA TI ON PA PE RS
EMILY CORRIGANKAVANAGH
Research Fellow in
Communication
Design
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However, despite the technological leaps we
have made since the turn of the century, there
is still far more that can be done to enhance
the experience of multimedia content. Dr
Emily Corrigan-Kavanagh, a research fellow
in communication design, is exploring ways of
using 2G and 3G paper technology to create
interactive travel guides and photobooks that
will be more immersive than mere images on
a screen.
WHAT IS NEXT
GENERATION PAPER?
Next Generation Paper (NGP) is a type of
augmented paper, which is linked to other
multimedia content, such as audio, video,

imagery and websites. It can be used to
generate augmented books known as a-books.
Emily is conducting user research to evaluate
two types of augmented paper, developed with
the help of a large multidisciplinary team from
areas including interaction design, business
innovation, and software and hardware
development in 2G and 3G.
“2G uses visual recognition technology where
a bespoke smartphone app allows any smart
mobile device to recognise a-book layouts
and fetch complementary digital media by
taking a picture of its pages through the app,”
explains Emily. “A-books with 3G paper
contain wiring in the spine and touch-sensitive
printed buttons depicting different media
content throughout.” When the buttons are
pressed, related digital content opens that can
be played on a paired smartphone with the
a-book app installed.
WHY DID THE RESEARCH TEAM
CHOOSE TO FOCUS THIS NGP
RESEARCH PROJECT ON TRAVEL
AND TOURISM?
The content that people generate when they go
on holiday can be beautiful. Images of the sea,
sand, good food and beautiful vistas can all come
together to create highly appealing content
– and that’s just a 2D image on a screen!
Imagine what it could be like with additional

multimedia content that enables multisensory
and immersive experiences. “The a-books that
we have worked on help expand how travellers
and service providers can mediate and create
holiday experiences together,” says Emily. “This
leads to richer and more meaningful excursive
moments.”
DOES EMILY’S WORK HAVE ANY
WIDER APPLICATIONS, SUCH AS
EDUCATION OR HEALTHCARE?
The potential behind the project is one of
the most exciting and interesting aspects.
Anything that can be displayed on 2D paper or
packaging can be augmented as 2G paper, so
the possible applications are virtually limitless.
The textbooks that are used at school could
be augmented with additional complementary
multimedia, such as videos, to improve the
learning experience. Equally, patient paper
records could be linked to more details and
their prescriptions to improve healthcare
services and diagnostics.
HOW DOES THIS RESEARCH RELATE
TO THE LIFELONG HEALTH THEME?
Enriching travel experiences, moments and
memories will enrich life. By enhancing the ways
in which people can capture, archive and share
their experiences, it has the effect of making
them more meaningful – this can only make a
positive contribution to emotional wellbeing.

2G uses visual recognition technology.
Any smartphone can use a bespoke app to recognise a-book
layouts and fetch complementary digital media.
Next Generation Paper (NGP) is a type of augmented paper, which is linked to
other multimedia content, such as audio, video, imagery and websites. It can be used
to generate augmented books known as a-books, as you can see here.
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LIFELONG HEALTH: VIRAL
PERSISTENCE IN BATS
DAN HORTON
Senior Lecturer in
Veterinary Virology
and School of
Veterinary Medicine
Research Director

While it is possible that we will never entirely
know how COVID-19 began, there have
been repeated suggestions that it came from
animals in a Wuhan wet market in China.
Irrespective of the origin, one thing is clear
– close interactions with wild animals can
cause disease outbreaks in humans. As such,
understanding the mechanisms behind these
animal-borne diseases can help to prevent
future outbreaks and save countless lives
around the world.
Dr Dan Horton is a senior lecturer in
veterinary virology at the University of Surrey.
He is currently investigating viral persistence
in bats in the hope of understanding why they
are associated with some virus infections that
can also affect humans (known as zoonoses).
WHY ARE BATS THE FOCUS OF
DAN’S RESEARCH PROJECT?
Bats are fascinating creatures. They live in big
groups and can fly long distances but, perhaps
most interestingly, bats have been shown to
have differences in their immune systems to
other mammals. It has even been suggested
that this might have something to do with the
way they regulate their body temperatures –
understanding more about bats could provide
clues to help humans in a wide range of ways.
HOW ARE INFECTION DYNAMICS
MODELLED?
Infection dynamics is a term that refers to the
ways in which a virus spreads within and across
populations. Dan’s team uses a mathematical
model to make complicated calculations. “If
we only had two bats in a cave and we knew
how long one was infected for, we could work
out the likelihood of it infecting the other,”
explains Dan. “However, when there are
thousands upon thousands of bats in many
different caves it gets more complicated, so
we need to use a computer program that can
crunch the numbers from real-world data
collected in the field.”
The particular study that Dan is working on
uses more than 10 years’ worth of field data
and follows bats into old age – not only will

this provide a more accurate picture of the
infection dynamics, it also helps show just how
many late nights Dan and his team have had
working with bats!
WHAT HAS DAN’S RESEARCH
REVEALED SO FAR?
One of the bats Dan and his team studied
were Daubenton’s Bats (Myotis daubentonii),
which reside in the UK. It was a mystery
how they could maintain an infection called
European Bat Lyssavirus type 2, even though
it is very rare to find a bat with the virus.
This particular infection can affect humans
and is potentially very serious. “One theory
we tested is that when bats hibernate the
infection slows down so that infected bats
can survive the winter,” says Dan. “What we
showed was that bats in the UK can keep the
infection going from year to year, but don’t
usually live in big enough groups during the
summer to keep it going, even if infected bats
survive through the winter.”
The team thinks that the bats spread it to
others during the autumn when bats from
different roosts get together. Ultimately, this
reassured Dan and his team that the infection
in healthy bats is really rare in the UK.
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM DAN’S
RESEARCH ABOUT THE SPREAD OF
COVID-19?
There are numerous examples of cross species
transmission of diseases caused by viruses,
such as SARS, MERS, Ebola and HIV. Dan
believes that viruses cross between species
more frequently than we think, but because it
rarely leads to a pandemic such as COVID-19,
it is very difficult to predict which viruses are
going to lead to serious diseases in humans.
“There are broadly two main ways to getting
better at preventing disease outbreaks like
COVID-19,” explains Dan. “One is to look
for potentially important viruses in animals,
and the other is to closely monitor the human
population for new diseases.”
The main lesson we can take from Dan’s
research is that while we need to understand
more about the viruses, we also have to
understand the animals that carry those
viruses. Dan’s work helps us to learn how to
live alongside animals such as bats safely and
without fear.
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W H AT IF W E C O U LD
D EV EL O P A SE N SO R TH AT
C A N D ET EC T PO LL U TA N TS
LI K E H EAV Y M ETA LS ?
R AT HERI OT-W ATT
DR HELE N BRID LE IS AN ASSO CIAT E PROF ESSO
RESE ARCH PROJ ECTS IS
UNIV ERSI T Y IN THE UK. ONE OF HER CURR ENT
TO EXPL ORE THE REL ATIO NSHI P
FOCU SED ON DEVE LOPI NG NOV EL SENS ORS
POLL UTAN TS IN INDI A
BETW EEN ANTI MICR OBIA L RESI STAN CE AND
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is when
microorganisms, such as bacteria, fungi,
parasites and viruses, evolve ways to survive
treatments, including antibiotic, antiviral
and antifungal medicines. The World
Health Organization considers AMR to
be an ‘increasingly serious threat to global
public health that requires action across all
government sectors and society’ and estimates
that an additional $1.2 trillion will be spent on
health every year by 2050 because of AMR.
Clearly, AMR is a significant issue that needs
to be better understood so that researchers
can find solutions in the near future. Dr Helen
Bridle is based at Heriot-Watt University in
the UK and is conducting research to explore
the relationship between AMR and pollutants.
One of the areas of her team’s focus is in India,
which has one of the highest per capita use of
antibiotics in the world.
WHY DOES INDIA RELY SO HEAVILY
ON ANTIBIOTICS COMPARED TO
OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD?
The more we use antibiotics, the more
opportunities bacteria have to develop
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resistance. If people are not aware of this,
they are unlikely to change their behaviour.
A lack of understanding is one of the major
factors behind increased incidence of AMR.
“One of the main problems in India is the
cheap unregulated access to antibiotics, e.g.
over-the-counter sales with a prescription,
which means that there is little control over
whether antibiotics are used appropriately or
at the correct dose,” explains Helen. “Other
problems arise in the healthcare system,
such as doctors receiving compensation for
antibiotic prescriptions and relatively high
levels of healthcare associated infection,
which also contributes to the heavy usage of
antibiotics in India.”
WHAT ARE HELEN AND HER TEAM
HOPING TO UNDERSTAND IN
THEIR RESEARCH?
It is known that water – particularly
wastewater – plays a significant role in the
spread and transfer of AMR, although there
have been relatively few studies in this area to
date. Helen’s research is designed to explore
the relationship between AMR and pollutants,
specifically heavy metals and additives
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such as triclosan (which is used in soap and
toothpaste). Because these heavy metals
and additives are also harmful to bacteria,
the bacteria develop resistance mechanisms to
them, which appear to bolster their resistance
to antimicrobial treatments. Helen hopes to
understand more about how these mechanisms
work in the environment so that solutions can
be found.
HOW ARE THE TEAM DETECTING
AND MONITORING POLLUTANTS IN
THE WATER?
The team is developing novel sensor
technologies to use in the field and explore
the relationship between AMR and pollutants.
These sensors will further our understanding in
several ways. “Low-cost easy-to-use sensors
will enable a greater degree of monitoring
and detailed case studies to understand how
the presence of co-selectors of resistance,
such as pollutants like heavy metals and
additives, impact on antibiotic resistance in
the water environment,” says Helen. “Once
we have improved our understanding of these
subjects, it will enable policymakers and water
companies to design effective interventions.”

DR HELEN BRIDLE
Associate Professor, School of
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Heriot-Watt University, UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Engineering and Physical Sciences

RESEARCH PROJECT
HOW WILL THE SENSORS WORK?
The sensors that the team at Heriot-Watt
University are developing will target the
AMR genes in a water sample. In order to do
this, the system needs to extract DNA from
bacteria found in the water and then identify
the specific sequences that are known to be
associated with AMR. “We place recognition
molecules on the sensor surface and when
they are exposed to DNA, binding takes
place,” explains Helen. “We can then measure
the binding that enables us to check water
quality without the need to access specialised
lab facilities.”
It is hoped that the technology could one day
be used by pollution control boards in India and
around the world.

regularly monitoring different sites. They have
identified which pollutants are typically found
in different locations and the AMR genes that
are most prevalent. This has demonstrated the
effectiveness of the research, although more
work needs to be done before it can be fully
rolled out.
The team hopes to be testing prototype
systems and comparing them with existing
techniques within the next year. Ultimately,
by understanding the relationship between
AMR and pollutants, solutions and preventive
measures can be developed. Helen’s project
is an important step in a global move toward
minimising AMR, which could save trillions of
dollars and – more importantly – countless
lives around the world.

Helen’s work is concerned with
developing novel sensor technologies
to explore the relationship between
antimicrobial resistance (AMR) and
pollutants. The findings could help tackle
the significant AMR that is linked to
India’s water quality issues.
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WHEN WILL THE SENSORS BE READY
TO BE USED IN THE FIELD?
The project is already well underway and
Helen’s colleagues in India have started

One of the sampling points in India.
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AB O U T EN G IN EE RI N G
AN D PH YS IC AL SC IE N CE S
Engineering and physical sciences is an
extraordinarily broad field of research,
encompassing fields as varied as
manufacturing, mathematics, advanced
materials, chemistry, healthcare
technologies and structural engineering.
Students of engineering and physical
sciences will build the skills, knowledge and,
eventually, experience necessary to address
scientific and technological challenges

studying non-living things, but within that
there are so many different topics, that it
is difficult to provide an all-encompassing
definition. However, irrespective of which
particular field researchers within the
physical sciences find themselves within, it
is critical to understand the fundamentals of

around the world.

HOW WOULD HELEN DESCRIBE THE
PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ITS LINKS
TO ENGINEERING AT HERIOT-WAT T?
In Helen’s current investigations, the
knowledge required within the physical
sciences ranges from the very small, such as
the behaviour of molecules, through to the
extremely large, such as modelling pollution
spread and interactions in bodies of water.
One definition of the physical sciences is

HOW TO BECOME
AN ENGINEER AND/
OR A PHYSICAL
SCIENTIST
• There are many opportunities in the
field, especially engineering where Helen
says there is a huge skills shortage with
employers. By studying hard and acquiring
the relevant skills, you should have no
problem finding an opportunity that is
suited to your specific interests.
• Tomorrow’s Engineers is a huge resource
dedicated to the field. We encourage you
to look around the site at your own leisure:
https://www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk.
It is jam-packed with useful information
and activities to get you excited about the
vast range of careers in engineering.
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how things work.

At Heriot-Watt, there is a dedicated
physical sciences and engineering
department, which encourages experts
in different fields to come together and
tackle various challenges. “In our sensor
development work, we realised we didn’t
have enough knowledge about the chemistry
of putting a specific molecule on the sensor
surface to reach our target,” explains Helen.
“So, we looked within the department and
found a chemist who was able to help us.”
Such interactions demonstrate the benefits
of fostering collaboration, and physical

sciences and engineering departments are
highly collaborative.
WHAT WOULD HELEN SAY TO
PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE THAT
ENGINEERING AND THE PHYSICAL
SCIENCES ARE PRIMARILY SUBJECTS

FOR BOYS?
Helen is aware of how entrenched such
stereotypes can be in our society, which
is why she is currently part of a project
involving 3-7 year olds that attempts to
change the misconception that engineering
and the physical sciences are mainly for
boys. “All the evidence shows girls are
just as capable as boys in science subjects
and achieve as well in exams,” says Helen.
“Studies also show a more diverse workforce
produces better outcomes – it would be
so great if we could get away from these
gendered ideas around careers/subjects.”

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO
ENGINEERING AND/OR PHYSICAL
SCIENCES
Helen highly recommends studying mathematics at school and
college to become well-versed in the subject by the time you get to
university. You should also study at least one other physical science,
depending on the specific type of physical sciences or engineering
you might want to do in the future.
For instance, if you are interested in chemical engineering, then
chemistry would be the most obvious route. You can find out
more here: https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/
chemical engineer.
On the other hand, you could investigate potential alternatives to
university, such as the apprenticeship route. The UK government has
a website dedicated to future engineers which contains a wealth of
information on the possibilities out there:
https://www.engineering.gov.uk/future-engineers.
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H O W D ID D R H EL EN BR ID LE
BE CO M E AN EN G IN EE R?
DID YOU ALWAYS KNOW YOU
WANTED TO BE A SCIENTIST WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
No, I didn’t know anyone who was a scientist,
so I didn’t really know it was a career option.
In fact, I probably wasn’t totally sure I
wanted to be a scientist until I tried some
other career options after my PhD and
realised I missed the creativity and freedom
to explore interesting ideas that scientific
research offers.
YOU HAVE A-LEVELS IN CHEMISTRY,
MATHS, FRENCH AND ECONOMICS.
WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE TO STUDY
NATURAL SCIENCES AT UNIVERSITY?
I didn’t have a career plan in mind and
struggled to choose just one topic so I
decided natural sciences would be a great
way to study a range of subjects. Some of
those I chose were favourites, like chemistry,
while others were totally new to me,
like philosophy.
YOU THEN WENT ON TO STUDY
FOR A MASTER’S IN ADVANCED

MATERIALS. WOULD YOU SAY THAT
YOU PREFER TO SEE WHERE YOUR
STUDIES/CAREER TAKE YOU, AND
TO TAKE OPPORTUNITIES AS THEY
ARISE, OR DO YOU LIKE TO HAVE A
PLAN IN PLACE?
I love making plans, but they do tend to get
revised an awful lot! I believe you should
always take advantage of opportunities,
such as the summer research placement in
Switzerland that first got me into the idea of
doing a PhD. This is similar, really, to doing
science – I make all sorts of plans but then
experiments reveal something different
that is interesting to follow up on – or
conversations lead me to discover new topics
that the work I do could contribute to. Also,
while my career is important to me, other
things, particularly sport when I was younger
and now my family, have also driven career
decisions, like moving to Sweden for my
Advanced Materials MSc.
AS A FEMALE WORKING IN
THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND
ENGINEERING, HAVE YOU EVER

FELT SLIGHTLY INTIMIDATED OR AT
A DISADVANTAGE?
During my undergraduate there was a fairly
even gender balance, but there were fewer
girls on my MSc. Now, the research institute
I work in is also well-balanced, although that
might be because the focus is on engineering
interfacing with the life sciences/biology,
and I know in other subjects there is a lower
representation of women. I’ve definitely had
times when I’ve felt disadvantaged when
starting a family but, actually, I’m not sure
this is a problem confined to the physical
sciences and engineering – in fact HeriotWatt has a lot of family-friendly policies.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT
YOUR WORK?
What I love the most is the freedom to
explore things I enjoy and find interesting.
I also love that I’m constantly learning new
things. Other things I find rewarding are
the creativity, the teamwork and seeing
the positive impact my work can have on
improving lives.

HELEN’S TOP TIPS
1

2

3

Always be open to opportunities as and when they
present themselves. You never know what is around
the corner, so grabbing opportunities with both hands
could take you in places and directions you might never
have foreseen.
I t is highly likely there will be possibilities to undertake
summer projects or work experience placements – some
of which are paid – in the sciences and engineering.
These will help you progress and give you a real
understanding of the areas you like and those you’re not
so keen on.
 hysical sciences and engineering offers so many
P
different opportunities to be creative and come up with
ideas to solve problems, work in teams, and develop
theories, systems and products to help people. If that
sounds like something you would like to do in your
career, then this is the field for you!

This is what the sensors look like!

This is an early-stage prototype of the readout system that will allow researchers
to simultaneously collect data from multiple sensors. This means they will be able
to get maximal information from a single water sample.
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H O W TO D ES IG N A
BI O LO GY AN D M AT H S
AP P FO R ST UD EN TS ,
BY ST UD EN TS
FOR BIOL OGIS TS, BUT IT IS
MATH S MAY NOT ALWAYS BE A FAVO URIT E AREA
R SEEI NG BIOL OGY STUD ENTS
CRUC IAL TO UND ERST AND ING SCIE NCE. AFTE
IES, DR SUSA N SAFF ORD , AT
STRU GGLI NG TO APPLY MATH S TO THEI R STUD
DEVE LOP AN APP TO TACK LE
LINC OLN UNIV ERSI T Y IN THE US, DECI DED TO
AN INTE RDIS CIPL INAR Y TEAM
THE PROB LEM. TO DO THIS , SHE ASSE MBLE D
H, AND STUD ENTS FROM
OF PROF ESSO RS, INCL UDIN G DR TIFFA NIE SMIT
NCE
ACRO SS BIOL OGY, MATH S AND COM PUTE R SCIE

DESIGNING A STUDY APP: WHY COLLABORATE?
To make an app designed to educate, you will need several groups of people:
• People with expertise in the educational material
• People who know the technical details of app building
• People who fit the target audience
A project that lacks any of these groups is unlikely to make a genuinely useful product.
By combining these different areas of expertise and experience, the project becomes a
collaborative effort, which is how Susan, Tiffanie and their team built Ashmun Express, an
app designed to help biology students improve their mathematical skills. Their team involves
students and professors from the fields of maths, biology and computer science; together, they
fulfil all the criteria listed above.

Ashmun Express is an app designed to help
undergraduate students tackle mathematical
problems in biology. It is targeted at students
in lower level biology classes, who need support
to realise their full potential. It provides short
tutorials and example problems based around
biology questions, helping students to make
the connection between maths and biology.
BEGINNINGS
Named after Lincoln University’s former
title, the Ashmun Institute, the idea for
the app came from the observation of two
perceived issues. The first was the need
for biology students to engage with maths
and make the connection between the two
fields. The second was the need for a learning
tool that was student-driven and supported
underrepresented minorities.
When developing course materials, many
organisations and universities overlook the
needs of underrepresented minorities, which
can lead to challenges in their studies. Lincoln
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Department of Biology,
Lincoln University, USA

DR TIFFANIE
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Department of Computer
Science, Lincoln
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RESEARCH PROJECT

University in the US, where the app was
created, is a Historically Black University.
By including student input at every level, the
development process ensured that the needs
of minorities were taken into account.
THE DEVELOPMENT JOURNEY
Since Autumn 2016, Susan has recruited a
number of professors and students to help
develop the app. Fifteen students have been
involved, studying courses in biology, computer
science and maths, while six professors from
across the same fields have also lent their
insight. Tiffanie is an assistant professor in the
Department of Computer Science at Lincoln
University and co-Principal Investigator,
meaning she co-leads the Ashmun app project
with Susan.
As often happens with any development
process, there were a few setbacks to the app’s
development. A high turnover of computer
science professors meant that parts of the
app had to be re-coded or re-formatted to
account for differing preferred methodologies.
Testing and loading the app on personal devices
also threw up problems, and troubleshooting
could be painstaking. However, this meant the
students involved learnt a valuable lesson about
the rarity of plain sailing in a development
process, and how those involved can deal with
obstacles as they emerge.
STUDENT INPUT
Directly hearing from students about the
problems they encountered, and how they
could be remedied, was a core part of the

development process from the outset. Susan,
Tiffanie and their colleagues discussed, with
students, which maths problems in a biology
context they found difficult and worked
with them to find straightforward ways of
explaining these concepts and cementing their
knowledge. Students also wrote the code and
worked on the user engagement aspect of
the app.
Ultimately, the process led to strong rewards
for the students involved. Collaborating with
peers was a common favourite aspect, along
with the sense of fulfilment on knowing their
work would benefit future students. Of course,
there were plenty of practical skills learned
along the way too: coding, maths problems,
designing and executing sample problems, and
the fine art of collaborative working.
WHY MATHS IS IMPORTANT TO
BIOLOGY
Take genetics, for instance. Genetics underpins
much of modern-day medicine and biological
understanding, and the laws of genetic
inheritance are governed by maths. At its
simplest, an understanding of probability,
ratios and arithmetic is needed to get a grasp
on genetics. Without these skills, students can
struggle to understand cancer, genetic diseases
and a host of other biological problems.
Physiology is another area of biology where
maths comes to the fore. For instance, surface
areas and volumes of organisms (and their
body parts) govern how quickly heat is lost,
how much oxygen they need to respire, and

The team at Lincoln University seeks
to create an affordable mobile app that
focuses on the application of mathematical
concepts to biological problems.
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how they absorb their food. In medicine, for
example, understanding these maths-based
characteristics is necessary for medical
dosing and calculating the likelihood of
certain diseases.
WHAT’S NEXT?
The app is in the prototype stage and has
been used within classes on the campus of
Lincoln University. The team hopes to have
a version ready for the app store by the
end of the summer 2020 and will continue
to improve its content throughout the
coming year.
In the US, student performance in maths
lags behind that of many other countries.
Success in STEM relies upon a confident
understanding in maths, and so addressing
this lag is essential. The team believes that
students will be more likely to engage with
the app knowing that it was developed by
students like themselves. They also believe
that the app could be useful to students
across the world. Maths problems addressed
by the app are central to statistics, genetics
and many other fields worldwide.
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Q&A WITH DR SUSAN
SAFFORD AND
DR TIFFANIE SMITH
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
Susan: I knew from an early age that I
wanted to study biology, and knew a PhD
was for me by the time I was in middle
school, despite this being an unusual
aspiration for a woman at the time.
Tiffanie: I originally wanted to be a librarian
because of my love of books. As I entered
into middle school and we purchased a
home computer, I became fascinated
and knew I wanted to go into computer
technology engineering.

TIFFANIE, WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
GET INTO COMPUTER SCIENCE?
I have always been good at maths and science,
so I was encouraged in high school to go into
engineering. I received my Bachelors from
North Carolina A&T State University in
Computer Engineering, which was a pretty
good mix of electrical engineering and
computer science. Although I did well in my
classes, I was not a fan of the circuitry aspects
of the engineering side and decided to pursue
my doctoral programme in an interdisciplinary
field associated with computer science, called
human centered computing.

SUSAN, WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
GET INTO BIOLOGY?
There wasn’t any one thing that inspired
me to get into the field. I read a lot growing
up and was always intrigued by science. I
enjoyed maths but didn’t see a future for
me as a mathematician. By high school I
felt that biology gave me more options,
and my biology teacher at that time
was instrumental in helping me take my
interest forward.

WERE YOU GOOD AT MATHS
AT SCHOOL?
Susan: Yes, and I enjoyed the challenge of
solving problems. I loved algebra and was
intrigued by calculus. I ended up taking three
courses in statistics at graduate school. The
way that maths helped me make sense of
data and uncover important findings was
eye-opening for me. I try to help students
see this wonder and how it applies to
biological problems.

Tiffanie: Yes, like Susan, I enjoyed the
challenge associated with maths. Maths has
always come easy to me and I was also always
able to explain it to others in a way that they
could understand. It didn’t hurt that some
of my favourite teachers in middle and high
school were my maths teachers.
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO
STUDENTS WHO DON’T LIKE MATHS?
Susan: I always try and help my students
overcome areas they find difficult. One
reason I assign maths application problems is
to help them see that maths isn’t boring. The
repetition involved might be but solving the
mysteries of datasets certainly is not.
Tiffanie: It’s okay not to like maths, but
it’s necessary to understand it. Although
differential equations may not be used on a
regular basis, algebra and other foundational
maths concepts do play a role in our daily
lives whether we notice it immediately
or not.

The Ashmun Express (pictured left) is an app designed
to help undergraduate students tackle mathematical
problems in biology.
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MEET ONE FORMER AND TWO CURRENT
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WHO HAVE
WORKED ON THE ASHMUN EXPRESS APP
RUMEEL JESSAMY

Cryptographic Software
Developer, IBM
BS Computer Software
Engineering, MS Computer
Science, MBA Business
Administration, Lincoln University
I was the first lead engineer to work on developing the app. I was
responsible for all the mobile application development for two years.
I took on the project because I wanted to tackle a new challenge
while still studying. I figured it would give me some real-world
programming experience.
The main challenge I faced was learning to build IOS and Android
software with no prior experience. It took me a few months of
reading about the programming language to be able to implement it
correctly. I also later taught my methods for debugging and problemsolving to other students.
Building this app has taught me that there is no challenge I cannot
accomplish if I put in the effort it needs.
I believe this app will help teach students the knowledge they need to
succeed in their classes. It will not only benefit students, but also give
professors an understanding of each of their student’s strengths and
weaknesses.
I now work as a firmware engineer, providing cryptography and data
security for IBM Systems. I joined IBM in 2018 on the test team and
have worked on a number of interesting projects there.
I would definitely recommend a career in computer science. It is
a challenging field but never boring, and there is a chance to learn
something new every day. On top of that, I find it a great work
environment, and I love working with all my colleagues and taking
part in the events that the company plans. Now, I cannot imagine
doing anything else with my life.

BRIANNA BLAKE

Major in biochemistry and
molecular biology, minor in
biology and bioinformatics,
Lincoln University

My role in the app process was to create content for the biology
questions, by creating problems at different levels of expertise
and finding or creating graphics to accompany them. I was also
responsible for overseeing the content database, assisting students
using the app and evaluating feedback from users.
I got involved in the project for two reasons. Firstly, I wanted
a chance to do some undergraduate research, especially with a
professor whose classes I really enjoyed. Secondly, I liked the idea of a
student-led project, with the freedom to create content designed by
students, for students.
Finding questions set at a certain skill level was sometimes
challenging, as well as ensuring that the material was transferable
to the coding interface. I was able to overcome these challenges by
collaborating with professors and other students, and also learnt some
tips and tricks for coding.
I have built my understanding of coding and have strengthened my
analytical and critical thinking skills. Tutoring and training students,
as well as public speaking during presentations, helped develop my
collaborative skills.
The app is a great tool for students to tackle interactive problemsolving. Professors can see their progress and tailor their responses to
students to help work on their weaknesses.
After my biochemistry studies, I hope to go on to medical school and
ultimately conduct biomedical research. I have been accepted into
the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine and am seeking to
enter a Medical Scientist Training Programme.

PEDRO MARTINEZ

Major in mathematics, Lincoln University
I was in charge of improving and fixing the ‘probability’ section of the app. With the assistance of a maths professor
and the student programmers, I developed new practice questions and examples, and also fixed some issues with the
answer key.
I got involved in the project after a maths professor recommended that I assist students already working on the app.
Fixing visual mistakes in the app proved a challenge for me, but I fixed it with the help of the student programmers.
Teamwork is key when you reach a difficult hurdle.
During this project, I learnt how to use a new programming language and was also able to gain leadership and
teamwork skills through our focus on collaboration.
The app has clear explanations and many examples for practice, so should be useful for many students.
Currently, I am working and revising for exams to become a licensed actuary, after which I can work for an
insurance company or investment bank. Once I’ve gained skills and knowledge of the industry, I plan to start my
own consulting company or hedge fund to help people grow their wealth and plan for the future.
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W HY TH IN KI NG LI KE A
SC IE NT IS T HE LP S ST UD EN TS
TAC KL E RE AL -L IF E PR OB LE M S
OF THE CENT ER
DR ERIN PETE RS-B URTO N IS THE DIRE CTOR
ATIO N,
EDUC
FOR SOCI AL EQU IT Y THRO UGH SCIE NCE
LOPE D A
DEVE
HAS
GEO RGE MASO N UNIV ERSI T Y, USA. SHE
H ENAB LES
WHIC
TION
META COG NITIV E PROM PTIN G INTE RVEN
T.
NTIS
SCIE
A
TEAC HERS TO HELP STUD ENTS THIN K LIKE
In many ways, being a schoolteacher is a
challenge. Teachers are tasked with educating
students with differing abilities and different
modes of learning. We all learn things in
slightly different ways and what works for
one student will not necessarily be the most
effective mode of learning for another.
In recent years, one means of helping students
to learn effectively that has grown in popularity
is self-regulated learning (SRL). SRL refers
to learning that is guided by metacognition
(where students think about their thinking),
strategic action (where students monitor
and evaluate their progress), and motivation
to learn. Self-regulated learners tend to be
successful at learning because they are able
to control their own learning environment – if
something doesn’t work, they change their
methods until they do work.
Dr Erin Peters-Burton, the Director of the
Center for Social Equity Through Science
Education at George Mason University in
the USA, is passionate about the benefits
of SRL. Her research is focused on helping
students and teachers view the world
through a STEM (science, technology,
engineering, mathematics) lens and approach
problem solving in a scientific way. Her work
has culminated in the development of a
metacognitive prompting intervention.
WHAT IS THE METACOGNITIVE
PROMPTING INTERVENTION?
The Metacognitive Prompting Intervention
is a process that helps teachers coach
students on how to think like a scientist. It is
based on Barry Zimmerman’s self-regulated
coaching approach. “It is a systematic way
to help students approach problem solving
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like a scientist by explaining processes such
as how to use computational thinking and
ways to observe the natural world to get valid
data,” explains Erin. “It consists of four steps:
teacher models the approach, students try the
approach with the teacher’s support, student
does the approach with minimal support,
and then the student does the approach
independently.”
WHY IS ERIN FOCUSED ON STEM
SUBJECTS?
Erin never considered herself to be a ‘science
person’ when she was in school. However, as
she grew older, she realised that understanding
the world through a STEM lens gave her a
perspective that helped her work through
complex issues. By developing a systematic
and logical approach to learning something,
students can become adept at learning new
skills and knowledge. “If you wanted to learn a
new language for example, you could approach
this challenge through a STEM lens and
research effective ways to learn a language.
If you find three different ways to learn a
language, you can decide which way you want
to try first,” says Erin. “You pay attention to
how well you are learning (taking data) and
you may notice the trend that you aren’t doing
very well. Then you can decide to drop the
first method and try the second. When you
take data on how well you learn the language
with the second method, you have evidence of
which method is more effective for you.”
By evaluating your progress, you can see which
way of learning works best for you. Erin firmly
believes that by understanding how to think
in a STEM-orientated way, you can expand
the ways in which you interact with the world
around you.
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DOES ERIN’S METACOGNITIVE
PROMPTING INTERVENTION
REQUIRE A WHOLE NEW WAY OF
THINKING?
Not really, although it does require a slight
shift in thought processes. As the success
of a school has become increasingly focused
on test scores, teachers have perhaps been
encouraged to teach their students exactly
what they need to know to achieve better
test scores. Erin’s intervention requires an
understanding of science and engineering
principles, so the knowledge gained by students
is more well-rounded. Erin and her team have
done experimental studies and found that the
intervention increases understanding of both
disciplinary practices and content knowledge
– the outcomes are better when using
Erin’s intervention.
HOW SUCCESSFUL IS THE
INTERVENTION THAT ERIN
HAS DEVELOPED?
“We have done a series of experimental studies
on the effectiveness of the intervention with
almost 400 students aged 13-14. Both the
experimental and the comparison group
studied magnets and electricity for 4 to
8 weeks using a guided inquiry approach,”
explains Erin. “The experimental group got the
metacognitive prompts while the comparison
group got extra time to study the concepts
in the topics of magnets and electricity. We
tested the students before and after the
curriculum to see how well they did on the
content knowledge and on scientific thinking.”
The team wasn’t surprised that the
experimental group did significantly better
on the scientific thinking test. What

DR ERIN PETERS-BURTON
Director, Center for Social Equity
Through Science Education, George
Mason University, USA

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Science Education
was surprising, however, was that the
experimental group did significantly better
in the content knowledge test – despite
spending less time studying that content
than the other group. These results
demonstrate the far-reaching impacts of
the Metacognitive Prompting Intervention:
it helps students set clear goals for learning
about science and reflecting on why they
were taking a specific approach to their
learning. “One interesting thing we saw was
that when the experimental students worked
in groups and they had a conflicting result
or conclusion, they went back and tried

the investigation again,” says Erin. “On the
other hand, the comparison group resolved
any conflicting information by going to the
teacher. To me, that is evidence that students
were learning to think like scientists in the
experimental groups.”

ABOUT SELFREGULATED LEARNING

WHY IS IT BENEFICIAL TO BE A SELFREGULATED LEARNER?
Erin is passionate about the benefits of
becoming a self-regulated learner, which is one
of the reasons she has dedicated much of her
professional life to developing programmes that
help students and teachers. “If you can set goals,
are aware of the processes you can use to learn
efficiently, and can motivate yourself to reach
your goals, you can do just about anything,” says
Erin. “In addition, you learn how to persevere
even when you have lots of barriers to overcome
to achieve your goals.”

Self-regulated learning (SRL) is a term that
refers to how students come to understand their
own learning processes. SRL can include a wide
range of aspects of learning, including cognitive,
metacognitive, behavioural, motivational and
emotional. In recent years, SRL has become an
extremely important area of research within the
field of education.
WHAT IS A SELF-REGULATED LEARNER?
Put simply, a self-regulated learner is an
individual who is acutely aware of the processes
that work for them and those that don’t work
for them when they are learning something new.
Self-regulated learners pay particular attention
to their thought processes (also known as
metacognition) and change their environment or
behaviours so that they can meet their goals in a
more effective manner.

Erin and her team are now looking into ways
of using computational thinking to help high
school students understand data analysis
in more detail. If their outputs are half as
successful as the Metacognitive Prompting
Intervention, there will be some very happy
students – and teachers!

DO SOME FIND IT HARDER TO
BECOME SELF-REGULATED LEARNERS
THAN OTHERS?
While all students can become self-regulated
learners (educational psychologists have found
that everyone can learn to self-regulate their
learning), some people do find it more difficult
than others. It is not a skill that people are born
with so it is something that must be learned. “I

RESEARCH PROJECT
Erin’s work is focused on developing
a systematic way of helping students
approach problem solving in a scientific
way. Her Metacognitive Prompting
Intervention consists of four steps that
help students transition to STEM subjects
and careers, navigate the world around
them and lead better lives.
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think some people find it harder than others
because they never had the support to think
about what their goals are in learning, or how
they can reach those goals,” explains Erin.
“Reflecting on your learning performance is
a big part of self-regulated learning and many
people never had an example of what that might
look like.” For that reason, having somebody to
show you how to self-regulate your learning is
very helpful in becoming aware of it.
CAN STUDENTS TRAIN THEMSELVES
TO BE SELF-REGULATED LEARNERS
OR DO THEY NEED INPUT FROM
TEACHERS?
Yes! Anybody can teach and train themselves
to become a self-regulated learner – and there
are loads of resources out there. However, you
can speed up or refine the process by receiving
support and guidance from a teacher. Two heads
are often better than one and having somebody
to talk to about your progress towards becoming
a self-regulated learner can be a big help.
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BE N EF IT S O F SE LF REG U LATE D LE A RN IN G
FO R TEACH ER S

Although teachers cannot control the individual differences
in students’ ability to learn, they can compensate for these
differences by teaching SRL practices. By putting the onus
on students learning on their own, teachers help to level the
playing field, where each individual is following methods that
work for them.

•

•

•
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The classroom becomes an arena where each student
achieves a common goal (to learn a skill or knowledge)
through different methods. The harmonious atmosphere
created is conducive to improved learning and will help the
students during their time in school and life beyond it.
When students become adept at learning new things in their
own way, this cannot help but reflect positively on faculty
members. Rather than giving students the knowledge they
need to perform well on tests, teachers using SRL will imbue
their students with skills and knowledge that are more farreaching and well-rounded.
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FO R STU DE NT S
•

•

•

SRL helps you become aware of your academic strengths and
weaknesses, which fosters an ability to create strategies that
help you to overcome challenges.
Self-regulated learners can control their learning environment,
ing
which is a clear pathway to success. By directing and regulat
your own actions towards learning goals, you can achieve
your aims.
Studies have shown that self-regulated learners exhibit a high
sense of self-efficacy, where an individual can grasp their ability
to execute courses of action required to deal with specific
situations – this leads to success in and beyond school.

ERIN’S TOP TIPS
1.

 lways pay attention to your environment, your behaviour
A
and your motivation when you attempt to learn something
new. This will help you focus on what you need to succeed
and give you the best chance of realising your potential.

2.

Think about what works for you and forget that which does
not when you are trying to meet your goals.

3.

You don’t have to start by learning something difficult. Try to
learn something relatively easy and take notes about the way
you learn. Then try learning something more difficult and see
if the same processes work. If not, try something new or seek
assistance from someone!

HOW DI D DR ER IN PE TE RS -B UR TO N
BECO ME A SC IE NC E ED UC ATOR ?
WHAT DID YOU IMAGINE YOURSELF
DOING WHEN YOU WERE
YOUNGER?
I never really thought about it. I was on
my own when I was 16, so I was mostly just
trying to make ends meet by waitressing
and doing other jobs. It wasn’t until I was in
my 20s that I thought – is there a job out
there where I am not being told what to do
every minute and can think on my own? I
thought teaching was a good way to become
a professional.
SO, YOU STARTED OUT AS A
TEACHER? WHAT DREW YOU TO
THE RESEARCH SIDE OF SCIENCE
EDUCATION?
I taught physics, chemistry, Earth science,
and mathematics for 15 years before I got
my PhD. I loved every minute of it and
never thought I would leave, but I did my
National Board certification and became
interested in finding evidence of how
students learn in science. I looked into it
and found out that people did research for a
living – it never occurred to me! I applied to
a PhD programme and, by chance, found a

Graduate Research Assistant position with
a wonderful professor who paid for all of my
degree. I feel that I have the best of both
worlds now because I do research and make
meaning out of new things, and I still get to
teach university students!
WHY ARE YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT
SELF-REGULATED LEARNING?
Although I didn’t know the name of it at the
time, self-regulated learning has helped me
in all the steps it has taken for me to become
a teacher and then a researcher. As I said, I
have been on my own since I was 16 and so
I observed people who I felt were successful
to see what their processes were. I then tried
to learn those processes until I mastered
them and looked for new processes to learn.
For example, I wanted to go to college, but I
couldn’t afford it. I learned from talking to a
person at a grocery store that if you worked
at a college, you could get tuition benefits.
I learned what I needed to do to get a job at
the nearby university and worked on those
skills step by step until I had them mastered.
That is how I put myself through college at
the beginning.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO
STUDENTS WHO FIND SCIENCE
DIFFICULT OR BORING?
You may find science difficult, boring or
irrelevant, but there is always something
you can learn from the subject if you look
at the processes behind it. Think about why
a scientist might want to study the current
topic you are studying. What struggles might
they have had? How did they overcome
those struggles? How did they think
about things to create innovations? Those
processes are the things that you will use for
a lifetime.
IS THERE ANYTHING IN YOUR
LIFE YOU WISH YOU HAD DONE
DIFFERENTLY?
If I had to live my life over again, I would do
it in exactly the same way. Everything that
I have done has helped me to understand
multiple perspectives and think about things
from the point of view of someone who didn’t
grow up in a STEM-orientated household.

A professional development session with teachers.

Erin and her George Mason University colleagues.
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“G OO D ME NT OR S DO N’ T JU ST TR Y TO
RE CR EATE YO U IN TH EI R IM AG E; TH EY
GI VE YO U TH E TO OL S NE CE SS AR Y TO
AC HI EV E YO UR OW N GO AL S”
GE TO STUD ENTS FROM
ACCE SS TO STEM CARE ERS CAN BE A CHA LLEN
THE NATI ONA L ASTR ONO MY
UND ERRE PRES ENTE D BACK GRO UND S AND
BY PROV IDIN G A WEA LTH OF
CON SORT IUM (NAC ) AIMS TO CHA NGE THAT
SCIE NTIS TS, OR OTHE RS
SUPP ORT AND OPPO RTUN ITIES FOR ASPI RING
. THRE E FORM ER NAC STUD ENTS
INTE REST ED IN PURS UING CARE ERS IN STEM
THEI R STAR -STU DDED CARE ERS
TELL US HOW THE PROG RAM ME HAS L AUN CHED

It is unfortunate and yet true that a diverse
range of groups remain underrepresented in
science, technology, engineering and maths.
These underrepresented groups include people
of colour, women, sexual orientation and
gender identity minorities, the economically
disadvantaged and students who are the first in
their family to go to college. The reasons why
these groups are underrepresented are often
complex, which makes it a challenging issue to
tackle. The National Astronomy Consortium
(NAC) aims to address this challenge,
however, by providing pathways to academic
careers for students from less advantaged (or
less privileged) backgrounds.
The NAC provides cutting-edge astronomy
research opportunities to students for whom
access might otherwise be challenging. The
NAC was formed in 2013 as a partnership
between the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) and the National
Society of Black Physicists (NSBP), along
with a number of Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs) and major research
universities and observatories.
TACKLING BARRIERS TO ENTRY
While there are higher education MinorityServing Institutions (MSIs) across the
USA, many find it challenging to provide
undergraduate students with significant
research opportunities. For example, few
MSIs run astronomy programmes, so there
are limited opportunities for underrepresented
students to become involved in astronomy
research. This means that when these students
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apply to graduate schools, a lack of research
experience can make their applications less
competitive than those of students from more
advantaged backgrounds, regardless of their
academic ability.
There can also be a number of financial barriers
to entering graduate school. In the US, exam
fees alongside individual graduate school
application fees, can limit prospects for many
students. Even after graduating, networking
and opportunities to present their research can
be out of reach for those without the means to
travel to venues. The NAC aims to tackle these
issues through financial support for application
processes, as well as travel grants to graduates
of the programme.
LONG-TERM MENTORING
The NAC partners its students with leading
scientists, engineers, technicians and other
professionals. These academics act as mentors,
able to give one-to-one advice and guidance
to their students. This guidance does not
just cover their scientific projects but also
about future careers. Many mentors will
have followed similar education pathways
to the students they support, so are able to
anticipate, and help students prepare for,
potential challenges or obstacles.
The NAC is one of the first access
programmes to include long-term mentoring
as a priority goal. There is robust evidence
that mentoring has strong positive effects on
the retention of underrepresented minority
students within STEM. NAC emphasises
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the importance of establishing a long-term
mentoring relationship with students, ensuring
they have access to good advice at every stage
of their academic career.
There is a lot of flexibility in how the
mentoring process progresses over time
at NAC. Many students stay with the
same project and mentor for several years,
while others move to new projects and
mentors. These choices depend on several
factors, principally the students’ interests
and aspirations.
RECRUITMENT
To be a successful academic from any
background, but especially from an
underrepresented minority background,
students need to be resilient. This is the
ability to not give up in the face of adversity
or setbacks, and to meet and overcome
challenges. Resiliency is an important
character trait for NAC candidates. This
quality is assessed through questions and
conversations with applicants.
Students can apply to the NAC through
the NRAO Student Application portal by
selecting ‘NAC’ as a programme of interest.
Applications are reviewed by mentors at each
of NAC’s research sites, and discussions are
held about what might be the best fit for
each student, depending upon their interests
and stage in their academic career. The NAC
believes in closing the representation gap, to
ensure that people from any background have
the same opportunities within science.

NATIONAL ASTRONOMY
CONSORTIUM
SITES

MEET THREE STUDENTS
WHO ARE EMBARKING ON
A CAREER IN ASTRONOMY
MOIYA McTIER
PhD in Astronomy
Columbia University, USA

My PhD involves investigating how the
structure and motion of the Milky Way
affect populations of planets throughout the
Galaxy. Some people might say my research
fits into the search for a Galactic Habitable
Zone – a place in the Galaxy where life is
most likely to form.
After graduating, I’m planning to work
full-time as a science communicator, kind
of like Bill Nye. The knowledge and skills I’ve
gained in my PhD program will be vital, but I
think the biggest thing I’ll gain from my PhD
program is credibility.
Whenever I talk about science, I use stories
and humour about my work and my life
to humanise myself for my audience. I
also don’t just talk about scientific results;
I talk about how the science gets done.
I think these two approaches to science
communication go a long way in bridging the
trust gap between academics and the public.
I was a NAC student at the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory in the summer

of 2014. The NAC’s goal has always been
to help students from under-represented
groups thrive. The programme provides
financial support for attending conferences
and workshops and have connected me to
influential people in both astronomy and
science communication. This is all in addition
to the professional development that
I gained.
The best thing I gained from my time in
the NAC was a lifetime support network.
Six years after my internship, I still
consider other NAC students some of my
best friends. We offer each other advice,
encouragement, and shoulders to cry on. I
wouldn’t be where I am today without them.
Mentorship in the NAC comes in a lot of
different forms, and it goes beyond research
advice. When I was a NAC student in 2014,
I started developing an interest in science
communication and public outreach. Since
then, my NAC mentors have introduced me
to outreach officers, and offered advice and
support as I stumbled to find my career path.

NRAO-Charlottesville, NRAO-Socorro,
Princeton University, Space Telescope
Science Institute (STScI), the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, and Michigan
State University

AIM
To provide innovative opportunities
in astronomy research and long-term
mentoring support for underrepresented
STEM students.

FUNDERS
The National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, National Science
Foundation

USEFUL LINKS
• National Astronomy Consortium:
go.nrao.edu/NAC
• Information on the application and
selection process: https://science.nrao.
edu/opportunities/student-programs/
nac/2020-nac-application
• The National Radio Astronomy
Observatory has a summer student
research assistantship programme that
has helped over 1,000 young people
conduct scientific research. To find out
more and apply, visit: https://science.nrao.
edu/opportunities/student-programs/
summerstudents

Good mentors don’t just try to recreate
you in their image; they give you the tools
necessary to achieve your own goals. I’d say
that the NAC is the first time I was able to
find that kind of good mentorship. I wouldn’t
be where I am today without the NAC.

MOIYA’S TOP TIPS:
1. Don’t compare yourself to other people. Move at the pace that’s right for you!
2. Focus on learning skills, not facts. Developing strong problem-solving abilities will make you more widely employable than memorising equations.
3. Think hard about what your motivation is. Then, when things get tough, you can remind yourself that you’re doing it for a reason.
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SINCLAIRE MANNING
PhD in Astronomy
University of Texas at Austin, USA

Ultimately my goal is to be a professional
astronomer. My PhD will be an essential
qualification to achieve this goal.

I am interested in how galaxies form
and evolve. For my PhD project I am
specifically working to understand a phase
of galaxy evolution that occurs about
a billion years after the Big Bang, at
which point galaxies are rapidly forming
hundreds to thousands of stars per year.
Virtually everyone you meet will
have looked up at the night sky and
questioned what is out there. In this
sense, astronomy might be one of the
most universal and relatable fields in
science. One of the things that I find
so great about astronomy is how my
field can engage with people from any
background.

I first learned of the NAC my sophomore
year in college at Howard University. I
saw a poster for a seminar being given by
an astronomer from the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory and it mentioned
summer research opportunities for
undergraduates. I attended the seminar,
introduced myself to the speaker after their
talk, and went on to apply for the position.
I did my first summer research at NRAO
in 2012 and became a member of the first
NAC cohort in 2013.
The NAC has helped me immensely over
the years as both a cohort member and now
a peer mentor. Without the NAC, I would
not have obtained the research experience
needed to apply to graduate school. I was able
to work with some wonderful astronomers
who were (and still are) invested in not only
my success, but also my well-being.

There are so many things I didn’t know as
a younger student, just because I didn’t
know what questions to ask. A good mentor
will use their experience, expertise, and
established network to open as many doors
as possible for their mentee.
The NAC has helped with everything from
graduate admission fees to conference
travel. This support has allowed me to create
a broad network as I work to establish myself
as a professional astronomer, which I can
then go back and share with the newer
cohorts. This constant feedback from
members is one of the strongest aspects of
the NAC in my opinion.
It wasn’t until my sophomore year of college
that I decided I wanted to be an astronomer.
There is a misleading narrative that scientists
have only ever wanted to be scientists, when,
in reality, there are many reasons why people
end up in STEM.

SINCLAIRE’S TOP TIP:
It’s important to be a well-rounded person. Find other things
outside of science that bring you joy and fulfilment. Your identity
as a person is more than just a scientist and those other interests
will allow you to not only have a unique perspective and approach
that sets you apart, but also keep you grounded and happier overall.
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“GOOD MENTORS DON’T
JUST TRY TO RECREATE
YOU IN THEIR IMAGE;
THEY GIVE YOU THE
TOOLS NECESSARY
TO ACHIEVE YOUR
OWN GOALS”

ANTONIO J PORRAS
PhD in Astrophysics
Vanderbilt University, USA

My research involves the study of galaxies as
they evolve throughout time. I am interested
in understanding why some galaxies stop
forming stars.
After my PhD, I would like to pursue a
postdoctoral fellowship. This will allow me
to obtain more experience in research, while
becoming an independent researcher.
I am part of Alpha Cen, a non-profit
organisation that seeks science representation
in Central American and the Caribbean. We
have about twenty-five members. We want to
show the world that our countries have highly
capable scientists.

I became aware of the NAC when I was a
senior undergraduate student doing research
in applied mathematics. I saw the NAC
opportunity on the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory website and decided to apply.

as me. I was able to recognise how their
intersectional identities and mine were
affected while navigating academia. There,
I made the decision to do astrophysics for
graduate school.

The NAC provided me with a space to do
research, share my failures and successes,
while obtaining professional development
training. I had never been told how to write
a CV or a letter of motivation. The NAC
has done a great job at providing continuous
mentorship, community support, and access
to resources.

I am from San José, Costa Rica. I moved
to the US in 2010, learned English, got
my undergraduate degree in mathematics,
and a master’s in physics. Now, I am a PhD
student in astrophysics. When I started
school, I wanted to prove that I could
succeed despite the obstacles unique to my
intersectional identity.

Mentors are important because they help you
find your position as a scientist, point you
out to the right connections, highlight and
promote your work. I believe that guiding and
encouraging students at an early stage can
make a huge impact.

When I was at high school I had never
met a scientist in my life, let alone an
astrophysicist. I heard the word ‘universe’
for the first time during my philosophy class
in my senior year of high school. Since then,
I became interested in finding the reason
behind our existence.

As a NAC student, I was part of a cohort of
students who had shared similar obstacles

ANTONIO’S TOP TIPS:
1. Find a mentor that believes in you.
2. I t is OK to fail. I failed a calculus class, and later majored in mathematics.
Sometimes you need to fail to get over the feeling of failing.
3. Take initiative. Look for opportunities, seek what you need and pursue it.

“WHEN I WAS AT
HIGH SCHOOL I
HAD NEVER MET A
SCIENTIST IN MY
LIFE, LET ALONE AN
ASTROPHYSICIST.”
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SC IE N CE FO R U BU N TU :
TH E SO U TH A FR IC A N
O RG A N IS A TI O N
H U M A N IS IN G SC IE N CE
MMA TLI, IS PASS IONA TE ABO UT
SCIE NCE FOR UBUN TU’S FOU NDE R, MAB ONI
E, PART ICUL ARLY IN SOUT H AFRI CA.
MAK ING SCIE NCE ACCE SSIBL E TO EVER YON
ICULT’ OR FOR THE ‘ELIT E’ FEW
HE EXPL AINS WHY SCIE NCE NEED NOT BE ‘DIFF

MABONI MMATLI
Founder of Science for Ubuntu
Maboni is passionately optimistic about science
as a force for good. For him, it is the people
involved in all aspects of science, from researchers
to policymakers to end-users, who are central to
development.
Science for Ubuntu takes its name from the
South African Nguni word ‘ubuntu’, meaning ‘the
quality of being human’.
https://sci4ubuntu.co.za

For Maboni, science is not about gaining
academic fame or financial gain; if science is
applied with ‘ubuntu’, then it is people and
communities that will benefit. For example, in an
institution where the neighbouring community
experiences food scarcity and malnutrition,
major research funds and interests should be
devoted to finding residential resources and
strategies that promote and advance sustainable
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solutions to these challenges. “Poverty is dehumanising and I strongly believe that when
residents in poor communities are empowered
to use science to solve their everyday problems,
then they can regain their dignity and achieve
a better quality of life for themselves. I also
believe that when coached, they can come up
with the most amazing innovations imaginable.”
Maboni tells us more:
HOW DOES SCIENCE FOR UBUNTU
CONNECT WITH COMMUNITIES?
1. Thousands of copies of the Science
for Ubuntu newspaper are distributed
each month on a subscription basis, and
community ambassadors liaise between
the organisation and its audience. The
newspaper includes inspirational success
stories, topical articles, puzzles and quizzes
to keep the reader on their toes. Most
significantly, much of the newspaper, and
its scientific content, is translated into
four indigenous languages for the varied
audience it reaches. Some of Science
for Ubuntu’s readership struggle with
comprehension, but partnerships with
literacy-advocating community-based
organisations (CBOs) do a great job of
curbing the barrier.
2.

Science for Ubuntu’s science tours visit
underprivileged rural and township public
schools. The tours are sponsored by the

Find this article online, and others like it, at www.futurumcareers.com

South African Agency of Science and
Technology Advancement (SAASTA)
but purposefully target those areas that
the SAASTA has a minimal presence
in. To maximise its impact, Science for
Ubuntu partners with CBOs and forms
school-based science clubs to keep the
learners engaged after its departure.
(Check out this video: https://youtu.
be/42zEfnZdl9o.) I see students ‘light up
with joy and excitement’ when they access
these science tours! For some students,
the Science for Ubuntu event means they
are experiencing a hands-on approach
to science and engaging with scientific
material outside of their school-prescribed
textbooks for the first time. Starting with
singing and dancing, these days lead on
to science talks and challenges. When
students see that we are impressed by
their proposed solutions, they start talking
about what happens when we leave,
which leads to them forming science
clubs themselves.
3.

Science for Ubuntu uses Facebook and
YouTube to share posts and videos but
not everyone in the communities they
are trying to reach has access to digital
media. To combat this challenge, Science
for Ubuntu forms partnerships with local
community radio stations, promoting its
science initiatives through the airwaves.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
CLASSROOM TEACHERS WHO WANT
TO ENGAGE THEIR STUDENTS IN
THEIR SCIENCE STUDIES?
Teachers’ experiences are different around the
world. However, I strongly encourage a platform
of equality and a safe space of comfort for error
making and asking ‘obvious’ or ‘silly’ questions.
Teachers need to drive engagement through
interactive and unconventional methods of
teaching – we often use games and treasure
hunts. We always let the learners drive the
topic of engagement. We provide a platform for
learners to have fun; we offer information and
correct them when they make mistakes.
HOW HAS SCIENCE FOR UBUNTU
IMPACTED ON INDIVIDUALS?
We hosted a workshop for township learners
that culminated in a mock science fair –
learners were taught how to devise a scientific
project and how to communicate their ideas.
One of the learners who took part went on
to use these newly acquired skills when they

secured a slot at the international Eskom Expo
for Young Scientists fair!
A female student from a township we visited
is currently pursuing a degree in aircraft
engineering. We learnt about this after she
contacted us to say thank you for visiting
her school and for the career profiling
we conducted.
WHAT ROLE DO YOU SEE SOUTH
AFRICA PLAYING IN SCIENTIFIC
DEVELOPMENT IN THE FUTURE?
South Africa is a country pregnant with endless
and overdue possibilities. All that is needed is
proper stimulation in the form of R&D funding
to induce the delivery. Our large biodiversity,
high youth population and internalised spirit of
Ubuntu can offer the world ground-breaking
developments in the sectors of medicine,
engineering and technology that solves
challenges first, and drives profit later.

Humanising science means
demystifying science and
ensuring that people are
comfortable in recognising
it and applying it in their
communities to solve their
everyday problems.
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CA N TH E AG RI CU LT U RA L
SC IE N CE S TACK LE IN EQ U AL IT Y?
E UNIV ERSI T Y IN
DR APRI L ULER Y IS BASE D AT NEW MEXI CO STAT
PROJ ECT. THE AIM OF
THE US AND LEAD S THE RAIS ING THE GATE S
D STUD ENTS THE
THIS INITI ATIV E IS TO GIVE UND ERRE PRES ENTE
CULT URAL SCIE NCES
SKILL S THEY NEED TO SUCC EED IN THE AGRI
According to the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD),
only Luxembourg spends more than the US
on education. However, the US also ranks
5th from bottom among OECD nations in
terms of its poverty gap. This has resulted in
large numbers of students failing to have the
mathematics and chemistry knowledge that
is often required to embark on an academic
career in the sciences.
Of course, there are many complex reasons
for students having gaps in their knowledge
and not all of the issues are related to
poverty (although many are). Students from
traditionally underrepresented groups, such
as racial/ethnic minorities, first-generation
college students, LGBQ+ students, students
with disabilities and students from lowersocio-economic households, often face unique
challenges that can make studying more
difficult. For instance, the state of New Mexico
is a ‘minority majority’ state, meaning that
Hispanics and native Americans outnumber
the non-Hispanic white population, but
students from these groups are likely to have
been raised with fewer monetary resources.
Many Hispanic students come from families
that still speak Spanish at home, and may be
the first members of their family to attend
college. This can result in families not knowing
how best to support their children or how
expectations in college differ from those
in elementary and high school. Then there
is the fact that underrepresented students
often do more hours of paid work per week in
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addition to going to school – this can make it
more difficult to take part in extra-curricular
activities, get additional tutoring or join clubs.
Complicating all of these factors, many
students graduate from high school without
having mastered reading, writing and
numeracy at the level expected by many
college professors. So, for these students to
be expected to already have a firm grasp of
chemistry, biology, mathematics and other
scientific subjects is often unrealistic. Dr April
Ulery, based at New Mexico State University
(NMSU), leads a team in “Raising the Gates”,
with the aim of helping underrepresented
students master key foundational concepts
in mathematics and chemistry as a precursor
to upper level work in various fields. As a soil
scientist, April is passionate about helping
students successfully complete their studies in
the agricultural sciences.
WHY ARE MATHEMATICS AND
CHEMISTRY SO IMPORTANT TO THE
STUDY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES?
Agriculture can be thought of as similar in
principle to cooking, at least in terms of
reactions and changes from one form or state
to another. April explains: “Plant growth
requires nutrients in certain amounts and
forms, and agronomists (a fancy word for
anyone working on crop production and soil
management) need to be able to measure
those nutrients and calculate how much is
available to plants.” Understanding these
processes is important. “There will always be
employees who just follow instructions, just like
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some people who simply follow a recipe, but
they won’t know how to ‘trouble-shoot’ when
something goes wrong or improvise if they are
missing something.”
CAN STUDENTS STILL STUDY
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES IF
MATHEMATICS AND CHEMISTRY ARE
NOT THEIR STRONG POINTS?
Yes, of course! There are many fields of
agricultural science and a wide variety of jobs
that require various kinds of knowledge. What
April and her team want to emphasize is that
agriculture is based in science, and if you want
to work within the field, you should be aware
of the science, even if you are not a chemist
or mathematician. Many students involved in
“Raising the Gates” may only go as far as basic
chemistry and mathematics – it is all about
having enough of a grasp of the subjects to use
them as and when required. A little knowledge
can go a long way and who knows – perhaps
an introduction to the subjects could spark an
interest that leads to a new career path.
WHAT TENDS TO HAPPEN WHEN
STUDENTS FAIL TO CLOSE GAPS
IN THEIR MATHEMATICS AND
CHEMISTRY KNOWLEDGE?
The poverty gap in the US means that the
separation between those who get what
they need and those who don’t is expanding.
NMSU’s Raising the Gates project is an
attempt to ‘level the playing field’ by offering
online learning tools that everyone can access.
“There is still a problem that underrepresented
students are less likely to have personal

DR APRIL ULERY
Department of Plant and Environmental
Sciences, College of Agricultural,
Consumer and Environmental Sciences,
New Mexico State University, USA

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Soil Science

RESEARCH

computers they can use to go online and use
digital learning tools,” says April. “We often
mistakenly believe that today’s students are
computer savvy, but as teachers, we have to
spend time with them navigating the massive
amounts of information available to them on
the internet.”
The goals of the Raising the Gates project
have now been completed, and more than
fifteen educational resources have been

made available online for free. It’s important
to stress that most of these resources can
also be accessed via smartphones, which
makes it easier for students who might not
have ready access to a computer. Moreover,
the team continues to create educational
materials through other initiatives, so keep
checking www.scienceofagriculture.com for
new information.

April’s project, Raising the Gates, is
designed to help underrepresented students
understand key concepts in mathematics
and chemistry so that they can successfully
complete their undergraduate studies in
agricultural sciences.

FUNDERS
USDA Hispanic Serving Institution
program 2014-38422-22089, 201038422-21211; New Mexico State
University, including the President’s Fund:
National Institute of Food and Agriculture

MEET SKYLER STINSON
Skyler Stinson has benefited from resources such as the Science of Agriculture website that April and the NMSU team
have put together.
Skyler was good at mathematics in elementary school, but became distracted during his middle school years, like so
many students, when it was more fun to hang out with friends than to study. Fortunately, his high school guidance
counsellor helped him refocus his energies on college and his career. Because he had always loved plants and the
outdoors, Skyler majored in biology, since the college he first attended, the University of New Mexico (UNM), did
not have a plant science major. His mathematics background was strong enough so that he only needed one course in
algebra, and he was able to enrol in chemistry.
He found chemistry interesting but very challenging. However, UNM has a programme designed to help students who are having difficulties with the subject,
so he was allowed to participate in an introductory chemistry class during the second half of the semester without losing his place in the lab section. This was
enormously helpful, and Skyler quickly realised how interesting and useful chemistry could be. His study habits improved and he used resources such as Khan
Academy videos on YouTube as well as the Science of Agriculture website.
Skyler transferred from UNM to New Mexico State University (NMSU) to major in Horticulture (the art or practice of garden cultivation and management).
“Studying plants is fascinating because you get to see all the stages of life from the seed to final product,” explains Skyler. “The beauty of microorganisms like
zoospores and mycelium is delightful to see and I now have a ‘big picture’ view of how everything is connected and works together in natural ecosystems.”
Skyler’s story is truly inspirational and shows how hard work, coupled with useful resources such as those NMSU has created, can help students realise their
academic dreams and career ambitions.
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AB OU T TH E
AG RI CU LT U RA L SC IE N CE S
Agricultural science deals with plant and
animal production and processing. Studies are
focused on a wide range of topics, including
technologies associated with soil and crop
cultivation, harvesting, animal production and
how to process plant and animal products
for human consumption. Good agricultural
scientists are also good resource managers
- helping to protect the soil, water and

by many underrepresented students’ families
who think that the only job for them is as a field
labourer,” explains April. “Jobs in agricultural
sciences include support for research, food
security, and improving or protecting the
natural resources.”

recycled and to start again,” says April. “The
fun part about studying plants and animals is
that you already have a close connection to the
subject – many students get into these majors
because they want to raise animals or garden to
grow plants.”

WHAT CAN STUDENTS GAIN FROM
STUDYING THESE SUBJECTS?
The interdisciplinary nature of agricultural
science means that students in this field will
benefit from developing an understanding in
a broad range of subjects, including biology,
chemistry, physics, mathematics, economics,
health and behavioural issues, and the
environment. “By studying agriculture, whether
it be plant or animal sciences, students are
learning about how everything cycles in nature
and the various phases of life from creation,
growth, transformation and death – all to be

ARE THERE ARE ANY GLOBAL OR
NATIONAL ISSUES THAT COULD BE
ADDRESSED BY AGRICULTURAL
SCIENTISTS?
Yes! As the global population continues to
grow, the need to produce enough plant- and
animal-based food will become increasingly
urgent. Global warming and climate change are
also presenting challenges, including less water
and farmable land, and the fact that plants can
absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is
another opportunity that agricultural scientists
could use to help improve the environment.

atmosphere.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO STUDY
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES?
Given that food is one of the most basic human
needs, the agricultural sciences are of particular
importance, as they help us to develop an
understanding of the best methods for feeding
and clothing the world. “Being a plant, soil or
animal scientist doesn’t necessarily mean you’re
a farmer or rancher – another misconception

APRIL’S TOP TIPS

HOW TO BECOME AN
AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIST
• April is President-elect of the Soil Science
Society of America, which is a great source of
information on potential careers and starting
out: https://www.soils.org/careers
• April firmly believes there are lots of
opportunities in agricultural sciences in the
US. She says, “New crops such as hemp and
alternative crops used for biofuels have created
jobs in the ‘Ag Production’ sector. Many of our
students become crop consultants, golf course
managers, teachers, and scientists in large
international companies.”

1 Take as many science and math classes as you can, preferably from very early
on in your academic studies. If you can become well versed in these subjects from
around the time of college, it will stand you in good stead as your career develops.
2 Although you should always work hard at improving your skills and knowledge
in math and science, it is important that you also learn to communicate
effectively in writing and orally. It is all about ensuring you have a well-rounded
understanding, and that requires the ability to share what you know about
agricultural science.

3 Try not to do what I did at the beginning of my academic studies and merely
focus on memorising facts! You should practise problem solving wherever
possible, as a lot of what I do involves using this key skill.

• Agricultural scientists can earn anywhere
between $56,000 and $87,000, depending
on the qualifications and experience gained.
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H OW DI D DR AP RI L
U LE RY BE CO M E AN
AG RI CU LT U RA L SC IE N TI ST ?
WHAT DID YOU IMAGINE YOURSELF
DOING WHEN YOU YOUNGER?
I had planned to go into the social sciences – I
wanted to do something to help underserved
populations, but never thought of myself as
a ‘scientist’ – more like a counsellor. To be
honest, I was just a typical kid who wanted
to have fun and be popular, but parental and
teacher expectations made me want to do well
and maintain good grades. Attending college
was ALWAYS expected of me and not finishing
was never an option. Part of that was my
own determination and part was the support
I received from my parents – both of whom
were college graduates.
WERE YOU ANY GOOD AT
MATHEMATICS AND CHEMISTRY
AT SCHOOL?
Yes, but I was lazy and didn’t really learn the
subjects as much as memorise my way through
them! That came back to bite me when I
got into difficult classes where I had to work
hard to understand (and eventually teach)
the concepts. I’m also disappointed that my

schools didn’t have science fairs and other
opportunities to work with mentors and college
students. Even today, I suffer from ‘imposter
syndrome’, which is very prevalent in women
and underrepresented minorities!
YOU HAVE A DEGREE IN GEOLOGY.
WHO OR WHAT DREW YOU TO
THIS SUBJECT?
To be honest I took my first geology class
because my boyfriend was majoring in geology
and he encouraged me to take it so that I
could enrol in a six-week summer field class
in Hawaii. What happened was that I fell in
love with the Earth! Geology and chemistry
and even math were so much fun once I had
a reason to learn them. Geology is so logical
and allowed me to combine my analytical
tendencies, artistic abilities, and my natural
curiosity to excel in classes. I particularly loved
learning about minerals – who doesn’t love
shiny objects?
I didn’t even know that there was a subject
called Soil Science! When I started to work

in a soils lab at a local university, I discovered
my ‘true love’ – dirt (although we’re not
supposed to call it that – LOL). What was
great about soil science compared to geology
was that I could focus on the minerals and
chemistry in order to improve plant health and
natural resources rather than exploit them.
A lot of the work I do now is to restore the
environment after mining.
WHAT IS IT THAT YOU LOVE ABOUT
YOUR WORK? WHAT MAKES YOU GET
OUT OF BED IN THE MORNING?
There is never a dull moment! I have so many
different projects and am surrounded by
wonderful colleagues and students that are all
working in this field because they want to make
a positive impact on the world. I typically wake
up thinking about a particular challenge and
am excited to get into the field, lab or office
to try to figure it out. I especially love working
with students and helping them understand
concepts and succeed in their classes
and projects.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIST
To become an agricultural scientist, you should try to take as many science courses as possible, particularly chemistry and biology. Algebra will be useful
and, if possible, study trigonometry, as this will help you to understand spatial relationships. Calculus is also helpful, particularly if you’re considering
graduate school and a career in research.
CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

ALGEBRA

TRIGONOMETRY

the study of matter, its
properties, how and why
substances combine or
separate to form other
substances, and how
substances interact with
energy.

the study of the
structure, function,
growth, origin, evolution
and distribution of living
organisms.

a branch of mathematics
that uses letters to
represent unknown values
or values that can change.
It is commonly used in
formulas.

a branch of mathematics
that studies relationships
between side lengths and
angles of triangles. The three
trigonometric ratios: sine, cosine
and tangent are used to calculate
angles and lengths in rightangled triangles. The sine and
cosine rules calculate lengths and
angles in any triangle.
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TH E SC IE N C E BE H IN D TH E
PE RF EC T C U P O F CO FF EE
GED IN THE 20 TH
WHIL E THE DISC IPLIN E OF FOO D SCIE NCE EMER
IN ONE FORM OR ANO THER
CENT URY, FOO D PROC ESSIN G HAS EXIS TED
TION OF OLD PROC ESSE S
FOR THOU SAND S OF YEAR S. THIS COM BINA
N US A DAZZ LING ARRAY
AND (REL ATIV ELY) NEW SCIE NCES HAS GIVE
IEL KEIT H HAR RIS STUD IES
OF FOO D ITEM S TO CHO OSE FROM . DR GABR
ERSI T Y’S FOO D,
FOO D SCIE NCE FOR A LIVIN G AT NC STAT E UNIV
DEPA RTME NT. HIS CURR ENT
BIOP ROC ESSIN G, AND NUTR ITION SCIE NCES
COM POSI TION , FL AVO UR AND
WOR K FOCU SES ON COFF EE: ITS CHEM ICAL
EE GRO UND S AFTE R BREW ING
SHEL F LIFE, AS WELL AS THE USES FOR COFF

FROM BEAN TO CUP
A coffee plant grows in the tropical sun, its
fruit turning a deep red. This plant could
be growing in Brazil or Mexico or Ethiopia
or Vietnam or any number of places near
the equator. While some coffee is grown
on large plantations, much of the world’s
coffee is grown on small farms. Each coffee
plant’s fruit, called a cherry, contains two
coffee beans – its seeds. Ripe, red coffee
cherries are harvested and the green beans
inside are quickly removed before the fruit
spoils. The beans are then fermented, dried,
hulled, sorted, placed into plastic and burlap
bags, then loaded onto ships to be exported.
Roasting turns green coffee beans into the
brittle, brown, aromatic beans we are familiar
with. Roasted beans are ground and brewed
in a variety of ways. Instant coffee is made by
freeze drying brewed coffee. Any variation in
any stage in this process will affect the end
product, by altering the very chemicals that
give coffee its distinctive aroma and taste.
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Coffee is a popular beverage around the
world. About half of consumers drink coffee
brewed from grounds. The other half drink
instant coffee. In the US, the average coffee
consumer drinks over three cups a day – that’s
450 million cups daily in the US alone! Coffee
has a long and intriguing history stretching
back over 1,400 years to its discovery in SubSaharan Africa. It was cultivated and traded on
the Arabian Peninsula, then spread to tropical
and sub-tropical regions around the world.
Over time, coffee has played an important and
sometimes controversial role, at times being
promoted and, at other times, being restricted
or banned. “The fact that one little bean
represents so much historical, economic and
cultural change, not to mention microbiology,
biochemistry, nutrition, engineering and
deliciousness is amazing,” says Dr Keith Harris,
a food scientist at NC State University in the
US. “The best things do come in tiny packages!”
THE JOURNEY TO THE PERFECT BREW
Coffee originates from two coffee plant
species, Coffea arabica and Coffea canephora,
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commonly known as Arabica and Robusta.
“Arabica beans are less acidic, higher in
fat and sugar, and lower in caffeine than
Robusta beans,” explains Keith. “Robusta
beans, on the other hand, contain more acid
and caffeine and also come from hardier
plants, as the name Robusta implies.”
Arabica beans are preferred (and therefore
more expensive), due to the milderflavoured coffee beverages they produce.
Plant genetics, soil quality, soil microbes,
weather and altitude all affect the growth
of coffee plants. Fermentation, drying,
transport, roasting and storage of the beans
all affect the flavour of the final brew.
With so many processes involved, a lot can
go wrong!
THE CHEMISTRY BEHIND FLAVOUR
The Maillard reaction is the key to both
flavour and colour development in coffee.
“This is a reaction between sugars and
proteins that occurs quickly at high
temperatures,” says Keith. “It’s the same
process that makes toast so wonderfully
different from untoasted bread.”

DR GABRIEL KEITH HARRIS

KEITH’S TOP TIPS

Associate Professor and Undergraduate
Coordinator of Food Science
Food, Bioprocessing, and Nutrition
Sciences Department
NC State University, USA

• Tour a food factory with your
teachers or parents.
• Explore food science as a career
option by visiting IFT and food
company websites.

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Food Science and Nutrition

• See which universities offer
Food Science degrees. (IFT has
a webpage dedicated to this:
https://www.ift.org/community/
students/undergraduateprograms).

RESEARCH PROJECT
Understanding how food
processing affects the chemistry
and health properties of coffee
and other plant foods.

• Reach out to food science
professors (like Keith) to get
more information:
gkharris@ncsu.edu

Over time, roasted coffee beans can lose
their flavour and even form objectionable
flavours. This process is known as ‘fade’.
Improper storage can accelerate this
process, which is why it is important to store
coffee in a cool, dry place away from direct
sunlight. Keith’s team has been involved
in uncovering the optimum conditions for
extending shelf life, but this doesn’t explain
what actually drives the process of fade
itself. “The interesting thing about flavour
fade is that, although everyone in the coffee
industry knows about it, nobody has ever
been able to explain it fully,” says Keith.
“That’s what I love about science! There’s
always a new mystery to tackle.”
LESSONS IN EFFICIENCY
In 2018, the US sent six million tons of
‘spent’ coffee grounds (left over after
brewing) to the landfill. “There are many
known uses for spent coffee, including
compost, the creation of biodiesel, pressing
grounds into logs for firewood, and
extracting caffeine for sale,” says Keith.
His team has investigated two particularly

FUNDERS

intriguing usages: removing pollutants from
wastewater and replacing flour in brownies.
Keith’s team has also looked into more
efficient ways of producing cold brew coffee.
They found that it takes about twice the
amount of coffee to create a similar flavour
intensity in cold brewed versus hot water
brewed coffee. His lab is working on a
process to produce cold brew coffee using
less coffee grounds, which could result in
savings for the coffee industry.
HEALTH EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE
Depending on the media source, caffeine
(coffee’s primary stimulant) could appear to
be a miracle cure or a gateway to an early
grave. This paradox arises because many
factors affect caffeine’s stimulant properties.
“Positive or negative effects of caffeine are
related to the dose, the timing of the dose,
and how capable our bodies are of using and
getting rid of caffeine,” says Keith.

US Department of Agriculture,
Defence Logistics Agency,
State of North Carolina
tasks. Acute negative effects of high doses
may include shakiness, palpitations, difficulty
sleeping and sometimes a laxative effect.
Chronic (long-term) effects of moderate
doses, involving weeks to years, are less
well understood, but may include reduced
risk of diseases like Alzheimer’s and Type
II diabetes. What constitutes a high dose
depends on the person, but according the
US Food and Drug Administration1, 400
milligrams or four to five cups of coffee per
day is considered the limit of a “healthy
dose range” for most adults. From its health
effects to sustainability to chemistry, who
would have thought that a simple coffee
bean could teach us so much?

1. https://www.fda.gov/consumers/
consumer-updates/spilling-beanshow-much-caffeine-too-much

Acute (short-term) positive effects of high
doses include sharpened focus on repetitive
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AB OU T FO OD SC IEN CE
Food Science is all about the industrial production of safe, delicious
and healthy foods. While the ingredients used are similar to what
you might find in your kitchen or at a restaurant, the scale is much,
much larger and the processes can be very different. One factory
might produce thousands or even millions of food products in a
single day. “Food, and the science of food, is so interesting because
it applies directly to everyone we meet,” says Keith. The food we
eat affects our health and wellbeing, as well as playing an important
social role. “Our genes determine only part of our destiny. By
choosing what we eat and how much, we can have substantial
control over our own health.”
FOOD SCIENCE AND COVID-19
The coronavirus pandemic has had profound implications for food
production. For example, many countries saw scarcities of certain
products during the early stages of the pandemic when demand
peaked. Now there may be continued shortage due to the loss of
crops and food animals that never made it to market.
For Keith, food safety is a top priority. “Even when COVID-19
is in the past, concerns about the safety of the food we eat will
persist. This will be largely in terms of whether a disease-causing
organism could be present in a food, but also in terms of the
safety of naturally-occurring and added ingredients, as well as
food processing.” For example, coffee contains both potentially
beneficial and potentially harmful compounds in varying quantities.
Understanding how all of these compounds interact with our bodies
helps us understand the health effects of coffee.
THE FUTURE OF FOOD
“Looking into the future, food scientists are considering how to
effectively feed an ever-growing human population,” says Keith.

“Much of that conversation is turning to foods based on plants,
fungi and insects, rather than on meat-based products.” Meat
production generally requires more resources than non-meat
alternatives, so it may become a less practical (and more expensive)
option as the global population grows and pressure on natural
resources increases.
Food science is becoming increasingly sophisticated, opening new
doors to producers and consumers alike. “There are also societal
questions about food production,” says Keith. “For instance, genetic
modification remains controversial, despite having support from the
majority of scientists (including Keith) as having generally positive
effects on food production.”
CAREERS IN FOOD SCIENCE
“I would absolutely recommend a career in food science,” says
Keith. “It’s science you can eat!” There are many jobs that require
food scientists, ranging from food safety inspectors to innovators
making new foods to chemists that determine the nutritional
content of foods. “Food science spans many scientific career paths,
from epidemiology to genetics to toxicology and even to space
exploration – astronauts have to eat, after all!” says Keith. There are
also careers in marketing, business management and logistics within
the food industry.
Food science is integral to the food we eat every day. Large-scale
production of baked goods, canned foods, chocolate and dairy
products would not exist without food science in one form or
another. As the world looks to increase the efficiency and capacity
of food production and processing at every stage, there will certainly
be a need for food scientists for decades to come.

HOW TO BECOME A FOOD SCIENTIST
•K
 eith’s department (Food, Bioprocessing, and Nutrition Sciences) at NC State University offers undergraduate and
graduate degrees in Food Science. They regularly give tours and will visit schools or run video conferences to discuss
careers in food science.
• T he Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) lists college and universities around the world that offer degrees in
Food Science.
• T he US Department of Agriculture lists the colleges and universities within the USA that offer food
science programmes.
•L
 eading companies regularly offer food science internships. Examples included Danone, Nestle, The Hershey Company,
and Starbucks, as well as many more specialised businesses.
• According to Study.com, food scientists in the US earn on average $72,570 per year.
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HOW DI D DR GA BR IEL KE ITH
HA RR IS BE CO ME A FO OD SC IEN TIST?
WHAT INTERESTED YOU WHEN YOU WERE YOUNG?
As a child, I loved to read, draw, watch movies and spend time
in the forest behind my house climbing trees and searching for
interesting creatures.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO YOUR 16-YEAROLD SELF?
I would tell myself that I should look for opportunities that are
both fun and that have the possibility of becoming a career; to
seek out internships and other practical experiences, rather than
simply look for jobs that paid at the time; and that the most
important thing is to build good relationships with family and
friends, including people who might be able to offer me a job in a
few years’ time. Being the youngest person on the job can often
have advantages. You may be able to ask questions and therefore
gain knowledge more quickly than an older person who feels that
they ‘should know’ the answer and, therefore, is reluctant to
ask questions.
WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE AMBITIONS?
Personally, my ambitions are to be the best father, husband,
family member and friend that I can be. I would also love to
travel more. So far, my travels have taken me across the US,
Mexico and Peru, but the world is so much bigger! Professionally,
my ambitions are to advance the careers of as many food science
students as possible, to establish bilingual Spanish/English
courses and programmes in food science to benefit students
across the Americas, and to advance the science of coffee.

PATHWAY FROM
SCHOOL
TO FOOD
SCIENCE
Consider taking biology,
chemistry, food technology
and engineering courses
in high school and at the
community college level.
Many universities around
the world, including NC
State, offer undergraduate
and graduate degrees in
food science.

WHAT WOULD PEOPLE BE SURPRISED TO KNOW
ABOUT YOU?
I am a fairly open person, so there aren’t too many surprises. I
love talking with friends, reading science fiction books, listening
to all kinds of music, distance running, working out, eating ice
cream and, of course, drinking coffee. I have a very silly sense
of humour, strongly informed by Monty Python. I served in
the Marine Corps and draw on those experiences to provide
discipline and determination. I am also a person of faith and I
believe the highest good is in serving others.
AND FINALLY, WHAT’S THE SECRET TO THE PERFECT
CUP OF COFFEE?
The best cup of coffee in my mind is two tablespoons of dark
roast Colombian or Ethiopian coffee, ground finely just as the
kettle is about to boil and placed into a conical pour-over funnel
lined with a bamboo paper filter. Place the funnel over a large,
wide-mouth mug. When the water is just a few degrees below
boiling, pour it over the grounds to soak them. Wait 1-2 minutes.
Repeat. Extract a third time. The coffee is often too hot to drink
immediately, but a wide mouth mug allows you to get your face
and nose close enough to enjoy a coffee aromatherapy session
that is only surpassed by drinking the coffee itself. This is my very
favourite version of a pour-over. The situation is only improved
by a good book or a chat with a good friend.

Keith is standing under a red light while sampling an espresso. The red
light prevents him from seeing the colour of the coffee, which helps
him to focus solely on the taste and smell, therefore properly evaluate
the sample.

One coffee bean can provide scientists with a lot of important research
data, as you can see above.
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HOW CAN EXPE RIMENTS
W ITH YEAST GENETIC S HE LP
MAK E THE PE RFECT PINT?
RY EXPE RIME NTS TO UNC OVER THE
MOL ECUL AR BIOL OGY DEPE NDS ON L ABO RATO
LEVE L. DESP ITE BEIN G A REL ATIV ELY YOU NG
SECR ETS OF ORG ANIS MS AT THE MOL ECUL AR
POSS IBILI TIES FOR BETT ER UND ERST AND ING
FIELD , IT BRIN GS WITH IT A HUG E ARRAY OF
ET Y. ONE SUCH APPL ICAT ION IS THE GEN ETIC
THE WOR LD AND FOR APPL ICAT IONS TO SOCI
OVE THE FINA L PROD UCT: A COO L GL ASS OF
MOD IFICA TION OF BREW ER’S YEAS T TO IMPR
PDEN -SYD NEY COLL EGE CHA LLEN GES HIS
ALE OR STOU T. DR MICH AEL WOLYNIA K OF HAM
TO DEVE LOP THEI R OWN PRAC TICA L SKILL S
STUD ENTS TO INVE STIG ATE THE YEAS T GEN OME
ERY ROU ND THE COR NER
WHIL ST SIMU LTAN EOU SLY BENE FITIN G THE BREW

TALK LIKE A MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST
DNA - an organism’s genetic ‘blueprint’ that
is inherited from its parents, and is present
within every cell

GENE DISRUPTION - ‘breaking’ a gene, such
as by deleting part of it or inserting additional
DNA, so it is no longer recognised as a gene

SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE (S.
CEREVISIAE) - the species of yeast most
often used in molecular biology

ENZYME - a biological molecule that
facilitates chemical reactions in cells

GENOME - the complete set of genetic
material in a cell

EUKARYOTE - an organism whose cell/s
has genetic material contained within
the nucleus

MODEL ORGANISM - a species that has
been widely studied to understand biology that
can then be applied to other organisms.

TRANSCRIPTION - the first step of gene
expression, when a gene’s DNA sequence is
copied to make an RNA molecule

FLOCCULATION - the process by which
particles (e.g. cells) clump together

RNA - a molecule used in the expression
of genes

TRANSLATION - the step in gene
expression where ribosomes synthesise a
protein by reading an RNA molecule

A big challenge for teaching science is
introducing meaningful research into the
curriculum. Learning the theories of science
is all well and good, but a full appreciation
of any area of science involves doing it
yourself. Investing the time and resources
necessary for these practical lessons to be a
fulfilling experience is not always easy, but Dr
Mike Wolyniak has found a way. He and his
department at Hampden-Sydney College,
based in Virginia in the USA, teamed up with
Three Roads Brewing, a microbrewery in a
nearby town, to improve the production process
of four beers by altering the yeast itself.

through modifications to their genome. The
brewmaster wanted changes to four different
strains of yeast – for instance, they wanted
some strains of yeast to stop clumping
together (flocculating), and others to have
a modified fermentation process to produce
different quantities of alcohol. This could lead
to improved end products for the brewery,
including beers with added or reduced alcohol
content, and distinct flavours.

• Research. Using online resources to find out
which yeast gene(s) to target for manipulation.

THE TASK
When the project began, the students had
several steps ahead of them:

•E
 xperimentation. Testing that yeast cells have
been genetically edited, and that they do what
they should.

This course-based research experience
(CURE for short) involved getting students
participating in ‘improving’ strains of yeast

• Introduction. What end results was the
brewmaster seeking, and how could molecular
biology assist in making these a reality?

•D
 issemination. Presenting their results to
colleagues and the brewmaster, and thinking
about next steps.
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•P
 roposal. Planning how to undertake the
genetic manipulation task, and how to test for
success.
•G
 enetic manipulation. Using gene disruption
or other techniques to change the yeast
genome.

DR MICHAEL WOLYNIAK
Associate Professor of Biology, Director
of Undergraduate Research
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia, US

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry

PROJECT

THE WONDERS OF YEAST
Yeast are single-celled organisms that
belong to the fungus kingdom. They are also
eukaryotic. This means that, like us and unlike
bacteria, their genome is enclosed within a
nucleus. All these properties make them very
useful to scientists because, as well as being
easy to grow and genetically manipulate, they
share fundamental biomolecular properties
with other eukaryotes, such as humans. This
means that studying the properties of yeast
gives us an insight into how our own biology
works, without having to perform complex
biomedical experiments using humans or other
multicellular organisms.
The students used four strains of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the species of yeast
most familiar to bakers, brewers and geneticists
alike. As this ‘model organism’ has one of
the most studied genomes in the world, the
students could draw on an extensive online
knowledge bank. Its genetic map is available
online, where anyone can freely discover which
genes do what and how they interact with
each other.
Of course, there are still many knowledge
gaps, since even the humble yeast has an
immensely complex genetic profile with a
near-infinite number of possible genetic
interactions, but there is more than enough
existing information for students to think
about how to improve the brewery’s products.
Their findings could even potentially add to this
knowledge bank, providing useful information
for future researchers.

GENETIC MODIFICATION
The core principle of genetics is that certain
genetic characteristics (genotypes) will lead to
certain physical characteristics (phenotypes)
in a cell. The way that any particular gene is
expressed in yeast goes something like this:
• Enzymes in the nucleus copy the gene’s DNA
sequence to make a complementary RNA
molecule. This is known as transcription.
• The RNA strand moves to the cell’s
ribosomes, which read the RNA sequence to
make a protein. This is known as translation.
• The presence of the protein leads to
a particular characteristic in the cell:
its phenotype.
At its simplest, gene disruption essentially
stops this process in its tracks by adding
DNA that interferes with the gene itself,
making it unreadable by the enzymes in the
nucleus. There are also various other methods
of genetic modification, such as inserting
other genes, or adding genes for proteins that
suppress the target gene or the protein it
produces. Methods are becoming increasingly
sophisticated year on year, allowing scientists
to undertake ever-more complex genetic
modifications.
The students were able to use online databases
to find which genes led to flocculation, for
instance, and then set about finding ways
to switch them off. This ‘disruption’ process
involves making millions of copies of a

Mike led a course-based research
experience (CURE), facilitating
student-led experiments in yeast
genetics for a local brewery.

particular DNA fragment and flooding
the yeast culture with them in the hope
that some will be taken up and disrupt the
flocculation gene.
The big question, though, is what do
the students get out of this ‘learning by
doing’ project? Well, this student-driven
experiment challenged students by giving
them freedom! “My job is to help the
students to overcome their fear of failure
or not finding interesting results. This is
reflective of research in general,” Mike
explains. “The authenticity of the project
got the students excited to do the work
and to spend time in the lab. The project
was real to them and had very specific ‘real
world’ applications.”

Students gather to see if their DNA
manipulations have been successful.
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ABOUT
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
WHAT IS MOLECULAR BIOLOGY?
Molecular biology investigates how living
organisms function at the molecular level.
This might involve working out how proteins
operate, investigating which molecules drive
respiration, or uncovering how cells divide.
It is closely related to biochemistry, which
focuses on the chemical processes related
to living organisms. Both these fields lean
heavily on genetics, which investigates how
particular DNA sequences (genes) are
expressed in organisms. All are dynamic
fields of science, with major breakthroughs
every few years.
A RAPIDLY GROWING FIELD
These scientific fields are relatively new. The
techniques needed to observe organisms at
the molecular level have only been around
since the mid-20th century; DNA was
only discovered in 1953, and only through
technological advances. Since then, the
field has come on in leaps and bounds,
every successive generation bringing about
new major breakthroughs. In the past 60
years, we have seen the advent of societychanging procedures such as genetic
modification, in-vitro fertilisation and

cloning, to name but a few. Such techniques
bring with them big questions for ethics and
society, which must always be considered in
scientific research.
Until relatively recently, the main challenge
for molecular biology has been replicating
DNA samples to get enough material
to experiment with. That was until the
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was
honed, which now allows DNA to be
replicated quickly and on a massive scale.
Nowadays, there is plenty of data available,
and the challenge is interpreting it through
experimentation and research. “The next
generation can use this data to unlock some
of the great unknowns about how genes
function, which could lead us to understand
genetic diseases and how to treat them,”
says Mike.
THE IMPORTANCE OF
PRACTICAL EDUCATION
So how does Mike’s research, and the
work of his students, fit into the picture?
“My own research with a simple organism
like yeast isn’t going to cure any human
diseases, but it can help us to better

HOW TO BECOME A MOLECULAR
BIOLOGIST
• For the UK, the Complete University Guide lists the
University of Cambridge, the University of Oxford,
Imperial College London and the University of Dundee
as the top 4 universities for biological sciences (including
molecular biology).
• For the USA, US News ranks Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford
University and University of California (San Francisco)
as the top 4 universities for molecular biology
and genetics.
• Many institutes will take on laboratory apprenticeships.
These include organisations like GlaxoSmithKline.
• An average molecular biologist’s salary is in the region
of $80,000 per year in the USA. Most work for
research development centres, followed by universities
and pharmaceutical companies.
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understand the fundamental processes
taking place in all kinds of cells,” says Mike.
“Understanding these will ultimately lead to
a better understanding of life processes, and
potentially exciting medical breakthroughs.”
Mike’s work is also instrumental in ensuring
the next generation of molecular biologists
are primed for the scientific lifestyle. “It
is really exciting to have students discover
their passions through doing projects like
this,” he says. “In a small way, I am helping
to lay the foundation for future scientists,
doctors or teachers who could make
critical discoveries.”
Hampden-Sydney College also extends
its efforts to the wider community. “We
run outreach programmes at the local high
school, which involve student mentoring or
simple environmental research projects,”
says Mike. “We also try to bring several
alumni back every year to talk about their
careers and offer advice to interested
students.” Scientific communication is
crucial for several reasons: it inspires new
generations to enter science, and also helps
connect wider society to scientific advances.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL
TO MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
There are a number of degrees that can ultimately lead to
a career in molecular biology. As well as molecular biology
itself, courses like biology, biochemistry, bell biology,
microbiology and genetics all provide clear career pathways
to molecular biology.
All these degrees will prefer
similar A-level (or equivalent)
qualifications within their
entry requirements. Biology,
chemistry and maths will be
most desired, followed by
physics. Mike also recommends
considering communicationbased qualifications; in the UK,
this could include subjects like
English or critical thinking.

HOW DID DR M IK E WOLYN IAK BECOME
A MOLECULAR BIOLO GIST?
WHAT INTERESTS DID YOU HAVE AS
A CHILD?
I was always fascinated by the natural world,
and in my younger years wanted to become
a zookeeper. It wasn’t until later that my
scientific interests turned to the microscopic!
I also enjoyed music, playing the cello in the
school orchestra.
HOW DO YOU MOTIVATE YOURSELF
WHEN YOU FACE OBSTACLES?
The most important trait I have as a scientist
is persistence. I have learned over many years
that science is much more about failing than
succeeding, and that success only comes after

many failures. Although I don’t always realise
it at the time, I learn a lot from every mistake
and become better at my work as a result.
IF YOU HADN’T ENTERED
ACADEMIA, WHAT WOULD YOU
HAVE DONE?
My passion is teaching. If I was not in my
current career, I would probably be teaching
high school science, or perhaps history – my
second favourite subject.
WHO HAS INSPIRED YOU IN YOUR
CAREER?
I have been lucky enough to have had

teachers throughout my life that taught me
how to learn, be persistent, and work with
others to solve problems. They inspired me
to return the favour by using these skills in
teaching the next generation of scientists.
HYPOTHETICALLY, WHAT WOULD BE
YOUR DREAM PROJECT?
I would love to find a completely new
organism and work from scratch to
understand all its genes. That would provide
plenty of questions for students to answer
over many years and would give them the
chance to produce new scientific knowledge
by answering authentic unknowns.

MIKE’S TOP TIPS FOR STUDENTS
1 Don’t be afraid to fail, and don’t be discouraged by

failure. Every scientific success is informed by failures.

2 F ocus on your communication skills. Effective

communication can get others excited about your
work and help you get the resources to broaden your
scientific horizons.

3 A s well as the obvious subjects like biology and

chemistry, think about taking classes in public
speaking or similar disciplines in preparation for
a scientific career. Many scientists have trouble
communicating their results; being confident in this
will help you to share your passion with any audience.
Dr Wolyniak introducing students to work in yeast
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W H AT IF W E STO PP ED
U SI N G PE ST IC ID ES ?
TROL WEED S, PEST S AND DISE ASES .
FARM ERS USE CHEM ICAL PROD UCTS TO CON
ING SOLE LY ON THES E PROD UCTS CAN
WHIL E THEY ARE EXTR EMELY EFFE CTIV E, RELY
AND BENE FICIA L ORG ANIS MS. PROF ESSO R
CAUS E PROB LEMS FOR THE ENVI RON MEN T
N OF THE NATI ONA L INST ITUT E OF
XIAN GMIN G XU AND DR MICH ELLE FOU NTAI
A DEEP ER UND ERST AND ING OF
AGRI CULT URAL BOTA NY ARE FIND ING OUT HOW
ABO UT PROT ECTI NG OUR CRO PS
BIOL OGY CAN ALLO W US TO BE MOR E TACT ICAL

TALK LIKE A PLANT BIOLOGIST
Before reading Xiangming and Michelle’s
research story, make sure you understand
these key words:
Biocontrol agents – Organisms used to
restrict the spread of another organism
(most commonly, natural enemies used
to control pests. Ladybirds will eat aphids
and other insects that we consider pests,
for example)
DNA sequencing – The process of
discovering genetic code (DNA sequences)
using scientific equipment
Microbes – Organisms that are invisible to
the naked eye
Microbiome – The community of
microorganisms (microbes) that exists in a
particular place
Organism – Any living thing – for instance a
plant, animal or microbe
Pathogen – A microorganism that
causes disease
Pheromone – A chemical used for signalling
between animals of the same species
Semiochemicals – A chemical produced
by an individual organism that provokes a
response in another. Pheromones are a sort
of semiochemical produced only by animals
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The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
estimates that between 20 and 40 percent
of global crop production is lost to pests and
diseases every year. This is a huge loss, and a
significant barrier to feeding an ever-growing
human population. The UK’s National Institute
of Agricultural Botany (NIAB) is addressing
this challenge. Professor Xiangming Xu and Dr
Michelle Fountain both work at NIAB’s East
Malling Research, although they have very

different research backgrounds. Xiangming’s
career has focused on genetics and how plant
diseases spread, while Michelle’s work centres
on the ecology of insects that interact with
crops. Both these areas of expertise, among
many others, are proving vital to tackling crop
pests and diseases.
Their work can be divided into these four
key areas.

1) UNDERSTANDING MICROBIOMES TO IMPROVE PLANT HEALTH
Every plant or animal has its own microbiomes: communities of microbes interacting with
one another, and with the organism that hosts them. Crops are no different. “Scientists
have known about the roles of individual microbes on plant health for years. However, it
is only recently that we have been able to profile whole microbiomes,” says Xiangming.
This has been made possible through advances in DNA sequencing techniques. Scientists
can now extract DNA from an environmental sample and work out the genetic codes of
microbes present within the sample. These codes can be used as ‘fingerprints’ to identify
the communities of microbes that live on or in a particular plant or plant tissue.
These advances have opened a lot of doors. “We need to establish whether plant diseases
are associated with particular microbial communities in different parts of a plant – for
instance, on the roots, the leaves or within the plant,” says Xiangming. Once researchers
have uncovered these relationships, they can investigate the biological processes behind
these associations, as Xiangming goes on to explain: “This can help us to design better crop
management measures that influence these microbial communities. For instance, we can
change growing conditions (such as through irrigation and ‘watering’) to promote a certain
microbiome component. We could also add specific beneficial microbes into the soil or onto
plant roots or leaves.”
A novel way of fending off fruit flies provides a great example of this. These insects are
a pest of many fruits, laying eggs on the plants and feeding off the fruits’ sugars. Female
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flies that are developing eggs also need a source of protein, which they obtain from
certain yeasts that grow on the surface of fruits. “It may be possible to manipulate
this microbiome to change the community of yeast species that grow there,” says
Xiangming. “By promoting species that are less attractive to fruit flies, we may deter
them from laying eggs on the fruit.”

PROF XIANGMING XU AND
DR MICHELLE FOUNTAIN
Plant Biologists, NIAB EMR, UK

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Plant Diseases and Pests
2) USING PESTS’ NATURAL ENEMIES AS BIOCONTROL AGENTS
Biological control agents (biocontrol agents for short) are organisms that naturally keep
pest/pathogen species in check. These ‘natural enemies’ include predators, parasites,
competitors of pests and pathogens. Ladybirds, a voracious predator of aphids, are
a familiar example often welcomed by gardeners. “By adopting crop management
practices that encourage natural enemies, we hope that their populations will suppress
pests and diseases of crops,” says Michelle. “This reduces the need for growers to use
other potentially harmful control methods, such as pesticides.”
Understanding exactly how to encourage these natural enemies is where researchers
like Michelle come in. “In order to harness the benefits of biocontrol agents, we must
first understand their optimum environmental conditions for survival and reproduction,”
says Michelle. Temperature and humidity provide two straightforward examples of
this. Optimum conditions are also affected by interactions with other species in the
ecosystem, such as pests and diseases, the crop itself, and each other.
Since some pesticides can kill natural enemies just as effectively as the pests
themselves, reducing their use is an important strategy for encouraging natural
enemies. Other methods involve encouraging plants that support natural enemies (such
as by providing nesting sites, resting, hibernation or pollinator-friendly vegetation) or
altering management patterns to create climatic conditions that favour natural enemies.
Agriculture does not exist in an isolated bubble, and this is especially true when it comes
to natural enemies. Any member of the public with a garden can grow flowering plants
or provide nesting sites for insects and other creatures – log piles, ‘bug hotels’ and not
being a super tidy gardener are all good examples. “If you do not have a garden, getting
involved with local nature reserves, allotments and conservation groups will help to
improve habitats for natural enemies,” says Michelle.

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Xiangming currently works on microbial
ecology, how plant diseases spread,
and strategies for sustainable disease
management. Michelle’s current work
investigates how to minimise pesticide
use in fruit crops by promoting
biocontrol agents and techniques to
improve pollination.

FUNDERS
UK Research and Innovation, Agriculture
and Horticulture Development Board,
Industry and the EU

These are the spores of a disease known as
apple scab, which affects apple trees all over
the world.
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3) USING SEMIOCHEMICALS TO TRICK PESTS
Many insect pests rely on signalling chemicals (known as semiochemicals) to find food and mates or to avoid predators. Farmers
can manipulate these chemicals to send out the ‘wrong’ signals to these pests and prevent them affecting crops. For instance,
pheromone traps can lure male insects to a certain point where they mistakenly believe they are finding a female; instead they
meet a sticky end. In a similar vein, flooding female attractant (sex) pheromones through the whole field can make it impossible for
males to pinpoint where the females are, so preventing reproduction. Farmers can also apply ‘insect alarm pheromones’ to crops –
chemicals usually used by pests to signal danger, provoking a hasty retreat.
“Because these chemicals are naturally produced at very low concentrations by the insects themselves, and are often species
specific, they have fewer negative impacts than pesticides,” says Michelle. Rather than applications of insecticides that may harm
non-target insect species in the crop, semiochemicals only target the pest species at key times in their reproductive cycle and are
only needed in small amounts.
Michelle has worked on a trap that captures two pest species simultaneously by using two different semiochemicals. The first is an
aggregation pheromone, normally produced by male strawberry blossom weevils to gather other weevils for mating. The second is
a sex pheromone, normally produced by female European tarnished plant bugs to attract males. By attaching an attractant lure to
traps, both strawberry pest species are captured. Unlike the application of some insecticides, the impact on other species is minimal.

4) CREATING THE FUTURE WITH PRECISION TECHNOLOGY
Mathematical models might seem a world away from fields and orchards, but in fact they are revolutionising the way that
crops are grown. “By understanding the relationships between pests, pathogens and environmental conditions, we can develop
mathematical models to predict how factors such as weather will influence the severity of pests and pathogen in a crop” says
Xiangming. Natural enemies can be included in these models, too.
The more factors included in these models, the more sophisticated they become, as Xiangming explains: “We can use remote
sensing techniques to measure the spread of pests or diseases in a crop in real time, and use this information to make better
decisions, such as precisely adjusting the dose of biocontrol products,” says Xiangming. This ‘precision dosing’ means that no more
product is used than is necessary, reducing costs for farmers and minimising any negative outcomes of biocontrol use.
Precision technologies are becoming increasingly important throughout agriculture. One up-and-coming spraying system involves
real time monitoring of pests and diseases throughout an orchard via remote sensing; only those areas with pests and pathogens
detected will be treated when absolutely necessary. This means overall pesticide use is dramatically reduced, which is good news
for biodiversity (including natural enemies) and reducing airborne or waterborne pesticide drift into the wider environment.
In some cases, there could be the potential to eventually eliminate pesticide use entirely. “By being able to detect pests and
pathogens early, and predict their development more accurately, we can use prevention methods (such as biocontrol) to stop
them significantly damaging crops,” says Xiangming. Combining a deep ecological understanding with the technological means to
act on findings is becoming ever-more feasible. The future could be bright for the way we grow our food.

XIANGMING AND MICHELLE’S TOP TIPS
1 Prof Xiangming Xu - Studying biology is not the only route to contributing to crop protection. Input is needed from a

diverse range of disciplines, including zoology, mathematics, statistics and information technology, to name a few. It is most
important to have a curious and scientific mind, and an understanding that securing food production is a serious challenge.

2 Dr Michelle Fountain - Get some work experience with organisations ranging from science to industry to farms. Read

widely about these global issues, and – very importantly – get hands-on. Investigate what insects and spiders inhabit fruit
trees in allotments by shaking branches over a white tray. Keys and handbooks can help you identify them, and you could
even run your own experiments to see how they interact with other invertebrates.
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HOW DID PROF XIANGMING XU
AND DR MICHELLE FOUNTAIN
BECOME PLANT BIOLOGISTS?
DID YOU KNOW WHAT CAREER
YOU WANTED WHEN YOU WERE
YOUNGER?
XX: I have always wanted to be a
mathematician. Since my undergraduate
degree, I have been trying my best to
apply maths and statistics to whatever
subject I am investigating.
MF: Originally, I wanted to be a vet, but
then I became fascinated by animals with
more than four legs. That’s why I switched
to entomology and arachnology.
WHAT SUBJECTS DID YOU TAKE AT
UNIVERSITY?
XX: My undergraduate degree was in
agronomy (study of crops and soils). My
PhD was in quantitative genetics and
plant breeding.

MF: I studied zoology for my undergraduate
degree, and my PhD focused on ecology.
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO STUDY
PLANT DISEASES AND PESTS?
XX: I became very interested in the practical
applications behind modelling disease
population dynamics.
MF: A university lecturer initially inspired
my interest in entomology, and a different
lecturer, who I assisted teaching, got me
interested in spiders too. Initially, I worked
on how contaminated land affects soil
invertebrates, and then I applied for the
position of fruit entomologist.
WOULD YOU ENCOURAGE
YOUNG PEOPLE TO STUDY PLANT
BIOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY?
XX: Definitely. A high proportion of

agricultural produce is lost due to problems
with pests and pathogens. To meet the
demands of an ever-increasing global
population while facing diminishing food
security (especially due to climate change),
we need to increase agricultural efficiency.
Crop protection is vitally important in
addressing this challenge.
MF: Entomology is a fascinating subject
and the possibilities are endless. Research
can take you from the molecular to the
whole organism level and beyond. I never
work on the same subject for more than a
couple of years, and there are always new
pests trying to exploit fruit crops, so it
never gets boring. Entomologists involved in
food protection will be needed far into the
future, to ensure we can provide nutritious
food whilst protecting the environment
and biodiversity.

HOW TO BECOME A PLANT BIOLOGIST
• It can be helpful to volunteer with a relevant organisation to get the skills you need and find out whether a career in plant biology
is really for you. Try the Royal Horticultural Society, Field Studies Council, Wildlife Trust or Butterfly Conservation, for example.
• The Royal Society of Biology lists a range of options available for secondary school pupils and university students to find out
more about a career in plant biology. To get started, take a look at their careers page.
• According to the National Careers Service UK, experienced plant biologists can earn up to £55,000.

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO PLANT BIOLOGIST
GCSEs at grades 9
to 4 (A* to C), or
equivalent, including
English, maths
and science
https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/botanist

A-levels,
or equivalent
(including
biology)

A degree in botany,
microbiology, ecology,
environmental science, plant
biology, plant science, zoology
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SE N SO R EN G IN EE RI N G G ET S
TO TH E RO O T O F PR O BL EM S
W IT H FO O D PR O D U CT IO N
BASE D AT THE
PROF ESSO R CHA NG-S OO KIM LEAD S A TEAM
NOLO GY IN THE
MISS OUR I UNIV ERSI T Y OF SCIE NCE AND TECH
OBO X SYST EMS,
US. THEI R RESE ARCH IS CON CERN ED WITH RHIZ
G ROO T GRO WTH . THE
WHIC H AIM TO ANA LYSE FACT ORS AFFE CTIN
SUST AINA BILIT Y
FIND INGS WILL IMPR OVE CRO P SECU RIT Y AND

There is a wealth of evidence supporting the
idea that global warming and the associated
environmental changes will affect food
production. A 2018 study by researchers
at Arizona State University found that
greenhouse gas emissions could cause a 35%
drop in vegetable production by 2100. Such a
fall, especially when coupled with a significantly
higher global population by the end of the
century, would be disastrous and lead to
widespread disruption of food supplies.
With that in mind, scientists around the world
are working on ways to mitigate the effects
of global warming – but success requires
approaching the issues from a range of
perspectives. For instance, there will be those
who focus on finding ways to reduce carbon
emissions, while others investigate improving
methods of food production. Professor ChangSoo Kim falls into this latter camp; he leads
a team based at the Missouri University of
Science and Technology (Missouri S&T) in the
US which is working on ways to combat the
abiotic stresses that affect root growth.
The focus of their investigations is corn and
soybeans – two of the most common crops
consumed around the world. Corn is the most
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important cereal crop on the planet, producing
food for humans, livestock feed and biofuel,
while soybeans are the most common proteinrich dietary ingredient and are also used for
the manufacture of industrial products such as
plastic, ink and biodiesel.
WHAT ARE THE ABIOTIC STRESSES
THAT AFFECT ROOT GROWTH?
The term abiotic should be thought of in
opposition to biotic stresses – which are
those impacts that occur naturally, such as
fungi, bacteria and viruses. In contrast, abiotic
stresses are those non-biological factors
that have a negative influence on life forms.
“Forms of abiotic stresses include mechanical
restrictions, excess water, water shortages,
variations in temperature and chemical
changes in the surrounding environment,”
explains Chang-Soo. “Abiotic stresses are
an ever-increasing critical issue because of
global warming and associated environmental
changes, which will eventually affect various
aspects of biodiversity.”
To improve crop yields, healthy root growth in
soils is crucial. Despite this, the interactions
between plant roots and the surrounding
environment are still relatively poorly
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understood. It is vital that researchers find
ways of understanding the response of roots
to different soils and the associated abiotic
stresses, to put protective measures in place.
WHAT METHODS IS THE TEAM USING
IN ITS INVESTIGATIONS?
Chang-Soo and his team have developed
a special plant root growth and monitoring
platform known as a rhizobox, which literally
means ‘root container’. Rhizoboxes enable the
researchers to study roots in rooting media,
i.e. materials used to grow seeds or cuttings
such as water (hydroponic growth) and air
(aeroponic growth), and come in the form of
3D-printed transparent, cylindrical pots and
rectangular plastic slabs of various sizes. By
using these rhizoboxes, the scientists can study
important aspects of seedling roots shortly
after the seeds have germinated.
HOW DO THE RHIZOBOXES WORK?
The team has developed two rhizoboxes, each
with a different function. The hydrotropism
rhizobox enables the researchers to study how
effectively roots sense water and move toward
it to survive. “We place a variety of sensory
mechanisms on the root tip to gain insight into
the behaviour of roots,” says Chang-Soo. “A

MEET THE TEAM
PROFESSOR
CHANG-SOO KIM

DAVID
WESTENBERG,
PROFESSOR OF
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Missouri University of Science and
Technology (Missouri S&T), USA

“I earned my PhD
in microbiology and molecular genetics
from UCLA and co-directed the Missouri
S&T Science Education and Quantitative
Literacy programme for school teachers.
I am an HHMI Bionteractive Teacher
Ambassador, an American Society for
Microbiology Biology Scholar and the
recipient of the ASM Carski award for
undergraduate education. Most importantly,
I am so happy to co-advise Helix, the
Missouri S&T ASM Student Chapter, and
the Missouri S&T IGEM, synthetic biology
student design team.”
EMILY BEAHM,
JUNIOR OF
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE
“I’m working towards
pursuing a career
in conservation and have plans to obtain a
master’s degree in the coming years.”
CAROLINE
DYKES, SENIOR
OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE,
MINOR IN
CHEMISTRY AND
PSYCHOLOGY
“When I was younger, I wanted to be a
veterinarian. I now aspire to be a surgeon!
I have a passion to help all living beings and
my community.”
MONISH
KANKANALA,
MASTER OF
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
“I am a master’s
student with knowledge in automation and
embedded systems. I am happy to be able to
contribute to this exciting interdisciplinary
project on rhizoboxes.”

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Electrical and Computer Engineering

RESEARCH PROJECT
Chang-Soo’s work is concerned with
demonstrating the effectiveness of
rhizoboxes to analyse the responses of
seedling corn roots to a range of abiotic
stresses. The outcomes of this research
aim to help growers deal with the effects
of climate change and its impacts on
food productivity.
flat Y-shaped fluidic chamber has two gas inlets
on both sides for introducing two air flows with
different humidity levels. The root tip heads
towards where the water is available, ensuring
the root grows towards sources of water.”
The other rhizobox is called a penetrometric
rhizobox and helps the team see how strong
the root’s penetrating force is when it grows.
Again, to survive, roots must be able to
penetrate the soil to move to water sources.
The penetrometric rhizobox system is
composed of several seed chambers and root
guiding channels. A growing seedling root
within each channel pushes down a plunger,
which is supported by small mechanical springs.
“Each channel can be filled with humid air
or completely submerged in water,” explains
Chang-Soo. “The root grows until its maximum
force is reached and cannot exceed the spring
force anymore.” The team can then calculate
the maximum root force by measuring the
distance that the plunger has moved down.
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS FOR
THIS RESEARCH?
One of the most important factors of ChangSoo’s research is the fact that it provides two

FUNDERS
US Department of Agriculture, National
Science Foundation
convenient, analytical techniques to study
plant roots. The two rhizoboxes enable the
researchers to study mechanical and water
stresses that work in tandem, because a lack
of water inevitably compacts the soil and
makes it harder for the root to penetrate it.
With that in mind, Chang-Soo and his team
will continue to develop new techniques and
technologies that can provide other means of
understanding how one stress (mechanical or
water) affects the other and to what extent.
“We plan to combine other abiotic stress
factors such as salt levels, nutrients and
temperature to mimic conditions that are
closer to real-world situations,” says ChangSoo. “We believe our efforts will enable us
to identify crop varieties that are stresstolerant, and are therefore more suitable to
counter the effects of climate change and
secure food supplies in the future.”
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AB O U T SE N SO R
EN G IN EE RI N G
Sensor engineering is a broad term that
describes an area of scientific enquiry
focused on researching and developing
sensors to explore new physical, chemical and
biological applications. A sensor – typically
called a probe, transducer, or detector – is
a device that measures changes within
physical, chemical and biological parameters
in its environment and generates a signal.
Some examples of physical parameters
are temperature, light and force – one
example everyone will be familiar with is
a thermometer, which is an instrument
consisting of a temperature sensor. Examples
of chemical sensors include those that
measure pH levels, humidity and carbon
monoxide levels, while biological sensors
monitor glucose levels (for instance, in
diabetic patients), microbial contamination
and blood pressure.
WHAT KEY SKILLS ARE NEEDED TO
DESIGN AND CREATE A SYSTEM
SUCH AS THE RHIZOBOX?
Chang-Soo believes that the most important

HOW TO BECOME A
SENSOR ENGINEER
• Sensor Marketing provides a
comprehensive list of areas that use sensor
engineering and associated technologies.
This should give you an idea of the wealth
of opportunities out there for a sensor
engineer and help you start to think about
where you might want to focus your
energies in the future: http://www.sensormarketing.com/resources/sample-page/
• Sensor City is a global hub for the
development of sensor and Internet of
Things technologies. It is a wonderful
resource for those wishing to find out
more about what is currently happening in
the field of sensor engineering:
www.sensorcity.co.uk

aptitudes in sensor engineering are
motivation and reasoning. If you can work
on understanding the problems associated
with your chosen area of enquiry, you can
use scientific reasoning to calculate how best
to approach the problem. The researchers
knew they needed to be able to measure the
seedling root force. This led to the design of
a mechanical spring, which the root pushes
against. Working this out required motivation
to understand the problem and reasoning to
develop a solution.
ARE THERE MANY OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE FIELD OF SENSOR
ENGINEERING?
Yes, absolutely! R&D (research and
development) in sensor engineering is one
of the bottlenecks in advancing associated
technologies, including those in fields as
varied as agriculture, environment, medicine,
big data and communication. “You would be
very surprised by how many sensors surround
us in our daily lives,” says Chang-Soo. “In
fact, even the human body is full of sensors

WHAT WILL BE THE NEXT BIG THING
IN SENSOR ENGINEERING?
Chang-Soo thinks that three important
areas will be the focus of sensor engineering
of the future: agriculture, the environment
and medicine. “The good news is that the
challenges coming from all these areas
overlap a lot and share many common issues.
It seems apparent that the crop yield loss
is related largely to climate change and
associated drought, nutrient deficiency
and contaminated soil,” explains ChangSoo. “Moving into marginal producing
areas causes an expansion of farming area
into less productive land without technical
improvements, while causing serious
environmental degradation.”

PATHWAY FROM SCHOOL TO
SENSOR ENGINEERING
Chang-Soo is keen to emphasise the need to take fundamental science subjects
such as physics, chemistry and biology, as early as you can in your education. It is
critically important in school and college.
From there, you might wish to focus on specific engineering majors and masters
at university, such as electrical, mechanical, chemical or biomedical engineering
– it really depends on which branch of engineering appeals to you the most.
“By its nature, sensor engineering is interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary,”
explains Chang-Soo. “Even now, my team needs significant contributions from
mathematicians, statisticians and computer scientists.” The point here is that
there is no single pathway to sensor engineering, so think about what it is that
interests you most about the field and then adapt your pathway to suit.

• Sensor engineers can earn anywhere
between $58,500 and $178,500
per year, depending on their level
of experience.
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and sensory organs – the eyes, nose, ears,
tongue and skin for instance. These sensors
are so important to our functioning and
the same applies to those used in modern
society – we need experts to advance sensor
technology to address societal needs.”
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HO W DI D PR OF ES SO R
CH AN G-SO O KI M BE CO M E
A SE NS OR EN GI NE ER ?
WHAT DID YOU WANT TO BE WHEN
YOU WERE YOUNGER?
When I was a kid, I loved reading science
fiction. I spent hours talking with friends
about robots and superheroes – I wanted
to be a cartoonist. As a teenager, I became
fascinated with the works of Nam June Paik,
who is one of the founders of video art. I
guess you could say I was more of a liberal
arts-type person back then, but I have always
held serious technical interests.
YOU HAVE A DEGREE IN
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING. WHO OR WHAT
INSPIRED YOU TO STUDY THIS
SUBJECT?
The honest truth is I can’t remember – it
was so long ago! It may well have been a

combination of my passion for technology
and some teen rebellion against my father
who was an English literature professor. I
decided to become an engineer and the fact I
became an engineering professor as opposed
to an industrial engineer is likely related to
my family being academics.

university are now working at electronics and
automobile companies like Samsung, LG,
Hyundai and KIA. I was always looking for
unique and exciting opportunities away from
the traditional pathways, and I know I made
the correct choice to work in the area of
biological sensors.

HOW DID YOUR STUDIES IN
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING AT KYUNGPOOK
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY IN SOUTH
KOREA EVOLVE INTO SENSOR
ENGINEERING?
The university I attended when studying
my BSc through to my PhD is one of the
major research universities in South Korea
that specialises in electronic and electrical
engineering. Most of my classmates at

IF YOU COULD START AGAIN IN
YOUR CAREER, WHAT WOULD YOU
DO DIFFERENTLY?
Perhaps I would bring more aspects of liberal
arts and humanities into my engineering
work. I do wonder whether advances in
technology that do not consider topics such
as morality and ethics might cause problems
in the future.

CHANG-SOO’S
TOP TIPS
I believe there are a few important ingredients
when pursuing a career as a scientist and/or
engineer: passion, creativity and technical skills. If
you have these then you should try and cultivate
these qualities.

1 Y ou are fortunate if you are naturally

passionate motivated by curiosity to find out
things you do not know – so harness that and
keep going until you find the solution.

2

3

 here possible, think outside the box. This
W
has now become an old adage about creativity,
but it is highly relevant in sensor engineering:
engineers need to think about answering the
question of ‘How?’ and this often necessitates
original approaches to the problem.

This hydrotropism rhizobox shows how the root finds water to survive
(overall size: about 2x3 square inches). The root tip bends toward the
left side inlet where humid air is supplied (right chamber). The root
grows downwards when there is no humidity gradient (left chamber).

 athematical and analytical skills will stand
M
you in good stead for a career in engineering.
The sooner you can start to hone these skills
the better – they will greatly help you achieve
the results you are looking for, so go for it!
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US IN G M EC HA NI CA LLY
EN GI NE ER ED RO BO TS
TO FE ED TH E W O RL D
R AT KAN SAS STAT E
DR DAN FLIPP O IS AN ASSO CIAT E PROF ESSO
RL, IS TRYI NG TO
UNIV ERSI T Y IN THE US. HIS L ABO RATO RY, 2050
AINA BLY FEED MOR E
FIND TECH NOLO GICA L SOLU TION S TO SUST
ND
THAN 9 BILLI ON PEOP LE BY 2050 AND BEYO

According to the United Nations, the global
population is expected to reach 9.8 billion
by 2050. The growing number of people and
increased levels of consumption mean that
researchers around the world are working to
develop practices that ensure there are
enough resources for everyone. Importantly,
these practices need to be sustainable,
meaning that they can be kept going at
a certain rate or level.
Clearly, one of the biggest challenges is going
to be feeding the world. Current methods
and technologies will become increasingly
insufficient, so there is a real need to find
new solutions. Dr Dan Flippo, an associate
professor at Kansas State University in the
US, leads a team that is trying to do just that.
His laboratory – 2050 Robotics Laboratory
(2050RL) – is working to find technological
solutions, such as robotic vehicles, to feed
more than 9 billion people in a sustainable
way by 2050 and beyond.
HOW WILL ROBOTIC VEHICLES HELP
TO SUSTAINABLY FEED THE WORLD?
Dan and his team are developing several robots
at the same time, which can solve specific
problems. Scouting robots will act as an aid
to current farming production by looking
for pests in the fields, spotting disease and
predicting crop yield. One of Dan’s current
projects uses scouting robots to look for
aphids on sorghum, a type of grass and cereal
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grain plant. If aphids are spotted, the scouting
robots will only spray pesticides on that plant.
This will save on the cost of chemicals and the
overall environmental impact. Currently, food
producers spray the entire crop.
Then there is the problem of marginal land,
which is land that is generally considered not
good enough to plant crops. For instance,
sloped land cannot be used to grow food
because it cannot be farmed safely. Dan is
using small robots to turn sloped land into
arable land – land that is capable of being
ploughed and used to grow crops. It is all
about helping farmers to maximise the
land they have.
The shortage of skilled labour is another
challenge Dan’s lab is hoping to overcome.
“A lack of skilled workers, coupled with time
constraints is a real issue we are trying to
solve,” explains Dan. “Small autonomous
robots can be deployed in specific seasonal
windows to cope with demand. These robots
can work 24 hours per day and in much wetter
conditions than conventional tractors can.”
WHAT ISSUES DOES THE TEAM HAVE
TO CONSIDER WHEN DESIGNING
THEIR ROBOTS?
Because the robots are much smaller than
conventional tractors, there is not enough
downforce or weight to plant or drill in the
same way farmers do today. The team has
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therefore designed a powered tiller that cuts
a furrow in the soil to put seeds in. These
machines are controlled by a computer, so
safety is a major concern. Fortunately, because
the robots are so small, they are unlikely to
hurt anybody if they accidentally hit them.
WHEN WILL DAN’S ROBOTIC
VEHICLES BE WORKING IN FIELDS?
The process has been designed to work in
stages, so that everything can be fine-tuned
and any issues with safety and liability can be
ironed out. It is expected that in the next five
years or so, more and more scouting robots
will be deployed in fields, while the drones
and larger vehicles will start to be used a
little later than that. Ultimately, it is hoped
that autonomous, self-driving tractors will
be commonplace in fields around the world.
The sustainable approach that Dan and his
team are taking means they are working
with ecologists and environmental scientists,
rather than being in competition with them.
Feeding the world of the future is a problem
that will affect all of us in some way, so we
all need to come together to find the best
solutions we can.

DAN’S TOP TIPS
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DAN IS WORKING ON A VARIET Y OF ROBOTIC VEHICLES.
EACH ONE HAS A DIFFERENT FUNCTION. HERE ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE T YPES OF VEHICLES AND WHAT THEY
ARE DESIGNED TO DO.
WHEELCHAIR-SIZED 		
ROBOTIC VEHICLES
Also known as AgDrones, these will carry out
the agricultural work that tractors are usually
responsible for, like digging trenches and planting
seeds. They are much lighter than tractors, so
they won’t sink in the mud in wet conditions – this
means they can be used for longer and therefore
plant more crops. They are also substantially
cheaper than larger machines.
MICROWAVE-SIZED 		
ROBOTIC VEHICLES
These robots are the ones that are most likely to
get to market first. They include rovers that can

use machine learning to detect pests; their 		
small size enables them to easily fit between
rows of crops, and they can generate a lot 		
of useful information for farmers.
ROBOTIC VEHICLES WITH
ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSORS
These robots, like the others, can perform
repetitive tasks very well and without
complaining! They can repeatedly drag an
electromagnetic sensor over soil as crops are
growing, which will provide information on
how the soil changes as the crop grows. This
information helps farmers to adapt their
practices to make more food.

DR DAN FLIPPO
Associate Professor, Biological and
Agricultural Engineering
Kansas State University, USA

FIELD OF RESEARCH
Biological and Agricultural Engineering

RESEARCH
Dan’s goal is to combine state-of
the-art robotic technology with food
production methods to move towards
sustainably feeding the world by
2050 and beyond.

FUNDER
United States Department
of Agriculture

AgDrone vehicles in the 2050RL lab
Credit: Jeff Moore, Kansas State University –
Communications and Marketing

An AgDrone prototype used for cutting down trees
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PR OF ILE OF DA N’ S
(A KA DR F’S ) ST UD EN TS
GRANT

LILLY

(undergrad)
Grant is testing out different ways
for a robot to see greenery versus
soil. This is to stop the robotic
vehicles running over green wheat,
for example. He is using off-theshelf light sensors, and testing
them at different wavelengths, to
see which sensor works the best in
different light conditions, angles
and distances.

(undergrad)
Lilly is working on a robotic boat
that can take water data. She is
using sensors for temperature,
turbidity (cloudiness) and depth.
The boat also takes water samples
and stores them. These data are
used to better predict blue-green
algae outbreaks.

SKYLAR

CALVIN

(undergrad)
Skylar is working out details for a
new design of a DIN-Rail power
meter for the robots. This meter
makes it easier for the research
team to read the voltage and
current each motor uses.

(master’s)
Calvin is working on a robot that
carries an electromagnetic sensor
across the soil. Because of this
sensor, this robot cannot have
many metal parts, so Calvin must
use carbon fibre and plastic.

HASIB

CHETAN

(PhD)
Hasib is working on finding ways
to help robots navigate through a
field efficiently. How does a robot
decide where to go and when?
He also has to think about how to
keep the robot charged or fill its
containers with pesticide spray.

(PhD)
Chetan is working on the
AgDrone to drill wheat in nontilled soil, i.e. soil that has not
been prepared for growing crops.
He is also testing the AgDrone on
different slopes and soil types so
that an algorithm can use this data
to come up with efficient ways to
route the robots.

HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER
Not many people appreciate how varied a career in
engineering can be. Dan’s background is in mechanical
engineering, but he now focuses on biological and
agricultural engineering.
Zach Star has a few videos dedicated to the topic of
mechanical engineering, including an explainer on what it
is and some subfields and senior project examples, which
should really give you a flavour for what to expect if you
decide to study it.
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According to PayScale, the average starting salary for
an entry-level engineer is $62,096, but you can earn
considerably more as your skills and experience develop.
It is important to study maths at school and college
to become an engineer. Machine design, dynamics,
CAD design, engineering and even English are also
useful subjects.

AB OU T BI OL OG IC AL AN D
AG RI CU LT UR AL EN GI NE ER IN G
Dan started out as a mechanical engineer
before becoming a biological and agricultural
engineer.
Mechanical engineering combines maths,
science and technology to help build the
world around us. From houses, factories,
trains, planes and cars, through to bridges,
space stations and even nanotechnologies,
mechanical engineers are responsible for
designing and developing the things on which
we depend for our daily existence.
Agricultural engineers - or biological and
agricultural engineers - work on a wide
range of engineering activities, including
in aquaculture (raising fish and other sea
creatures for food), land farming and
forestry. As a biological and agricultural
engineer, you could easily be one of the
most sought-after employees around!

WHAT SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES DO YOU
NEED TO BECOME A BIOLOGICAL
AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER?
Dan’s team is very hands on, and they design
and make most of the things they use in their
research. “People on my team need to be
good at design, fabrication and testing. They
also need to program and be comfortable
with the three aspects of mechatronics –
programming, mechanical and electrical,”
explains Dan. “It is also important to me
that my team own their own projects and
are not stopped by obstacles but instead
work around them.”
ARE THERE MANY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS WITH A DEGREE
IN ENGINEERING IN THE US?
Yes, loads! A degree in mechanical
engineering , for example, is one of the

most versatile courses around because
you can put your hand to the majority
of engineering work out there. Dan has
a mechanical engineering degree but
works in the Biological and Agricultural
Engineering Department at Kansas State
University. Clearly there are a wide range
of opportunities out there – it is all about
the type of engineer you want to be.
DO YOU HAVE TO HAVE A
DEGREE TO WORK IN THE FIELD?
“Anybody can engineer, but to get a job you
will most likely need a degree,” says Dan.
“If you want to own your own business, you
will need a professional engineering licence,
which is acquired after taking a test after
college, then working for four years under a
licensed engineer. You will then need to take
a final test.”

HO W DI D DR DA N FL IP PO
BE CO ME A BI OL OG IC AL AN D
AG RI CU LT UR AL EN GI NE ER ?
DID YOU IMAGINE YOURSELF
WORKING WITH ROBOTS AND 		
IN AN AGRICULTURAL SETTING
WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER?
Not at all! I wanted to be a professional
‘taker-apart-er’. My parents weren’t sure
whether that was even a thing, but taking
things apart was what brought me the
most joy as a kid. I enjoyed seeing how
things worked inside. Unfortunately, for
my parents, after I had worked out what
happened inside, I didn’t have much interest
in putting anything back together again!
YOU HAVE A BS DEGREE, MASTER’S
AND PHD IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING. WHO OR WHAT
DREW YOU THIS SUBJECT?
My parents actually suggested it – they
realised I liked all things mechanical
and designing my own machines. After
my degree, I worked at Cessna Aircraft
company, then went to China for two years

to work as an international business intern.
When I came back, I stayed at Cessna while
I got my master’s degree in mechanical
engineering with robots. After that, I left
Cessna and decided to do my doctoral work
in the same subject, although the specific
focus was on planetary exploration.
After graduating, I programmed large
tractors for two-and-a-half years, then
came to Kansas State University to join
the Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Department’s Machinery Group. Our role
is to study and design all off-road vehicles,
including robots for agricultural use.
WHAT IS IT THAT EXCITES YOU
ABOUT THE RESEARCH YOU ARE
INVOLVED WITH?
Short term, what excites me is making things
– like robots, machines and other creations.
It is like having access to a huge set of Lego
that you can use to make new things all the

time. In the longer term, I feel there is a
certain nobility in feeding the world – and
I really do foresee problems in the future
if we do not put measures in place. I am
hopeful that my research will make valuable
contributions to finding solutions.
SOME PEOPLE FEAR THAT ROBOTS
WILL PUT PEOPLE OUT OF JOBS.
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO PEOPLE
WHO HAVE THIS FEAR?
While I can understand some of the fears
that people have, it is worth remembering
that using robotics in agriculture is
increasingly necessary, not least because
there is such a labour shortage in America.
There is also the fact that robots can be
used in dangerous situations – they can go
where humans cannot – and this helps save
people’s lives.
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TH E CO M PU TE R SC IE N C E
U N D ER G R A D S H EL PI N G
FA RM ER S A D O PT SU STA IN A BL E
FA RM IN G PR AC TI C ES
CON SUM E EACH DAY 		
MOS T OF THE FOO D PROD UCTS WE HUM ANS
CYCL E, BEEN SPRAYED 		
HAVE , AT SOM E POIN T IN THE PROD UCTI ON
AGE CAUS ED BY PEST S.
WITH PEST ICID ES TO PROT ECT AGAI NST DAM
PEST MAN AGEM ENT, BASE D
DR CHR ISTIA N NAN SEN RESE ARCH ES HOW
D TO ENSU RE BOTH
ON PEST ICID E APPL ICAT IONS , CAN BE OPTI MISE
HIS RESE ARCH INTO PRAC TICE ,
PROF ITAB ILIT Y AND SUST AINA BILIT Y. TO PUT
SCIE NCE UND ERGR ADU ATE
HE ENLI STED THE HELP OF TWO COM PUTE R
T SPRAY APP, WHIC H HELP S
STUD ENTS TO DEVE LOP THE INNO VATI VE SMAR
Y PEST ICID ES
FARM ERS DECI DE WHE N AND WHE RE TO APPL

PEST MANAGEMENT AND THE
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Imagine being the manager/owner of a farm with several individual
strawberry fields – all of them larger than five soccer fields,
meaning there is a lot of high-value crop under your management.
You have a worker helping you with crop scouting: on a regular basis,
the worker walks into the fields and looks for crop damage by pests.
At some point, your worker finds ‘hot spots’ in some of the fields
(groups of strawberry plants) with emerging outbreaks of a pest you
have identified. What is the best thing to do? And what needs to
be considered when making a decision on how to respond to such a
pest outbreak in a crop field?

• It takes time and labour costs to perform crop scouting, so there
will be a limit to how much crop scouting can be performed. But
without crop scouting, farmers won’t know whether they have
pest outbreaks – so, what is the optimum level of scouting? Is
it possible that the worker performing the crop scouting missed
some emerging hot spots of pest outbreaks?
•

Applications of pesticides to control pest outbreaks require
spraying equipment, labour, chemicals, fuel and other
expenditures – so, pesticides should not be applied unless
necessary. But should the whole field be sprayed or only portions
of fields? For instance, only the detected hot spots?

•

Agricultural pests, such as insects causing crop damage, are
known to develop resistance to pesticides. Once that happens,
a particular pesticide is no longer effective against a given pest.
So, the only real way to minimise the risk of pest populations
developing resistance is by only using pesticides when they are
causing significant crop damage. But how is that determined?
And what if the prediction of risk of the pest causing significant
crop damage is wrong?

• There are regulations/restrictions on how many times crops can
be sprayed with specific pesticides, and applying one pesticide to
control one pest may in some cases also kill ‘beneficial insects’
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(natural enemies – other insects that actually help farmers by controlling certain
pest species). It is possible that applying one pesticide to control pest A causes
an outbreak of pest B. This is very similar to what is referred to, in the medical
world, as the ‘side effects’ of drug treatments. So, which pesticide should be
applied? And if you decide to apply a pesticide that can only be applied once to a
given crop per season, how do you know that you won’t need it again later in the
growing season?
• Finally, if we assume that it is deemed necessary to apply a certain pesticide, what
factors may affect the performance (how well the pest outbreak was controlled)
of a particular pesticide application? The farmer needs to select the right spraying
equipment as well as consider how weather conditions might affect the pesticide
application performance. For example, what do you think happens if a pesticide
spray application is performed under dry and windy conditions?
As you can hopefully appreciate from this brief introduction about the decisionmaking process associated with pest management, there are lots of factors to
take into account, and making the ‘right’ decision is difficult. Also, the possible
consequences of making the ‘wrong’ decision can be very costly – either wasting
money on pesticide applications that were not necessary or losing money because
the pest ruined the crop! In addition, you can hopefully appreciate the many
similarities in decision-making between the medical
diagnostics of our own health and the diagnostics
used to successfully manage risks of pest outbreaks
in farming systems. Just as doctors in the health
care sector need equipment and guidelines to
make decisions – these are generally referred to
as decision support tools – applied research in pest
management is heavily geared towards developing
user-friendly and reliable decision support tools for
farmers. This article is about such a decision support
tool, which was developed in collaboration with
undergraduate students.

Using innovative technologies
to develop methods of targeted
pesticide application.

FUNDERS
United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), Western Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education
(WSARE), California Department of
Food and Agriculture (CDFA), California
Department of Pesticide Regulations
(CDPR)
The decision support tool is in fact a
smartphone app, which has been developed
and offered freely to farmers to help them
make challenging decisions on how to
optimise pesticide applications. To unpack why
smartphone technologies like these can make
farming so much better for people and the
environment, we begin by peeling back some of
the ‘layers’ involved in food production. Think
of it like peeling an onion. First, we investigate
why crop pests are such a problem; moving
on, we find out how humanity has dealt with
such pests historically; then, we examine how
modern solutions could be better; and then we
consider technologies that can help usher in
these new solutions, such as the Smart Spray
app that Dr Christian Nansen and his team
developed. Finally, we look at how bringing
in people from a range of backgrounds has
benefited sustainable pest management and
what opportunities might lie in store for you to
get involved.
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Third layer:

Are there other ways to deal with pests?

Outer layer of the onion:

Fourth layer:

Second layer:

Fifth layer/onion core:

of dominant pesticides, but since then they
have become more sophisticated. Pesticide
improvements were a central part of the
‘Green Revolution’ in the 1970s, where
advances in technology, synthetic chemicals
and crop breeding boosted crop yields
and prevented mass starvation. They have
been used extensively in agriculture ever
since. However, despite their contribution
to productivity, pesticides are certainly
not without their downsides. For instance,
neonicotinoids is a group of pesticides,
whose widespread use has been partially
linked to the collapse of bee colonies.
Bees and other pollinators are not only
beneficial to many crops but also integral
for ecosystem function. This has led to
neonicotinoid usage becoming highly
restricted in the EU and elsewhere.
Pesticides applied to a crop field can
also impact surrounding areas, either by
blowing in the wind (referred to as ‘spray
drift’), leaching into ground water or being
washed away by rainfall. The risk of spray
drift is mainly caused by a combination of
unfavourable weather conditions (high wind
and low humidity) and pesticide droplets
being so small that they can easily drift away
and enter neighbouring water bodies and
fields, woodlands and urban areas. Spray
drift is a problem for two main reasons:
firstly, it may cause pollution and harm
to non-target organisms and, secondly, it
means the pesticide is blown away from
where it is needed, so its application
becomes a waste of time and resource for
the farmer.
There are also human health concerns to
account for. For example, spray drift from
fields to urban areas means that residents
may end up with pesticides on their skin
or even in their lungs. The jury is out on
whether pesticide residues left on food have
an adverse effect on people’s health but,
certainly, their presence reduces the food’s
appeal to the consumer.

SUSTAINABLE PEST MANAGEMENT
Widespread and frequent pesticide
applications is therefore not a sustainable
solution – but what are the alternatives? A
more in-depth knowledge of how crops and
ecosystems work is needed to answer this.
Agricultural science has advanced in leaps
and bounds in recent years and we now have
a much deeper understanding of how to
suppress pests without relying exclusively on
pesticide applications.
One important point that has become
increasingly clear is that merely using less
pesticide (lower dosage) isn’t a solution
unless approached very carefully. Low or
inconsistent pesticide spray coverage may
not only result in poor pest control – it can
also increase the risk of pests becoming
resistant to pesticides. If pests are only
exposed to a low dosage of pesticide, only
the most susceptible are killed. Those
that survive will have some tolerance to
the pesticide – and they’re the ones that
reproduce, passing on their genes for
tolerance to the next generation. This
process, known as resistance evolution, can
lead to particular pesticides becoming useless
against pests. The same thing can happen
with antibiotics in humans. To combat the
emergence of resistant bacteria, doctors
always recommend that you finish a course
of antibiotics.

Pests: why are they a problem?

How did we deal with pests?

PESTS AND FOOD PRODUCTION
Most historians agree that the advent of
civilisation is marked by the development of
agriculture. Having a reliable food production
system is central for society. However,
agriculture is no easy ride; uncertainties
such as weather, diseases and fluctuating
demand can make it a highly unpredictable
sector to work in. The impact of pests is one
such significant uncertainty, as outbreaks
can decimate crop yields if not properly
addressed. Among major global food crops,
pests and pathogens (disease-causing
organisms) decrease yields by 10-40%.
Agricultural crop pests can be any animal,
plant or microbe that directly damages
crops and causes a yield loss. There are a
wide range of pests for any crop and it is
difficult to predict which will cause problems
in any given year. There are many ways
to both minimise risk of pest outbreaks in
crops (preventive measures) or respond
to emerging or established pest outbreaks
(responsive measures). Among responsive
measures, farmers can release/spread natural
enemies, which are insects that are known
to control specific pest insects. An example
is lady bugs, which are known to feed on
aphid pests. Use of natural enemies in pest
management is referred to as biological
control. Another category of responsive
measures is applications of pesticides, and in
most farming systems this is the most widely
used responsive approach to pest outbreaks.
THE COMPLEX ISSUE OF PESTICIDES
As their name suggests, pesticides are
chemicals that kill pests. They can be
extremely effective and can cause dramatic
declines in pest numbers. People have been
using pesticides in one form or another
for thousands of years. The earliest known
example is from ancient Mesopotamians
who dusted their crops with sulphur to deter
insects. From the 15th century until the
1950s, arsenic was the principal component
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The Smart Spray app

How might you get involved?

Yellow spray cards turn blue when hit by
liquid such as a pesticide formulation.
Farmers use the Smart Spray app to
calculate the spray coverage (percentage
of blue on the yellow spray card).

So, reducing the amount of pesticides
used needs some very careful thought. The
pesticide has to kill almost all pests in order
to prevent resistance evolution. How do
farmers achieve this if they are to reduce
the amount they use? Making sure that
pesticides are used in the most effective
and environmentally-friendly way possible
is a key step in making agriculture more
sustainable.
TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
Technology, coupled with scientific
understanding, is a key part of solving this
puzzle. Christian is one such researcher
who, along with a team of undergraduate
computer science students, is using
smartphone technology as a platform for
decision support tools to farmers. They have
developed a smartphone app called ‘Smart
Spray’, which helps farmers optimise when
and how to apply pesticides.
Smart Spray uses a predictive computer
model. This means that the user feeds
information into the Smart Spray app, which
then generates predictions of spray coverage.
Weather apps are a good example of this; if
you want to know what the weather might
be like in a certain place on a given day, the
app uses data from weather stations and
predictive modelling to provide you with a
forecast.
Perhaps surprisingly, a predictive computer
model has to be ‘trained’ to work effectively.

This involves feeding in ‘template’
information – telling the model which inputs
lead to which outputs. For a weather app,
for example, this information comes from
vast data banks documenting how certain
conditions – such as atmospheric pressure –
lead to certain weather outcomes.
To train the models in the Smart Spray app,
Christian’s team collected field data from
spray cards that change colour when they
get wet from the pesticide spray. These cards
were placed at various locations throughout
strawberry fields. The team then recorded
the outcomes of a range of different
pesticide scenarios: for example, making a
note of what happened when different spray
nozzles were used or when the weather
was good or bad. Once a large number of
different scenarios had been recorded,
the models started to generate reliable
predictions.
Simply recording the outcomes of a few
scenarios isn’t enough for the model to work
well, however. Christian needed a lot of
variables. So, the team recorded variables
such as different weather conditions, the
size of strawberry plants and how they were
grown, the type of spraying equipment used,
the amount of pesticide applied, and the
speed of the tractor. For each scenario, they
noted the colour changes on the spray cards
– which indicated how much of the pesticide
had reached the crops – and inputted the
findings into the model’s training data set.

SMART SPRAY
The Smart Spray app can help farmers use
pesticides in ways that minimise the risks
of spray drift and maximise their ability to
protect crops from pests. The app has two
basic functions: it can be used to predict
the amount of spray coverage needed as
well as show how successful the pesticide
application was.
The app’s predictive function runs
algorithms after users of the app have
entered information about the crop,
weather conditions and other operational
settings. To fully understand how the app
works, we encourage you to download it
from the Android or iOS app store – simply
search for “Smart Spray” and look for a
yellow symbol with a droplet/leaf. You can
also download a manual and follow download
instructions on this website: http://
chrnansen.wixsite.com/nansen2/smartspray.
Smart Spray has been designed for
strawberry growers, but the team plans to
adapt it for other crops, such as almond,
pistachio and tomato. As well as benefiting
farmers’ pockets, it is also good news
from an environmental perspective. Most
obviously, the app means that less pesticide
has to be applied, so fewer non-target
organisms will suffer. Additionally, the app
informs farmers to delay spraying if there
are unfavourable weather conditions that
would result in pesticide spray drift.
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to develop the Smart Spray app.
It is thanks to an unusual collaboration that Christian was able
or entomologists (people who
Building the app was beyond the scope of agricultural scientists
undergraduate students
study insects), such as Christian. Teaming up with computer science
expertise, while the students used
provided a unique solution. Christian provided the agricultural
e.
their coding skills to build the app’s digital structure and user interfac
s at the University 		
Gabriel and Alexander are computer science undergraduate student
working with Christian
of California Davis in the USA. They tell us how they ended up
ts.
prospec
career
their
ed
and how the project has benefit

GABRIEL DEL VILLAR DE SANTIAGO
A fellow computer science undergraduate recommended that I apply to work with Christian on
the Smart Spray app. I have an interest in health and wellness, and I care about where the food I eat
comes from. Additionally, I wanted to learn more about the processes behind growing, cultivating and
bringing foods to market. My generalist mindset means that I am interested in how technology can be
applied to solve problems outside of pure computer science.
I led the development of the iOS version of the Smart Spray app and was heavily involved at every
stage of the process. This included launching the app on the Apple App Store, prototyping future
versions of the app and helping to improve the underlying algorithms within the app.
One of the most challenging aspects of designing the app was ensuring it was easily scalable. We
wanted to be able to efficiently add more crops and features in the future. Because the app caters to
a niche market, namely farmers and crop sprayers, we also had the extra challenge of developing a
user interface that caters to a very specific user.
It is a source of pride for me that the merging of two disciplines – application development and
entomology – gave us the tools to solve problems for sustainable agriculture. Working with Dr
Nansen was a fun and rewarding experience, and it feels fantastic to have had a positive impact.
I have always taken an interest in development and design. I have wanted to be an engineer or
architect from a young age. During school, I enjoyed solving problems using technology, so computer
science seemed like the ideal path for me.
Once I graduate, I hope to use my degree to build apps to benefit the health and wellness sector.
This could mean building software for sustainable food production, for hospitals, or to help people
with fitness or nutrition. One of the best aspects of studying computer science is that you can apply
your skills to a wide variety of disciplines. If you enjoy creativity, critical thinking and problem solving,
computer science could be for you.
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ALEX ANDER RECALDE
I got involved in the Smart Spray project when Dr Nansen reached out to the Computer Science
Department at the university. I had some experience as a mobile developer, so it seemed like a good
fit. I was curious to see how technology would be used in other fields and this was the perfect way to
explore that.
I developed the Android version of the app, so Gabriel and I worked closely together. We wanted our
app versions to behave identically, and it also helped to collaborate on problem solving. For instance,
Gabriel showed me a way to drastically reduce runtime on a new feature.
At first, it was a challenge to not have a senior person telling me exactly what to do. I had to teach
myself how to finish each task on my own. Although this was challenging, it was a good learning
experience and I am proud that I managed to put everything together. Now, there are farmers who
have a tool to help optimise pesticide application, which has led to lower pesticide usage on crops as
well as less contamination of the environment. This is a great source of pride for me.
When I was younger, I wanted to be an astronaut or an inventor. After that I wanted to be a
businessman and then landed on becoming an engineer. After my first year of high school, I knew
I wanted to specifically become a software engineer. I had started coding years before, right after
watching The Matrix at 9 years old. I began by coding a basic rock-paper-scissors game and fell in
love. By the time I reached high school I was coding non-stop.
I have a job lined up for when I graduate. I will be working for a company called Esri which designs
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). My work will benefit farmers but will not be as focused as
this project. I will probably move back into agricultural technology eventually, but the start of my
career will be more general.
Working with Dr Nansen was a great experience. It gave me the opportunity to see how technology
can be applied to different fields. I went to a farmers’ conference, where I learnt how technology is
being used throughout agriculture.
I would advise trying out coding before beginning a computer science class. I know a lot of people
who dropped out of computer science classes because they did not enjoy coding. Although it’s fun to
do coding for coding’s sake, it’s often more fun to do your own project. There are plenty of resources
out there where you can design your own website or app and beginning with these tutorials is a great
first step. Even when I had difficult or boring class assignments, I never quit because I knew how much
fun taking a project through to completion could be.

Gabriel, Christian and Alex with the Smart Spray app

Gabriel, Alex and Christian looking at features of the Smart Spray app.
Imagine working with a researcher in this way!
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As this article shows, sustainable pest management relies on people
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table
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with
some technical careers can be accessed
of some pathways into the field.

PROFESSION

WHY THEY’RE
NEEDED

EX AMPLE
PATHWAYS

Agronomist

Science of crops,

BA in agriculture, food

soil and agricultural

sciences or biology. MA

production

in food sciences, soil

SALARY RANGE

$30k-$90k

conservation or nutrition

Ecologist

Science of ecosystems

BA in ecology or biology.

and species interactions

Practical experience,

$30k-$90k

such as at a field
station is sufficient for
technician roles

Entomologist

Science of insects,

BA in biology or

including many pests

entomology.
Practical experience,
such as via a club
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$35-$120k

C H RI ST IA N ’S
TO P TI PS
01

I would strongly recommend looking into summer jobs and internships with
relevant companies and farmers if you are interested in working in food
production.

02

NGOs also offer young people good opportunities for work and making
connections.

03

Finally, there are ways to travel and be part of sustainable food production
projects. These are a good way to get your foot in the door, make connections
and possibly get someone to write you a letter of support.

PROFESSION

WHY THEY’RE
NEEDED

EX AMPLE
PATHWAYS

Economist

Advise on the

BA in economics.

agricultural market

MA/PhD in food science,

SALARY RANGE

$60-$180k

agricultural policy

Educator

Educating, training and

BA in agriculture,

outreach

education. Internship in

$40-$90k

agricultural education

Engineer

Design, build and

BA in agricultural/

improve agricultural

biological engineering.

technologies

Professional development

$50-$90k

courses

Policymaker

Inform government

BA in public policy or

decisions on agricultural

politics. MA in political

practice

science

$35-$110k
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Imagine an entire school curriculum rooted in
a single denominator: food. Biology, ecology
and environmental science being taught based
on projects related to the growth of plants
and animals. Literature, history, sociology and
humanities focusing on the importance of
food and concepts, like ‘breaking bread’, feasts
and banquets. Just think of how explorations
by Vikings, Columbus, Marco Polo, etc. were
largely driven by trade in spices, tea, sugar,
coffee, silk and cotton.
What I am proposing here is already being
done, in part, as individual initiatives and
projects. For example, many schools have a
butterfly garden, biology labs keep colonies
of insects, students grow some vegetables and
have a few livestock animals. In some schools,

students learn how to eat and cook healthy
food. But I am proposing a full commitment
to ‘food’ as the underlying driver of an
educational curriculum. And I am arguing that
such a focus on food would strengthen, not
weaken, the academic rigour that could be
delivered to students of all age groups. 		
That is, ‘food’ as an educational denominator
can be taught and approached with multiple
goals in mind, and these would be similar to
the current distinctions between practical
and more theoretical classes.
With the best of intentions, middle and
high school curricula seek to provide
students with essential skill sets regarding
problem solving, critical thinking and basic
knowledge. It is undeniably important to

acquire basic mathematical skills, understand
the fundamentals of genetics and biology,
memorise and study principles of physics
and chemistry, have a basic understanding
of main historic events and of civilisations
through time, appreciate and understand
classic literature, and understand sociological
drivers and their role throughout history. In
a world with rapid growth in the adoption of
technologies, students also need to learn about
computer programming and robotics. I agree
that all of these topics must be part of school
curricula. I would argue, however, that they
can all be taught very effectively through an
underlying emphasis on food.
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EN GIN EER ING ,
CO MP UT ER
SCI EN CES AN D
FO OD PRO DU CTI ON
Each school could carefully examine its own potential for having
solar panels to produce energy, install rainwater catchment
systems and water recycling methods, and identify sources of
organic material for composting (crop fertiliser) from within the
school and/or nearby shops, factories, etc. Engineering, computer
science and technology would be taught as projects that focus
on how to quantify, develop quality control, and use energy,
water and nutrients in on-school crop production. At a more
advanced level, it would be possible to integrate robotics and
machine learning systems into the curriculum. If food production
is not feasible on the school premises, then students could
develop virtual computer programmes and simulate real-food
productions.

C H EM IS TR Y
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HU MA N HIS TO RY
Around 1845, the migration by people in northern Europe
to North America was largely due to famine, which was
caused by a devastating disease in potatoes. History
and social sciences could be taught on the basis of the
importance of food through time and among cultures.
What did the Mayas eat and why? How did trade routes and
commerce (coffee, sugar, spices and silk) affect societies and
civilisations? It would be incomplete to discuss the history of
the southern US states and slavery without taking a careful
look at the commercial role and industries derived from
sugar and cotton plantations.

HUMA NITIES
Food is mentioned in literature in myriad ways. It is a part
of rituals and traditions that define our cultural values. In all
societies and cultures, large banquets and feasts play roles in
celebrating major events of celebration. They invoke a sense of
victory and power; they enforce images of superiority, but they
are also unifying and crucial in diplomacy and reconciliation. In
paintings and poetry, symbolism based on food items is common.
Just as one can study an individual genre of art, I would argue
that, for instance, one can compare how Renaissance painters
and Andy Warhol used food items in their paintings.
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SO CIA L STU DIE S
Concerns about food security are linked to the effects of
climate change and to international crises. More specifically,
climate change and water scarcity, and therefore food security,
are factors underpinning conflicts in the Middle East and
elsewhere. Thus, long-term solutions to these crises cannot be
conceptualised unless they include considerations related to
sustainable food production.
Another topic to address is urban farming and ‘edible cities’. It is
the traditional notion that rural and urban developments are in
direct conflict with one another, as the growth of cities take up
farmland and water resources. But urban farming and edible cities
are about the partial integration of the two, about creating urban
environments with high degrees of recycling of resources (water
and nutrients) and urban citizens producing some fraction of their
food consumption.

PH YSI CA L
ED UC ATI ON
Even physical education could be brought under this food
umbrella. The practical aspects of gardening and animal
husbandry (i.e. looking after chickens or rabbits) involve
physical labour. Look at the commercial role and industries
derived from sugar and cotton plantations.

Example of a large roof garden on a large
school in Hangzhou, China.
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FOOD AS A
DENO MINATOR
We all need food, and it is something all students can directly
relate to. But what we eat has changed over time, and it varies
among countries and cultures, meaning that not all students view
food in the same way. Teachers can capitalise on such diversity
in food experience among students in a classroom and use it as
a conduit to bring students together. Music could be another
denominator, and I am sure there are many others with equally
broad relevance and potential. Food is highlighted because it
relates so clearly to our growth and well-being; it is very easy
to structure and execute teaching curricula around food, both
practically and theoretically.
As an educational denominator, food can be used to indirectly
address societal challenges, such as obesity, and it can also elevate
levels of empowerment. That is, I think many young people suffer
from stress induced by fears about the consequences of climate
change and from a sense of being powerless and unable to make
concrete contributions to a more sustainable future. Learning,
both in practical and theoretical terms, about sustainable food
production could be a strong catalyst of empowerment, and
it may also provide the context that makes more students
interested in basic sciences and entrepreneurship.
We all know the saying, “You are what you eat”. How about using
what we eat, food, as the denominator in our school curricula?

Examples of students collecting data as part of experimental research on food and food production.
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BUILDING A
STEM GENERATION
WITH 74% OF AUSTRALIAN CEOS CONCERNED ABOUT THE CURRENT AND FUTURE
AVAILABILITY OF STEM SKILLS, THE STATE GOVERNMENT IN NEW SOUTH WALES IS ON
A MISSION TO CREATE A NEW GENERATION OF STEM EXPERTS – AND IT’S PARTNERING
WITH CSIRO, AUSTRALIA’S SCIENCE RESEARCH AGENCY, TO DO IT. MARY MULCAHY,
DIRECTOR OF CSIRO’S EDUCATION AND OUTREACH TEAM, EXPLAINS

MARY MULCAHY

Director, CSIRO’s Education and Outreach Team
Why are you passionate about
STEM education?
Science, technology, engineering and
maths are integrated into our lives – so
enmeshed that we often don’t realise
or recognise them. STEM skills are
also really important for current and
future jobs.
Governments around the world recognise that in a new global
economy driven by data, digital technologies and innovation,
organisations will need more employees with STEM training and
that STEM does and will drive socio-economic development.
STEM skills are already in high demand and growing – STEM
jobs are growing 1.5 times faster than other jobs in Australia.
However, 74% of Australian CEOs are concerned about the
current and future availability of STEM skills; right now, the
US cannot find enough people with STEM skills to fill current
labour market needs and it is predicted there will be 7 million
new STEM jobs in Europe by 2025 and not enough people to
fill them.
A PricewaterhouseCoopers report in 2015 estimated that
changing just 1% of the workforce into STEM roles would add
$57.4 billion to Australia’s gross domestic product by 2050.
So, why am I passionate about STEM? One, I love it and all
it brings to our lives; and secondly, it’s really important for
Australia if we are to be successful on the global stage.
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ON THE CSIRO WEBSITE IT SAYS: “GENERATION STEM IS
A 10-YEAR INVESTMENT INTO THE DEVELOPMENT AND
RETENTION OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING
AND MATHEMATICS (STEM) SKILLS IN NEW SOUTH
WALES, AUSTRALIA”. WHEN WAS GENERATION STEM
SET UP?
Generation STEM was formally launched in June 2019 by New South Wales
Minister for Skills and Tertiary Education Geoff Lee. It is part of the New South
Wales government commitment to attract, support and retain young people in
science, technology, engineering and maths education and skilled careers.
The first programme, The STEM Community Partnerships Programme
targets year 9 and 10 students and provides them with the opportunity to
work on their own STEM challenge, inspired by industry and local government
future challenges.

WHY IS THE FOCUS ON NEW SOUTH WALES?
Generation STEM is funded by the New South Wales state government as part
of their commitment to attract, support and retain young people in science,
technology, engineering and maths education and skilled careers.
The initiative takes a community driven approach, ensuring tailored
programmes address local business needs and equip young people with the
relevant skills to secure local jobs.
One of the major components of the STEM Community Partnerships
programme is partnering with local councils and industry to identify local
issues for students to focus on solving with STEM solutions. Students have
the opportunity to offer new and innovative thinking to help solve real-world
problems in their community.
STEM Community Partnerships is the first programme to launch under
Generation STEM.

CSIRO’S NATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR TEACHERS
Generation STEM is currently working with selected schools in
the Western Sydney Region. However, CSIRO Education and
Outreach has other national programmes that teachers can get
involved in, including:
STEM Professionals in Schools – Volunteers working in industry
partner with schools to provide mentoring, career talks and STEM
educational activities.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE INTENDED BENEFITS FOR:
a) Teachers
The programme increases teachers’ confidence, skills and knowledge through
exposure to contemporary STEM practices, which enhances their teaching
practice. The Generation STEM resources can support teachers’ lesson
planning and delivery of the Australian curriculum. Also, there is no cost
to participate.
b) Students
Generation STEM allows students to explore a wide-range of STEM careers,
to find which one is right for them. Generation STEM not only drives an
increase in STEM career aspirations, but also an understanding of various local
STEM careers, pathways and opportunities to take advantage of promising job
opportunities close to home.
Generation STEM provides valuable opportunities for both top performing
students and those who demonstrate a high-potential for success with a keen
interest in STEM industries, regardless of background.
The Generation STEM initiative aims to create strong partnerships between
local schools and industry, with the goal of highlighting local STEM careers
and opportunities and providing avenues for students to develop their
STEM skills in a local meaningful way. For teachers and students, this is an
opportunity to engage with the open-inquiry learning process and connect
with STEM professionals to expand their knowledge of what a STEM career
looks like.

WHAT OTHER GENERATION STEM PROGRAMMES ARE
IN THE PIPELINE?
As it is a ten-year programme, we’re looking at different ways to expand and
capitalise on what the market needs. CSIRO will work with government,
the education sector and industry to develop programmes to drive greater
participation and engagement in STEM in New South Wales.

BHP Foundation Science and Engineering Awards – These awards
recognise Australia’s brightest student researchers and innovators,
and also celebrate teachers who engage students in the study of
open-ended investigations; teachers who work consistently within
their school community and wider professional arenas to make an
outstanding contribution to science education in Australia.
Creativity in Research, Engineering, Science and Technology
(CREST) – Providing CPD, educational resources and awards,
CREST aims to progress the development of an inquiry culture in
Australia’s education system, particularly in science, technology
and engineering.
Digital Careers – Offering a range of educational resources for
different age groups, Digital Careers delivers real world, futurefocused education initiatives to help students pursue an exciting
digital career.

Generation STEM will focus on achieving measurable results and backing
initiatives that have proven impact. At the moment, we’re looking to expand
the Community Partnerships programme to other Western Sydney Council
areas as well as regional New South Wales.

ON LAUNCHING GENERATION STEM, DR LARRY
MARSHALL, CSIRO’S CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND
GENERATION STEM TRUSTEE SAID: “TODAY’S
STUDENTS WILL USE SCIENCE TO INVENT THEIR OWN
CAREERS, CREATING A BETTER FUTURE FOR ALL OF
US.” WHAT IS CSIRO’S VISION OF A BETTER FUTURE
FOR ALL OF US?
Solving Australia’s greatest challenges through innovative science
and technology.
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HOW TO USE OUR EDUCATION AND CAREER RESOURCES
Go online and you’ll find loads of research articles, and all related to different fields. Whether you download the
PDF or read the article online, you’ll find that each research article contains all the information you need to
help you learn more about STEAMM (science, tech, engineering, arts, maths, medicine).
www.futurumcareers.com/articles
Got a question for the researcher? Send
them an email: info@futurumcareers.com
Read about
fascinating research
projects that are
happening right now
Put yourselves in the
shoes of the researcher
and learn key words
relating to their work

Find a short
summary of the
research project
in our researcher
profiles

Imagine how the research
affects the world
around you

Explore new fields of
research and study, and
learn about different
career options

Discover opportunities that
are open to you in different
fields (apprenticeships,
internships, courses) and
find out how much money
you can earn

Find out how the
researchers got to be
where they are today.
For example, János wasn’t
massively interested in
biology when he was
younger!

Get top tips from
scientists and researchers
Find out which courses
to take at school, college
and university

ACTIVITY SHEETS
Go online and you’ll find activity sheets for all of our featured articles: www.futurumcareers.com/resources
See if you can answer questions
about the research in the article

Try out activities you can do in
school, college or at home

Get links to even more awesome
resources
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